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When a fotmcr alde to Hubert Humphreg; n'rltes a
booh about liberal hlpocrlsgl, that's nsws. When
her book digs deep, dou'n to the vcry roots of
the liberal worldview, that's IIIPOBIANT
'How can lt be," al|re Ambaeeador Jcanc Kldrpatrlcl,
'that peroon3 3<rdceplytonmltted
to thc llbcratlon of
South Vletnan and Canbodla...wcrc
ro llttle affectcd by the enolavcncnt that followed thelr llberatlon? Why are Wertern llberalo - who oflcn are euch
omarl people
ouch olow learncro about Comnunlcn?"
Our outcpohcn UN Anbaoaador aniwcrt
thlc rlddlc'ln one of the noct sc.rchlng crltlquec of
llbcrallen olnce Burnhan'o Sulcldc ol the W eat.
Have you been reading about how the liberalsstill buried in the State Departmentkeep
sniping at Ambassador Kirkpatrick?They spread vicious rumors, lose no opportunity
to wield the stiletto. They want the lady out of the way.
Snall

roonde4

ro.hen ohe aaya thlngo

llke.

. .

* How the liberals consistently help Marxists get power in the Third World. The
media's role. * Disaster,thy name is Jimmy. A comprehensivereview of the wreck
Carter left. * The differencebetween Communists and autocrats.Why the U.S. can
properly help the latter, but not the former. * The Sovietsin Cuba: dug in far deeper
than most realize. * The reol problem in El Salvador (knee-jerkliberalshaven't even
scented it) . * The fatal flaw oI every liberal. * Is there a silent majority of conservatives?* How the McGovern reforms infected the RepubliconParty. * What happens when a nation turns its back on tradition. * The famous essay that caught
President-to-beReagan'seye.
lf fhc fcloty UN Ambaooador
had olnply trn through the dlomal lcftlot
tracl record, that would male thlo a valuablc bool. But ohc taheo uo Inclde the llberal mlnd. Her warnlng: lt'o a wrechlng ball, and lt'o cwlngIng wlldly, out of conlrol.

Yours

FREE!

Dld you eaer dreom you'd hem our Ambossador to the UN soylng the unmentlonable?
y' "Our timesseem
hospitable
to badideas,probably
especially
because,rz
in throwing
wehaveleftourselves
off theshackles
of tradition,
to untriednostrum$
theories."
especially
wlnerable
anduntested
foreignpolicyis nowclear
,z "Thefailureof theCarteradministration's
private
to everyone
except
its architects,
andeventheyirusi ent'ertain
doubh'from
timi to timeabouta policywhoiecrowning
achievement
wasto laythegroundwork
for a transfer
of thePanama
Canal."

'change'
did notleadtheCarteradministration
to under"Assisting
takethedesabilization
of aConnunistcountry.
Theprinciples
of
self-determination
andnonintervention
arethusbothselectively
applied.Weaccepted
quoin Communist
thestatus
(in thename
nations
of'diversity'andnational
autonomy),
but notin nations
ruledby
'rightwing'dictators
or whiteoligarchies."
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P l e a s ea c c e p t m y m e m b e r s h i pi n t h e C l u b a n d s e n d m e , f r e e a n d
postpaid,Jeane J. Kirkpatrick'soutspoken new book, Dlctatorshlps
and Double Sfondards.I agree to buy 3 additional books at regular
C l u b p r i c e so v e r t h e n e x t 1 8 m o n t h s . l a l s o a g r e et o t h e C l u b r u l e s
s p e l l e do u t i n t h i s c o u p o n .
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Editors'Note

Cwned by
The Old Trme Gospel Hour
nd I will blessthem that blessthee,and cursehim
that curseth thee: and in thee shall all familiesof
the earth be blessedl'God said to Abraham in
I.
I
describingHis chosenpeopleand the relationshipother nations
are to have with them. Since the establishmentof the nation
of Israel,American public opinion toward the Jewishpeoplehas
becomeincreasinglysupportive.Yet anti-Semitismand conflicts
in the Middle East have a significant impact on public sentiment. Jerry Falwellhas experienceda deepeningconcern for the
welfareof Israeland Jewishpeople worldwide. He expressedhis
commitment to Israelin a new book, Jerr] Falwelland theJews,
by Merrill Simon, an industrialist and leader in the American
Jewish community. In this issueJerry Falwell Comments consists of excerptsfrom that book.
In FundamentalismToday,we have looked in the past at the
extremepositions on separationfrom both the Fundamentalist
and the Evangelicalpoints of view. Now Ed Dobson writes on
true biblical separation-what it is, what it is not, and how to
achieve it.
When our children hurt, we hurt for them. In one of our
feature articles Dave Adams tells how suffering with his son
brought him closer to God and tightened the family's bond.
A well-known Christian counselor,Jay Adams, looks at the
variety of modern counselingtechniquesand explainswhy there
is only one effective way of healing the mind.
How do you react when a brother falls?EC. Haskell covers
that topic, giving the biblical basisfor confrontation and restoration in his article "What Happens W'hen a Brother Falls?"
News events continue to shake the issue of separationof
church and state.\ilith new requirementsfor the SocialSecurity
Act Amendments of 1983,churches will have to pay a Social
Security tax on all nonordained or nonlicensedemployees.A
tax revolt may be brewing, saysRon Godwin, while Rick Huff
calls for a reexamination of the Christian position on Social
Security.
Cline E. Hall writes a news commentary on why the Reagan
administration should not have sent an ambassadorto the
Vatican"
On our cover we highlight the need to utilize the biblical
office of deacon. Deacons can be domineering opponents or
blessedaides.Pastorswho misusedeaconsor deaconswho usurp
too much authority are constant sourcesof church problems.
How has tradition redefined the role of deacon?And what is
the biblical role of the position?Carl Diemer examinesthe office
of deacon, defining it as a much-neededservantof the church.
U
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mrssioncnles
ln torMnwere burning the
condle ot both ends,ond thelr work
wos obvrously blessed by the Lord
Otherslrncludrng the Johnsons)were

Srr,my life s filled wtth God-glven
responsrlcrhtteswhlch I do not hesttcrte
to ftrlJrll The Lord olso knows the destre

Brother Johrson spent severol hours o
doy tinkerurg cnd fixrngthrs ond thcrt
SrsterJohnson wos o shorp shoppet
cu^rdwor:ld dnve the ccrryoll ccn mles
to get the best pnce on fresh corn. Ther
chlldren hod to be loken to theexpensive Americon School eoch momng
ond picked up eoch cdternoon.
They hod crcrmmed thelr Ives with
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Shlmei's Dust
PostorSmith hcrd looked {otword to
hs mrssronfnp for mony months Now

here hc rarnsslennrnn on the tormoc
of the Ittle orrport tn the town where
the Johnsons served os misslonorles
Hrs church hod supported them for
severol yeors.
He wos bedded down tn the guest
room of the Johnsons lovelY home
The trlp from the oirport hcld been
in tho
n
\n€q trht rauryr tr vn vdro n
v 'l vnrnr lv
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church lost yeor. They hod token htm
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rhon thcrt bock homet The people
to lhe gospel.'he
here musl be resrstcu-rt
thought os he r-npocked hls s.lts ond
hung them tn the closet
Hoplng thot o dresser drower hod
been left fol hs use he pulled open the
top one, crnd stored crt stocks of hondrv^vr rrirhror n
slr
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thom Thev were ir-lenlrcolto the ones
he recerved fwlce monthly ond pub
lshed rn lhe church newsletter As he
prcked up one of the bundles, he discovered the letters were dcrted fwo
months in the fuh,rre Another bundle
wos doted srx months oheod. Eoch
o n c r - r r r e t r r l l r ur e r - o u n l e d " r e c e n l
events" rn the hfe of the Johnsons ond
lha
L i ' u ffi-1^rlh
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pening when they supportwork overconc?
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lock of unscved fiiends It does moke
it dilflcult to shore Jesus Chnst when
some will not hsten I hove found thcrt
when my fnendsrrrtroduce me to theu
ocqucuntcurceg they oll but hrn themselveslnsrde oul seehng o deporture
I must hcrve o fcrtol dtseose
However, I do not lock for Chnstton
frjends who desrre my osslstonce in
their spirrhrol growth Nor do I lock for
Christion fiiends who seek ond gnve
comfort rn times of grref I do not lock
for Chrrstron frrends who desire my
friendshrp
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Deor Shimei. ..
You sloted lhot postors' wives
seldom hcrve even one unsoved
firend, When l woso drunk ond nevel
went to church, I hcld ot leost IOC unscrved drunken friends, Stcrtrsticswtll
nr-\/p arn\/lhrnn vrlr I wlsh.
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the writers shouid not hove ossumed
thcrt most Fundcnrientohstswrll toke o
firm stcrnd on rssueswhrle most Evonr're'rr:rrls rariI I not -r: nel then crftocked
FUNDAMENTAI]ST JOURNAL
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tions, The cngn-rment sholrld hove
been for qll Chrlstlons,whether Fundomentolists or Evongelicols, to toke
firm stonds on issuesond to stcrndby
Gods Word The edrtorioi mode Fundomentollstslook "holier thon thoul'
Corey E Dvorok
Reisterstown,Morylond

through the Word of God, not opcrt
from it Every pseudoChnsticrrrctlt Lrr
hstory hos clormed extrobtlclicol
revelotion,
In poshrlcrtlngthe possrlcilifyof dr
rect gurdonce for decisiors not covered by bilchcol mondotes one runs
the riskof derxgrotingthe outhonty of
Scripfurern fcrvorof some mysticol experience which rs often colled the
"leodng of the Lordl

JcrmesE McGoldrick
Professorof History
In the Jcnrucry 1984crhcle "Evcu-rgel- Cedoruille College
icol Toleronce'the wnters reveol,per- Cedorvllle Ohio
hcrpsunwittngly the ploblem of the
pseudo-Fundomentolism movement
It gets better and better.,,
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People
OnGod'sGhosen
Among the loudest critics of me and my ministry are those
who say I am anti-Semitic. In reality, nothing could be further
from the truth.
Merrill Simon, a writer, an industrialist,and a leaderin the
American Jewishcommunity, recognizingmy unsolicitedsupport of the State of Israel, decided that he wanted to explore
and examinesuch misunderstandings.
He interviewedme on
the issuesvital to the American Jewishcommuniry and published
my responsesin his new book Jerry Falwell and theJews,being
releasedthis month.
The following are excerptsfrom that book.

eqterend
lerry FaIwelI is an EuangelicalFundamentalist
Christian minister who accepts the word of the OId
and New Testamentsliterall"t and wlrc belieues.as a
matter of faith, that personalsalc)ationcan come only through the
of lesusChrist as the Saviourof mankind.This onefact
acceptance
an insurmountabletheologicalgulf betweenhis rhlnking
establishes
reform,or atheist.To
and that of all lews-orthodox, conservatiue,
thrrt is not
seekto bridge thisgap is to attempt to attain something
achievable.
'What
we can hopefor is an understandingof how lews and Fundamentalist Christiansdiffer, and preciselyhow thesedifferences
affect the way that the two groupsrelate to eachotherjll
Simon
SIMON: lYltat is your view on the "chosenness"
of the Jewish
people?
FALWELL: Some 40 centuries ago God promised Abraham
that he would be the founder of a specialnation (Gen. 12:1-3).
Over 500 yearslater God directed Mosesto lead a nation, then
consisting of 1Z tribes, out of Egypt into their special land
Canaan (Exod. 1:14).ln the daysof Joshua,God led Israelinto
Canaan and establishedthem in the land (Josh.l-12).Although
there were some rough times for Israelunder the Judges,under
many of the kings, and under foreign rulers, God has never abandoned His people.Mosespredictedchasteningfor disobedience
(Deut. 28), which has occurred repeatedly,but the purposefor
God's choosing of the Jew has never been revoked. Even during the awfirl spiritual decline experiencedin Isaiahs day, God
still said of Israel,"Ye are my witnesses,saith the [ord, and my
servant whom I have chosen"(Isa.43:10).In fact, God repeated
that declarationfor double emphasis(v.12).God chosethe Jewish
people to bear His name, to show forth His glory, and to be
the channel through whom He would perform His will on this
earth.
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yor.rdon't seethe Jewsin
SIMON So despiteth.eir"clnsenness,"
arLJwal superior to other peoples?
FALWELL: No. In fact that is part of the apostlePaul'sgreat
argument in the Book of Romans.All men are equally lost and
condemnedbefore God-whether they be Jew or Gentile. Paul
asked,"What then? Are we better than they? No, in no wise:
for we have before proved both Jewsand Gentiles, that they
are all under sin. As it is written [Ps. 14:1,3],There is none
righteous,no, not one" (Rom. 3:9-10),Paul went on to say,"For
there is no differencebetween the Jew and the Greek: for the
same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon him. For
whosoevershall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved"
(Rom. 10:12-13).
SIMON:

And are the Jews still the chosenpeople?

FALWELL: Yes,very definitely. Although I believethat at the
presenttime God's vehicle for world evangelismis the church,
Israelis yet to play a vital role among the nations. Israelis moving to the front and center of God's prophetic stage.I believe
the times of the Gentiles filrke 21:24)either ended with the
Jewishtaking of old Jerusalemin 1967,or will end in the not
too distant future.
SIMON: Could yu deline Christianity for us?
FALWELL: The word Christianappearsbut three times in the
Bible. The references
are Acts 11:26,Acts 26:28,and 1 Peter4:16.
It is interestingto note that in each casethe word is associated
with sufferingand persecution,not sufferingimposedupon Jews
or pagansby Christians, but to the contrary, persecution imposedupon Christians becauseof their faith in Christ! Justwhat
is a Christian?In Iohn 3:3 and Acts 16:31a Christian is defined
FUNDAMENI'ALISTJOURNAL

asone who has askedChrist to savehim from his sins and has
experiencedthe New Birth. Jesussaysthe New Birth is not optional. When one becomesa newborn Christian by accepting
the death, burial, and Resurrectionof Christ as the atonement
for his sins,he is "born againl'The Holy Spirit takesup residence
in his body. His sins are forgiven. He receivesthe promise of
eternal life.
This newly converted Christian then becomesa part of the
body of Christ-the spiritual family of God. He enters the communion of Christianity, by personal experience.One is not born
a Christian. He does not inherit Christianity from his parents.
He personally,by choice, receivesChrist as his lord and Saviour.

SIMON: How did anti-Semitismdcuelop and wlE lus it woven
itself into tfu ueryfabric of today's society,far wtside thc religious
context?
FALWELL: I believethat anti-Semitismis not the product of
Christianity or any other religion for that matter. I believethat
anti-Semitismwas produced by Satan himself as an antithesis
to the God of Heaven who selectedand ordained the Jewishpeople as His own chosen family. The great controversy of the ages
has been God versus Satan. The Jewish people represent the
sovereignty, the grace, and the love of God. Satan-and I do
believe in a personal Devil-hates God and all those who are
selectedand chosen of God.

SIMON: Don't you feel that the ueryfan of ludnkm u aliuing
faith repudiatesPaul's basic teachingtlwt Judaism (the Law) could
not thriue witlwut dw "new faith"?
FALWELL: Nq I do not. The very existence of a thriving,
worldwide, presentday Jewish community can be accounted for
solely on the basis of the Old Testamentpromisesof God to
preserveIsrael forever. But Paul pointed out severalweaknesses
of the Law also.The Law cannot savea man, but only condemn
him (Rom.8:34). Only Christ can give life, not the Law. Otherwise,Christ died in vain (Gal. 2:21),and righteousnessshould
havecome through keepingthe Law (Gal. 3:21).Unfortunately,
no man who has ever attempted to could keep the Law (Gal.
3:10).That is why we Christians believe the vicarious death of
Christ was absolutely essential to pay our sin debt in full and
saffi a holy God and Father.And further, this human depravity
and weaknessis recognizedby the imparting of the Holy Spirit
at Christian conversion to indwell the believeq thus enabling
him to live the Christian life in the power of the divine nature.
SIMON: Do yut acknowled4eilv W tlwt Christianity lws playd
in tlle perseantionof tfu Jewsdown through tlw centuries?
FALWELL: With great sorrow and shame I surely do. Hiding
under the guise of Christianity, dozensof pagan kings and their
mercenary soldiers slaughtered both Jewsand Arabs, especially
in the Middle East centuries ago.

to educote
I frrt a responsibility
the Americonpeopleon the
importanceof supportingJewish
peopleeverywhere,

I think it is also vital to point out that throughout church
history true Christians, like the Jews,have been slaughteredby
political and rcligious pagans, all in the name of the Cross. In
fact, it may be said that the two most persecutedgroups of people living today under Communist regimesareJewsand Errangelical Christians.
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SIMONT Do you feel responsibleas a seruantof tlw churchn opposeanti$anitism?
I certainly do ln fact, I am commanded in the New
concerning this very thing.
"Give none offence,neither to the Jews,nor to the Gentiles,
nor to the church of God" (l Cor. 10:32).

FALWELI;
'Ibstament

SIMON

llVlwt tllen is going to hclp tfu Jews?

FALWBLL: I believe the only ultimate help for this wicked
world comesftom Almighty God, the God of the Bible He alone
is the answer to all peoples: Jews, Gentiles, black, white. God
had very liale trouble helping theJews in Old Testamenttimes,
and I believe He can do just as well today. Jeremiah reminds
us of God's promise, "Fbar thou not, O Jacob my servant, saith
the [ord: for I am with thee; for I will make a full end of all
the nations whither I have driven thee: but I will not make a
full end of thee, but correct thee in measuFe;yet will I not leave
thee wholly unpunished" fler. 46:28).
But I also believe God useshuman beings to carry out His
programs on earth. I personally feel a heavy responsibility to
educate the American people on the importance of supporting
the State of Israel and Jewish people everywhere. I am training
thousands of pastors to do the same. At Liberty Baptist College,where I am chancellor,and its schools,we are teaching 6,000
students the importance of this issueand how they can do their
part in the future to stamp out anti-Semitism.
SIMON Giuen church dactrine adllercd to by sanreChnstraru
rcgardingtfu clurch replacingdw lews,can yanseeJewsand Chriv
tiaru lioing peacefuIb tngetlwl?
FALWELL: As a dispensationalist I do not believe that Christians are to replacethe Jews.Even though the church has taken

I

a prominent placein God's program sincethe first century A.D.,
God is not through with the Jew yet-nor will He ever be. I
believe God is in the processof regathering the Jew to His promised land in fulfillment of biblical promises(Gen. 12:1-3)and
prophecies(er. 23:13).There is absolutelynothing in the Christian faith, whether one is a covenant theologian or dispensationalist, that would hinder in the leastJewsand Christians from
living peacefully together. On the contrary, there is much in the
Christian faith and Judaism to draw us together.

SIMON

SIMON In wlwt respectdoesth* differ from the lewish people's
role in Bible times?
FALWELL: In the Old Gstament their role wasthat of witnesy
ing. Today it is that of waiting. But during this present period
of waiting God invites individual Jews,as He does individual
Gentiles, to come to Christ. Jesussaid, "Come unto me, all ye
that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest" (Matt.
11:28).

How wouW yandcfine tfu Jewishrole in tfu worW tday?

FALWELL: let me distinguish here between persons and
politics-between the individual Jewishrole and the role played
by the State of Israel. I believe God desiresthe samebasic things
for individual Jewsas He does for individual Gentiles: to raise
their children to know their Creator. God is no respecterof persons. He loves all alike. He desiresa personal relationship with
every individual. The Bible is God's love letter to His people.
And this Bible revealsthe way of fellowship and communion
with God.

of
Godisin theprocess
I Uarrq)e
regathering
the Jewto His

promised
landin fulfillmentof
biblicalprornises.

SIMON: You say that God inuites indiuidual Jewsto come to
Christ. Doesn't tlwt imply tlwt tlwse who do not comecoChristtlase whn feel perfectlylwppy being lewish-are missingsomething?
Isn't this anotlwr way of saying:lrld.aisn hasi* place, but accepting
Christ-b econringChristian-is sornethingbetterT
FALWELL There are rwo questiors here. In answerto the first,
I would say!yes,I believethat the Jews-or anyone elsewithout
Christ-have a missing dimension in their lives. They are missing the joy and peaceof having their sins freely forgiven and
of knowing they are fully acceptedby God. The answer to the
second question is again yes. Becoming a real born-again Christian, basedon an understanding of the Scriptures-both Old
and New'Ibstaments-is the best thing that can possibly hap
pen to anyone.

SIMON Vlwt is tlv SecondCwning and wlwt doesit mean n
the Jews?Does it mean t}e nd of Julaism?

Now concerning the State of Israel, I am convinced that the
miracle of statehood in 1948 was providential in every senseof
the word. God promised repeatedly in the Old Testament that
He would regather the Jewish people unto the Land which He
had promised to Abraham-namely, the land of Israel. He has
kept His Word. The State of Israel is a constant testimony to
the world that the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is alive
and well. It is a reminder to all that God keeps His covenant
with His people. The State of Israel, though small in geography
and population, remains the focal point in history. All eyesare
on Israel. And no earthly power, including the Soviet Union
and 100 million Arabs, can pr€vent the people of Israel from
possessingtheir inheritance.
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FALWELL: To the traditional Christian, the Second Coming
is the return of the Messiah who we believe came approximately
2,000 years agq born of the Virgin Mary in the Bethlehem
manger. We believe that when the Messiah comes,He will catch
away-rapture-the church, and those who have not accepted
Messiah will be left behind for a seven-yearperiod called in the
Book of Daniel, "the time of Jacob's troublel' We believe that
during that seven years of tribulation on earth, during which
time the Lord will prepare the earth for the establishment of
the millennial reign of the Messiah, God will again appear to
the Jewish people in a special way. From the Book of Revelation, chapters 6-19, we perceive that 12,000Jews ftom each of
the 12 tribes of Israel-1,14,000in totality-will again preach the
gospel of the kingdom to all the earth.
We believe that God will manifest Himself to the Jewish nation at that time and that according to Romans, chapters 9,10,
and 11,the Book of the Revelation, as well as the Old Testament books of Zechariah and Ezekiel, the Jewish nation will
FUNDAMENTAI]STJOURNAT

believeon Messiahand, in the wording of Scripture:'A nation
shouldbe savedin a dayl'Rather than the end of Judaism,we
Christiansbelievethat it will be the most dramatic and glorious
event ever for the Jew, as well as for the Christian.
SIMON: Are Israeland America inextricabll tied to eachotherl
Do they share a common destirryl
FALWELL: One could jusdfiably answerthis with a strongyes.
That is to sav.Israeland the United Statessharea common sense
of what is necessary
to protectfreedomin this dangeroustime.
Israelneedsand cherishesthe supportof the American government and a significantnumber of the American people.Israel
looksto the United Statesfor tangibleaid and friendship.The
United StatesseesIsraelasthe only freedom-loving,
democratic
nation in a seaof totalitarian states.The American government
realizesthat Israel can provide a vital service in protecting
American interestsin a crucial world area.
Israelis very much a part of the FreeWorld. Her institutions
aredemocraticin nature and indeedthe \Uesttook its democratic
politicaldirection from the HebrewScripture.One might concludethat as long as the United Statesand Israelremainstrong
and freewith a love of liberty they will remain viable nations.
In a realsense,Israeland the United Statesare fighdng on the
front linesfor democracyand freedom.They areengagedaspartnersagainstthosenationswho would destroyindividual liberty
and stampout the biblical valuesthat haveso enhancedfreedomloving societies.

TrWest

tookitsdemouetic

politicol directionfrom the

HebrewScripture,

FALWELL:
In the past 20 years, Fundamentalists and
Evangelicals, at a very rapid pace, have been "converting" to support for Israel. This has not been a traditional position. It is a
position taken today by the majority of Evangelicals and Fundamentalists in this country. Leading pastors and preachers across
the nation have begun taking a very courageous stand on what
they have always believed theologically but have never been willing to take a stand on practically. With every passing day, the
number of supporters of lsrael is outdistancing those that oppose Israel in the Evangelical-Christian community. It is my feeling that the best friends Israel has in the world today are among
Evangelical and Fundamentalist Christians. I think five years
from now that consensus will be virtually unanimous.
[ J
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FALWELL: The United Statesis interestedin world peaceand
security.Thus, we aremost concernedwith establishingcordial
relationswith all nations that manifesta love of freedom.At
the sametime, we alsoseekto at leastcommunicatewith other
nations,eventhosewho are so differentin politicalphilosophy
and approach.In recent yearswe have made a strong effort to
communicatewith the Arab nationsand, I must say that, with
one or two exceptions,this communicationhasbeena one-way
street.I/ the Arab national interesris similar to ours, then by
all means,we should understandtheir national interests.But
they must makean equal effort to understandour interests.lsrael
is a vital part of our national interest.Vhen the Arab nations
digestthis fact, insteadof trying to wish it away,perhapsthe
first stepin a mutual ArabAmerican relationshipwill havebeen
taken.
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SEPAI?AT
reat confrsion exists today in Conservative circles over
the issue of ecclesiastical separation. There are
those who argue that any who do not accept
their criteria for associational purity are guilty of compromise.
Some have gone as far as to raise their own personal preferences
to the level of doctrinal absolutes.Their quest for absolutepurity
has often divided them from other true believersand driven their
ministries into total isolation.
On the other hand there are those who, in the interest of
absolute unity, have promoted an inclusivism that acceptsothers
for fellowship regardlessof their doctrine, practice, or lifestyle.
They are quick to argue that ecclesiasticalseparation is judgmental in nature and violates the unity of the church and the
love of Christ for all men. They further contend that separatists
deny the individual leading of the Holy Spirit and confi:se the
unsaved public with their constant internal bickering. Their
hesitance to draw any lines of demarcation has left them susceptible to gross doctrinal error.
Goal of Separation
'Iaking
a stand for an issue of separation is one thing, but
remembering why that stand has been taken is another matter
altogether. The scriptural goal of separation is reconciliation of
a wayward or errant brother (Gal. 6:1). Even Paul's severe
"deliverance unto Satail' of Hymenaeus and Alexander
(1 Tim. 1:18-20)was done in the hope that if they were genuine
believers, they would repent. Paul's goal in separation was always
reconciliation. In 2 Thessalonians 3:74-15,he instructs believers
to have no company (fellowship) with those who disobeyed the
teaching in his epistle. "Yet]' he continues, "count him not as
an enemy, but admonish him as a brother."
Those who refused to respond to church discipline after the
second admonition were to be rejected (Titus 3:10). Thus, the
biblical balance is clearly stated in regard to the goal of separation. Our first admonition is to confront and restore those who
are in error as brothers in Christ. Every attempt at total reconciliation should be considered. However, when those confronted
persist in hardened unbelief or disobedience, we are to separate
ourselvesfrom them in hope that even the act of separation will
bring them to repentance and restoration.
Many of us would do well to ask ourselves if we really want
l)

to seepeople with whom we disagreerestored to fellowship. All
too often a "stand" is taken against a brother on an issue and
no effort is ever made to reconcile. "\Triting off " someone is
always easier than restoring him.
Means of Separation
The local church is the only institution in Scripture given
the mandate of separation. No school, magazine, or parachurch
organization has been given the authority of church discipline
and separation. While such organizations ought to reflect a
church position on these matters, they have no right to dictate
standards of ecclesiastical separation to autonomous local
congregations.
In matters of personal offense, Matthew 18:15-17,instructs
us to follow three levels of confrontation:
Personal-"I{ thy brother shall trespassagainst thee, go and
tell him his fault between thee and him alone" (v.15).
PIuraI-"But if he will not hear thee, then take with thee one
or two more, that in the mouth of two or three witnessesevery
word may be established" (v. 16).
Public-'And if he shall neglect to hear them, tell it to the
church: but if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto
thee as an heathen man and a publican" (v. l7).
Matters of personal offense are to be resolved personally if
at all possible. When such is not possible, the final authority
for discipline (including excommunication and separation) is the
local church itself.
Every passagein the New Gstament that deals with the issue
ofseparation does so in light ofthe context ofthe local church.
The church is the guardian of doctrine (l Tim. 4:13-16;2 Tim.
2:24-25) and the only place given in Scripture for dealing with
a disobedient elder (1 Tim. 5:17-20), an unrepentant brother
(1 Cor. 5:i0-11),or idle brothers (2 Thes. 3:ll5). The church is
to reject false teachers (2 Tim. 3:1-9;Titus 1:10-16;2 Peter 2:l-15).
The local New Gstament church is the ultimate authority in
the exerciseof separation and discipline.
Biblical

Basis for Separation

The Bible clearly opposes false teaching and theological
error. Those who argue th,at doctrine is not important to God
fiji{tAI'IEN]
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have simply never read the Bible. The resurrectedChrist said
to the church at Pergamos:"So hast thou also them that hold
the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which thing I hate" (Rev.2:15).
If Christ Himself hacesfalsedoctrine it must be a seriousissue!
The \Uord of God continuously reinforcesthis position on false
doctrine.
Old Tbstamenr.Throughout the Old Gstament, the people
of Israelwere commanded to be a holy people and a separate
nation (lev. 1l:45; 20:22-26).Three New Gstament passages
(2 Peter2:15;Jude 11;Rev. 2:14) refer to the false prophecy of
Balaamin Numbers 31:16,with glaring condemnation.
Messageof lesus.In dealing with the Samaritan woman at
the well [ohn 4:22\, Jesusconfronted her wrong theology and
rebukedher: "Ye worship ye know not what: we know what we
worship: for salvation is of the Jewsl'Thus, our Lord was not
only concerned with her conduct but also with her theology.
Christ continually rebuk-edthe Phariseesfor their hypocrisy,
legalism,and theological error, even calling them "children of
hell" (Matt. 23:15).Concerning the wrong doctrine of the Sadducees,He said, "Ye do err, not knowing the scriptures,nor the
power of God" (Matt. 72:79),
tVritings of the Apostles.Everywhere in the New Gstarnent
Epistlesthere are warnings againstfalseteaching: "Mark them
which cause divisions and offensescontrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid therrf' (Rom. 16:17);"If any
man preachany other gospelunto you. . .let him be accursed
(Gal. 1:9); "Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers. . , come out from among them, and be ye separate"
(2 Cor. 6:14,17).Believersare even warned not to bid the false
teacher"God speed"lest we becomea partakerin his "evil deeds"
(2 John 11).Falseteachersare referredto as those who "live in
error" (2 Peter 2:17-22)and as "raging wavesof the sea" and
"wandering stars" (fude 12-13).
Criteria for Separation
One of the most frequently quoted verseson separationis
7 Cor, 6:17"Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye
separate,saith the [ord, and touch not the unclean thing; and
I will receiveyoul'The verb translated"separate"means"to mark
offfrom others by boundaries,to limit, or to separatel'It is utilizedto describethe separationof the wicked from the righteous

B, carefulto establish
biblical
boundnries
not personal
bias,

PenonalOffenses.In Matthew 18:15-17,
Jesusexplains how
to deal with a brother or sisterwho has sinned againstus. The
first level of confrontation is private. If unrepentancepersists,
it is to be followed by confrontation with two or three witnesses,
to guaranteethat both parties are acting fairly and honestly. If
this fails, the matter of ultimate discipline is to be exercisedby
the church.

Separotionwithoutgenuinelove
reduces
that doctrineto a
phorisaicollegalismthot diuides
ond desfroys
the bodyof Christ.
Doctrinal Disputes.The local church is the repository of doctrinal truth and is to be the sole guardian of that truth. The
essential,nonnegotiable,firndamental doctrines of the church
are to be held as standardsof absolute authority. Thus, each
church has the rcsponsibility to seftle mafters of doctrinal dispute
within its own congregation.
DisobedientEl.der.First Timothy 5:17-20refersto dealingwith
an elder of a local church who has sinned. Becauseof the
unique position of the elders,they are to be treated with respect
and honor. No accusation against them is to be entertained
unlessit is brought by two or three personal witnesses.Public
rebuke,ifnecessary,is to serveas a warning to others that they
not fall into the same sin.
UnrepentantBelieuers.
In 1 Corinthians 5 we have an example of unrepentant immorality. While any sin may be repented
of, unrepentantsins(fornication, idolatry, drunkenness,etc.)are
tb result in excommunication ("not to keep company"). Such
separationhas a twofold design: 1) to keep the church pure,
2) to urge the unrepentant to repentance and reconciliation.
FalseTeochers.
God clearly warns the church to separatefrom
falseteaching and doctrinal error (such as denying the deity of
Christ or the doctrine of salvationby grace,etc.).Falseprophets
are describedas "denying the Lord" (2 Peter2:1)and those that
"serve not our Lord JesusChrist" (Rom. 16:18).The church is
clearly commanded to separatefrom every teacher who denies
Any
the deity of Christ and the gospelof Christ (Rom. 16117).
teaching that is contrary to Scripture is not to be tolerated within
the church, so that the truth of Scripture is preeminent.
An Appeal

Matt. 13:49);the separationof the nation at the end of the age
Matt.25:32); Peter'srefusalto eat with the Gentiles (Gal.2:12);
and Paul'sseparationunto the gospel@om 1:1).The root of this
compound verb is horos,meaning "a limit or boundaryl' The
underlyingconcept is that separationis predicatedupon specific
boundariesor limits. When discussingecclesiasticalseparation
one must be careful to establish the biblical boundaries that
governsuch a separationand not one'spersonalbias.The boundaries are clearly identified in Scripture.
MARCH1984

Does the Bible really teach separation?The obvious answer
to that question is an emphatic yes! However, the practice of
separationshould be guided with the advice of Paul to speak
the truth in love (Eph. 4:15).To practicethe truth ofseparation
without a genuine demonstration of love is to reduce that doctrine to a pharisaicallegalismthat divides and destroysthe body
of Christ. To practice love for everyone without the truth of
separationis to reduce the doctrinal puriry of the church to that
which is not even Christian at all. The mandate of Scripture
is to practice the truth in love. May God help us do it! O
1a
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A Tax Revoltby the ReligiousRight
May BeBrewing
b1 RonaldS. Godu.,in
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*".r" ,lrr. L.I.".id.,rt Reagan-

h".o happened ar a

a.rd it nevershould havehaooened
I
at all-but it did.
A radical tax change sailed through
Congress last year, causing little controversy at the time, perhaps becausethe bill
containing the change representeda bipartisan effort to keep our faltering Social
Security system solvent. President Reagan
signed the bill into law on April 20 of last
year amid congressionalsighs of relief that
at least a temporary solution had been
achieved for a federal system teetering on
the brink of bankruptcy.
But lurking within the more than 20
financial and technical changescontained
in the Social Security Act Amendments
of 1983 was one change of historic, religious, and constitutional significance.The
federal government will now, for the first
time, be ablc to tax churches directly.
While the tax does not apply to ordained
ministers of a church, it does apply to all
other employees, including teachers of
church-sponsoredschools.
BeforeJanuary i, 1984,churches could
voluntarily join the Social Security
system, and more than half of themusually larger churches-did join. But the
new Iaw requires all churches to participate and charges IRS with enforcing
the new law, which moved Washington
IRS representative Ronald Moore to
say recently, "lf this new tax is not paid,
the IRS will be forced to shut down the
church, padlock its doors, and begin collcctino

.hrr..h

rqqetq"

The stapethen is set lor.onfrontation
and a possible tax revolt a Fundamentalist, Protestant, pastor-led revoltl And
do not foqget that thcsc potential revolters

Ronald S. Godwin is
txecutitteuicc presilentof
Moral Majorlrl, /nc.,
Llnchburg, Virginia

are the same leaders who helped glue the
Reagan campaign coalition together in
'Io
1980.
think of these same supporters
going to jail, even as their champion,
Ronald Reagan,begins his campaign to
extend his presidency, boggles the mind.
Political ironies aside, something very
wrong has been allowed to happen with
the passageof the Social Security Act
Amendments of 1981. Never before in
this nation's history has thc federal
government stooped so low as to directly
demand tax money from America's
churches.

gated 200 years of delicate balance between state and church.
Does the government actually need to
tax its smallest and poorest churches in
order to save the Social Security system?
Jb order all churches to pay Social
Security taxes also seems to contradict

Conviction
ef.rr. the Strtial Security Act
Amendmentsof 1983,churches
had the choiceof whetherto be

Drrrrrity ond

plurolismof relistonin
Americashouldbe
oddedto the
endongered
species
list.

Rarher, until January I, lqB4, rhe
government generously and paternalistically stayed away from such intrusive
and entangling tactics. Suddenly, under
pressure to scrape up funds to bail out the
bankrupt Social Security system, Congress decided to force that group of
churches least able to pay additional raxes
to participate. Since some of the larger
churches were already making Social
Security payments, the additional net
returns to the federal treasury demanded
by this tax will, at best,be marginal.
Self-indulgent by habit and sickeningly devoid of discipline, our Congress
may once again have breached the Constitution and over 200 years of tradition
for a few piecesof silver. This shoddy congressionalbehavior absentmindedly abro-

covered under Social Security. Churches
could choose to have their unordained
employees under the blanket of Social
Security, or they could choose to exempt
the organization by filing the appropriate
forms. Ordained, licensed, or commissioned ministers who are employees of
the church are covered under the SelfEmployment Contributions Act and still
have the option of filing for individual exemption within the specified time period
after ordination or licensure. Those individuals who do not file for exemotion
shttuld have their Social Security tax colIected under the Self-Employment Contributions Act. The Social Security Act
Amendments of 1981 eliminated the option churches had in choosing ro cover
their unordained employeesunder Social
Security.
An uproar has ensued from a number
of Fundamentalist churches concerning
compliance with the new law. As reported
in an article in the WashingronPosr,some
preachers, citing religious beliefs as the

Rick Huff, CPA, r.s
controllerof the
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lanchburg,Virginia.
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two decadesof SupremeCourt interpretations aimed at furthering the separation
of church and state. But the saddest
aspectof this story has to do with the
fact that our great nation has always
alloweda degreeof religious fieedom large
enough to accommodate the faith and
practiceof religiousminorities-especially
religiousminorities. However, in recent
years,the Internal RevenueService,certain statedepartmentsof education,some
statelegislatures,
and even Congresshave
revealeda vulgar predilection to humiliate
and harasssmall religious groups. Fundamentalistsareone of the minoritiesthat
increasinglyfeel the heavy hand of big
government,Thus, someFundamentalists
seethis latestcongressionalact asjust one

more arrogant and shamelessattempt to
prohibit for exerciseof religious liberty.
Fundamentalists may be the one
group left in America with the will and
determination to go to jail for their convictions. Ifeven a few go to jail, President
Reagancould be sorelyembarrassedduring his reelection efforts.
The simple truth is that this law
should never have been passed.Unless
Congress soon corrects its greatest
blunder of 1983,PresidentReaganmay be
forced to deal with a tax revolt led bv an
important part of the religiousright during his reelectionrace.But evenmore important to our nation's health in the
longer view, big government must stop
trampling on religiousminorities holding

unpopular and controversial beliefs.
The rich diversity and pluralism of
religion in America should be added to
the endangeredspecieslist unlessand until Congress,certain statelegislatures,
and
IRS stop needlesslyrestricting the religious freedoms of God-fearing people
whoseonly crime is to practicetheir particular orthodoxv!
Americans of every faith should contact their senatorsand tell them they sup
port Senator Roger Jepsen'sSenate Bill
2099 to delay for two yearsimplementation of the Social Securitv Act Amendments of 1983,asthey apply to churches.
SenatorJepsen'sbill would provide Congresstime to repeal this bill responsibly.

Preference,
or fust Stubbornq,?Sgi
basisof their protest,havepromisedresistance even to the point of being jailed.
Pastorscould find their churches being
penalizedand then closedin order to start
the collection processof church assets.
The question that must be evaluatedis
whether the protest is one of a biblically
based conviction, or a preference, or
possiblyjust resistanceto a new law.
The first point to note is that for the
pastorsand all the ordained and licensed
staff of churches, the new law does not
apply.Thus, the only individuals being
taxed will be the unordained and unlicensedemployees.Although no statistic
is available,in most churchesthe number
of ordained and licensed employeesis
predominant.
In reviewingthe next two points, it is
important to segrcgatethe basis behind
the protest issues.Are the protestsbased
on the fact that we in America take for
grantedor assumewe are guaranteedby
law th*t churchesshould not be directly
taxed?If this is the case,then it appears
to be a constitutional issue, and not a
biblical issue.Nowhere in the Scriptures
is the church directly commanded not to
pay tixes. Everyone is familiar with the
passage
concerning Jesus'instructions to
"render unto Caesarthe things which are
Caesar's;and unto God the things that
are God'si'Now it could very well be
argued that tax payments reduce the
amount availableto do God's work. But
MARCHI9B4

on the other hand, a tax levied on the
church for SocialSecuriryis simply a cost
for providing servicesto the individuals
involved. in which case we would be
rendering to the governmentthat which
is required.

Goa neverintended
for the stateto be
responsible
for the
physicalneedsof His
s4tnts.
Or, are the protestsbasedon opposition to public or state insurance?This
would be a legitimate biblical stance.God
never intended for the stateto be responsible for the physical needsof his saints.
His instructions throughout the Bible
conceming the homeless,widows, and orphans indicate the church should be the
primary instrument for taking care of
those who are needy. First Timothy 5
clearly details how widows are to be
ministered to. Thus, opposition to public
insurancecould be a valid biblical argu-

ment, but is it? With regard to effective
legislationagainstthe act, churcheshave
simply missed the boat in two areas.
First, the church has not ministered
to the physical needsof those deserving
such. The lines at welfare,unemployment,
and social "help" agenciesattest to this
failure. People in need look not to the
church but primarily to the $ate for help.
What better oppomrnity existsfor ministering spiritually to peoplethan when we
are meeting their physical needs?Secondly, the church has actively and passively acquiescedin allowing the stateto
take on this role. If this matter were one
of biblical conviction, then individual
Christians as well aschurch staffsand administrations should have been carrying
on a formal protest movement, in regard
to their own Social Security contributions. This argument becomesweak in
light of the fact that approximately80 percent of the nation's churchesvoluntarily
participated in Social Security before
passageof the amendment.
The matter of formal protest against
the government is a very seriousand important issue. \(/e as Christians are admonished to be good citizens-as long as
we are not asked to act contrary to the
lonC's directioru. Actions concerning the
Social Security Act Amendments should
be taken in light of all the facts, after
determining what God would have us to
do.
n

The God of
the Bible
wVS.w

the gods of the
Evolutionists
.,'%\
he nineteenth century was a period characterizedby
a passionatesearchfor the origins of anything and
everything. Much of the excitement arose from a
general expectation that a theory which had been incubating
for centuries in certain schoolsof philosophy might at last provide a key to all mysteries.The theory was labeledvariously as
"materialistictransformisml'"developmentf'or'bvolution]' with
the latter winning prominence.

'"th

The Origin of Religion
When Charles Darwin applied and extended evolutionary
principles to show how diverse biological forms could have
emergedfrom simpler forms, the excitement increased.Other
thinkers, working more or lessconcurrently with Darwin, hoped
that principles of evolution would enable them to unlock
mysteriesof another kind of phenomena-the origins of human
society,culture, and religion. How did this particular group of
scholarsproposeto explain the origin of something so complex
as religion on an evolutionary model?
First, they dismissedthe Bible's claim that the first religion
to appearon earth was a monotheistic faith-a faith which the
one true God has confirmed since antiquity with successive
revelations.Then lumping all religions in the samecrucible, they
advanced a bold hypothesis:that the very religions the Bible
calls "false" originated first!
For example,an Englishman named Edward B. Tylor theorized that the idea of a human "soul" must have been the natural
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seed thought from which all other religious concepts evolved.
Once primitives got used to thinking of themselvesas possessing souls, Tylor continued, it dawned upon them that other
entities-animals, trees, rivers, mountains, the sky, and even
forcesof nature-might be similarly endowed. Thus did spiritism
(lylor called it "animism") come to birth-the first religion!
Ages later, said Tylor, a new phenomenon emergedin some
human societies-stratification of classeslHuman aristocracies
ruling over peasantssuggestedaristocraciesof "gods" ruling over
run-of-the-mill souls and spirits. Thus polytheism, in Tylor's
model, emergedfrom spiritism-but only where the socialphe.
nomenon of stratification of classesprompted it!

Tlnrschoolof HisherCriticism
hw weokened
the faithof
rnillions,&nddeflectedgreat

numbers
of unbelie{/ers
from
taking the Bible seriously.

Still later, some human aristocraciesexperienceda further
metamorphosis:one aristocrat was fortunate enough to be exalted above his peers as a monarch. Once again, theologically
precociousminds projected this latest social development over
their vision of the supernaturalworld. Result: one member of
the local pantheon of godsbegan to gain statLrrcabove his fellow
deities as a budding "supremegodl'Thus monotheism, said Tylor,
gradually evolved out of polytheism-but only in areaswhere
the social phenomenon of monarchy suggestedit!
At least four notions were implicit in Tylor's evolutionary
model. First, there was no longer anything mysterious about
religion; religiorfs narural origin and subsequentevolutionary
development had now been scientifically explained. Second,
sincemonotheism marked the final stagein religiorls evolution,
religion had now reachedthe end of a dead-endstreet.Third,
further developmentsin human society were already dictating
the ner<tstepfor people who wanted to stay on the crestof evolutiorls wave: abandon religion with its now defunct God, gods,
or spirits.
Vas it not more sensible,if one must trust in something,
simply to trust in the evolutionary processitself.tAnything that
could "create"spirits, gods, and even a God and then outmode
them must be greater than theyl
What, then, wasthe fourth notion implicit in Tylor'stheory?
It was the one that would make it possibleto test the validity
of Tylor's thesisby field research.If Tylor was correct, primitive
societieswould be devoid of monotheistic presuppositions,since
classstratification and the later concept of a monarchy had not
yet developedto prompt the notion of monotheism.
Drawn by the impressiveeleganceof Tylor's theory, dozens
of notable scholars give it their initial support. In his Origin
and Grotpth of Religion,Wilhelm Schmidt, an Austrian Catholic,
lists 39 European and American scholarswho endorsedTylor's
1B

theory, naming the various books and articles in which their
endorsementscould be found. lncluded in the list was Scotsman
Andrew Lang, whom Schmidt describesas "Tylor's favorite '
pupill' Early in his career Lang championed Tylor's theory in
its struggle against Max Muller's competing "Nature-mytn"'
theory. Result: "Muller. . . was forced to compromisel'
Occasionally,even in the heyday of evolutionary thmries like
Tylor's, a few voices at least tried to call attention to scattered
r€ports that even very primitive tribes acknowledgedthe existence of a Creator. But scholars paid little or no attention.
Then, in 1898, it happened.
That "favorite pupil" of Tylor's, Andrew Lang, allowed himself
to read a missionary'sreport, sent home to supporting churches
from a distant field. The missionary said that primitive inhabitants of that distant place already acknowledgedthe existence of a Creator God even before the missionariesarrived!
Schmidt describesLang'sreaction:"His impressionwasthat the
missionaryhad made a mistake.But the further his studiestook
him, the more examplesof this kind he met with, and at last
he cameto the conclusionthat this fundamental tenet of tlor's
would not hold water.To this conviction he gavepublic expression in 1898,in his book TIrc Making of Religion.Apart from
this, Lang wasunweariedlybusy and on the watch for new particulars to discover and publish, mistakesand misunderstandings
to clear up, attacks to repell'
However, not until l9ZZ did the first scientific monograph
on the subject appear.It seemedthat the possibility of using arry
other aspectof religion as the starting point for the development of religion had to be exhaustedbeforethe Sky-God could
be considered.
Virtually ostracizedby his fellow scholars in Britain and
ignored by scholarsin mainland Europe, Lang wrote: "Like other
martyrs of science,I must expect to be thought importunate,
tedious, a fellow of one idea and that idea wrong. Jb resentthis
would show great want of humor, and a plentiful lack of
knowledge of human naturel'
It wasWilhelm Schnidt, appalledby the lack of recognition
given to Lang, who threw himself into one of the most extensive researchprojects ever undertaken by one man. Schmidt
begandocumenting and compiling evidencefor "native monotheismi' evidencethat was now beginning to flow in like a tide
from all parts of the world. In 1912(the year of Lang's death),
Schmidt published his mammoth UnprungDer Gottesidee(The
Oigin of the Conceptof God). Still more data kept pouring in,
so he published another volume, and another, and another until,
by 1955,he had accumulatedmore than 4,000pagesof evidence
in a total of 12 large volumes!
The entire 13th chapter of Schmidt's The Origin and Growth
of Religionis devoted to quotations from dozensof anthropologists,showing that acceptanceof Schmidt's researchwasvirnrally
universal. The tide had turned! And yetBefore its downfall, Tylor's theory had inspired certain
scholarsto apply his ideasin other fields.One would think that
refuting the "mother theory" would causeits "conceptual off
spring" in other fields to decline as well. This has not been the
case.Some of the conceptual offspring of Tylor's theory took
on a life of their own, so to speak, and managed to distance
themselvesfrom their mother. Thus when she was axed, they
were sparedand persist,however unjustifiably, to this ueryday!
Once again,we are indebted to \Tilhelm Schmidt for pointing
JOURNAI
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out one such insidious connection. It is the connection between
Tylor's theory and Liberal theology.
Evolution and Liberal Theology
Schmidt wrote: 'A further important conquest for the animistic theory wasthe field of Old listament theology. Here the agent
wasJ. Lippert who . . . declaredthe theory to hold good for the
developmentof the Jewishpeople and [their] religion. This appli.
cation of the theory was immediately acceptedby two leading
theologians of Liberal Protestantism: B. Stade. . . and
F. Schwall.
J. Wellhausenwent on to develop a famous theory claiming
that vestigesof the polytheism which, as required by Tylor's
theory, must have precededthe developmentof biblical monotheism,can still be found in the Old Gstament. He claimedthat
monotheistic priests later tried to ocpungeearlier statementsconsistentwith polytheism ftom the Pentateuch,but they overlooked
some!The resulting school of Higher Criticism has not only
weakenedthe faith of millions of Christians and undermined
the vitality of hundreds of thousands of churches worldwide,
but has also deflectedgreat numbers ofunbelievers from taking
the Bible seriously.Yet to my knowledgeno Liberal scholar has
everblown a whistle and said, "Wait! Since we no longer endorse
Tylor'stheory, why arewe still endorsingthis orphanedoffspring
of Tylor's theory?"
Even Conservative theologians have often accorded
Wellhausen'sLiberal theology an undeservedcompliment by
attacking it as if it were a conceptually independent structure.
Their attacksmight have been more effectivehad they publicly

in its
" Our pofiyprogramis

entiretybuilt upono scientific
hencematerialisticworld.
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-Lenin
exposedthe fact that \Tellhausen'stheology wasbasedupon a
theory that most anthropologists no longer endorse.
Evolution

and Nazi Racism

Nineteenth-century theoriesof biological and cultural evolution strongly implied the probability that one branch of mankind, the European branch, had already outdistanced the rest
of mankind in physical and cultural evolution. A writer who
dared to develop this implication to its logical conclusionswas
German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900).
The viewsof Nietzscheand of many evolutionistsof his time
can be illustrated as follows: Picture all human societiesas runMARCH 1984

ners in a gigantic cultural "marathoni'The goal is to race from
the cultural simplicity of the Stone Age toward the ultimate
culrural achievementof an ideal society enjoying technological
mastery over nature. It follows that if all the runners begin at
the samestarting line at the sametime and run over the same
course toward the same finish line, their participation in the
"marathort'' will make it possible to judge their respective
srengths and weaknesses
on one scale.And if the societiesof
any one geneticbranch of mankind tend to "lead the packl' so
to speak,it will prove that that branch of mankind has achieved
a superior physical evolution as well.
The inevitable conclusion was that European man's highly
technologicalsocietieswerethe "lead runners'l-those averaging
five minutes per mile or better. Other societieswere like run.
ners averagingsix, seven,or eight minutes per mile. Primitive
tribes werethe slowestof all; they werelike marathonersaveraging only nine, ten, or eleven minutes per mile.
Nietzschein particular focusedattention upon the lead runner in the marathon. Nietzsche named him the "Supermanl'
"Superman" was an individual qualified-because of his more
rapid evolutionary development-to dominate mankind. He
must achievethat domination by sheer "will to powerl'Moral
qualities were not required,for the supermanwas,as Nietzsche
put it, "beyond good and evill'
Somethree decadesafter Nietzsche'sdeath, an ambitious German named Adolf Hitler decidedthat if Europeanswerethe most
highly evolvedbranch of mankind, he and his fellow Germans
were easily the most highly evolved branch of the Europeans,
"the superracel'
Hitler accordingly, as head of the superrace,wanted to prove
himself "the Supermanl' The rest of the story remains one of
humanity's worst nightmares.
The point is that another application of nineteenth-century
evolutionism managed to survive the shake-upcausedby the
downfall of Tylor's theory. The result was incalculablesuffering
for mankind. The merefact that the originatorsof a theory may
later abandon it doesnot guaranteethat leadersin other fields
will automatically abandon it also!
Evolution and Communism
Politicalmovementsvary drasticallyin their attitudes toward
religion. Some arestrongly pro-religious.Others toleratereligion
as one of the givensof mankind. Still others exploit religion for
political purposes.But Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels,and Vladimir
Ilich lenin, the founding fathers of Communism, adopted a
rather more ambitious policy. Communism, they determined,
must suppressand even, if possible,annihilate religion from the
earthl
Communists may find it expedient to exploit religion now
and then for specific political reasons,but even then their
ultimate aim is still the annihilation of religion.
Annihilating religion, they have often found, requires the
annihilation of religious people. Or the forcible removal of
children from religious families.
What persuadedthe founding fathers of Communism that
annihilating religion was both a feasibleand a desirablegoal?
I have never been satisfiedwith assumptionsthat it was simply
continuedon page 62
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Deacons
and Other Endangered Species

A Look tt the BfbtlcalOfficeof Deacon
by CarI J. Diemer, lr.
uring a recent interview sessionbetween a pastoral
candidateand the deaconsof a local church, the candidate was asked what he thought of deacons.He
replied, "Most deacons I have known have not been saved!"
Although intended for humor, the responseportrayed one side
of a far-too-commondissensionbetween pastorsand deacons.
Becauseof such dissension,some pastors recommend that a
young man starting a church avoid selectingdeacors too quickly,
lest they undermine the work. Others suggesta minimum of
two yearsbefore selectingdeaconsin a new work. Such recommendationsrevealan unfortunately low opinion of the biblical
officeof deacon.On the other hand, there are deaconswho feel
that a deaconboard should "rurf' the church and "hire" a pastor
to fill the pulpit. Although theseopposingviewsmay boast long
traditions in certain local churches, a careful exposition of the
Word of God will not support either of them.
Bible-believingChristians must searchthe Scripturesfor answersconcerning what a deaconought to be and do. Tiadition,
although fascinating to the historian, has little value for those

a deacon'smanner of life. The third is found in Philippians 1:1,
where Paul (calling himself and Timothy "slavesj' dor,rloi)sends
greetingsto the "saints. . . bishopsand deaconsl'In this passage
Paul indicates a clear distinction in the early church between
himself as an apostle,and the saints(church members),bishops
(pastorsor elders),and deacons.
Bible studentsare divided as to whether Phoebein Romans
16:1(calledadialawi and the wivesof deacors
in I Timothy 3:ll offer biblical support for "deaconessesj'
sincethese
passages
could refer to women
holding the office or could
simply be referencesto
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Definition
The deacon in the New Gstament church has no parallel in the Old'Ibstament. The office is even younger than
the church itself and came into being only when a specific
needarose.The office is designatedin the New Gstament by
the Greek word diakonoswhich literally means "servant."This
word is not usedexclusivelyof deacons,however,but frequently
refersto anyone who servesChrist, as in 2 Corinthians 11:23
whereit is translated"ministersl'It is alsousedto indicatewaiters
at a meal,asin John 2:5,9,wherethe servantsbrought the watermade-wineto the governorof the feastat the command of Jesus.
In neither of these casesis the ecclesiasticaloffice of deacon in
view.The sameis true of Colossians 1:7,25,the latter verseof
which refersto Paul as a minister (diakonos),but certainly not
as a deacon.
The New Gstament (Paulin parricular, Rom. 1:1),callsthe ser(dtu16),representingevenfurther submission
rant of Christ a nsla'r'e"
Paul did not consider the term slauedemeaning,but saw the
level of his service heightened by his complete submissionto
the [ord. He drew the contrast as starkly aspossible-his service
becamemore meaningful as it became more submissive.
Since diakonosmay refer to any servant of Christ, what
referencespoint specificallyto the biblical office of deacon?There
are only three places in Scripture where deacons are clearly
designated.The first is found in Acts 6:1-7,which passagewill
be dealt with later under the selectionof deacons.The second
is 1 Timothy 3:813, which will receiveserioustreatment under
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In the early Christian church, the
deaconsfunctioned in much the sarnerrurnneras
in the Book
of Acts. Justin Martyr (d. 165)tells us
they visited the sick,
poor, prisoners,widows,and orphans.
Like the pav
tor, the deaconhas marvelousoppomrnities to function
asrole model for the congregationasa
seryantof Christ.
Selection
Some local churcheslook primarily to I Timothy 3:8-13as
a guide for the selectionof deacons.There are men in the local
church who meet the requirementsof this passageof Scripture
(i.e.,not hypocrites,drunkards, or divorced, etc.),but who are
still unqualified to be deacons.This passage
is designedto direct
the deaconsin their lifestylerather than the church in its selection of qualified men. Much more helpful is Acts 6:1-7,which
describesthe processused in the selectionofthe first deacons.
Although some interpreters question whether Acts 6
describesthe selectionofthe first deacons(thev are not specifi-

cally called deaconsthere), severalfactors
should settle the matter rather conclusively.First, if thesemen chosenwerenot
deacons,then to what officewerethey ap
pointed?Second,if this is not the selection of the first deacons.then there is no
information concerning when deacons
were first selected.Finally, derivativesof
the word for deacon are usedto describe
the service of these men, in verse I
("ministration'l-diakoniai) and in verse2
("serve'Ldiakonein).
Acts 6:1-7helpsto know tlhen to select
deacons.They should be selectedwhen

IT

Ihe officeof a
deoconis even
youngerthon the
churchitselfand came
into being wheno

speciftc
needorose,
there is a needfor them to solveproblems
in the local church. Acts 6 also tells tl,,hy
deaconsshould be chosen.A problem
had arisenin the Jerusalemchurch in that
Greek-speaking
Jewishwidowswerebeing
neglected.Rather than the apostlesleaving their proper tasks of ministering the
Word of God and prayer, deaconswere
selectedto take careof this problem.Such
difficulties more often occur in churches
that reach a largenumber of peoplewith
the gospel,as did the Jerusalemchurch.
Deacons would be essentialin such a
soulwinning church.
This passagealso tells hoc, to select
deacons.Initiation of the processcame
from the 12 apostles.These leaderscommissioned the church to search out
among themselvesqualified men, who
Carl J. Diemer, Jr., is
chairman of the
Departmentof Church
History, Liberty Baptist
Seminary, Lynchburg,
Virginia. He holds a
Th.D. from SouthwesternBaptist
Theological Seminary.

were then ordained by the apostlesunto
this specialministry.
The most important teaching of this
passageconcernsrlho should be selected
as deacons.The apostlesspecifiedthree
important qualifications for the first
deacons,First, they were to be men of
"honest reportl' Although some argue
whether this requirement refersto their
reputation within or without the church,
it must, of course,be both. They must
be recognized as trustworthy by both
friend and foe.
The secondqualification for the first
deacons specified that they were to be
men "fi.rll of the Holy Ghostl' Here we
see the particularly "spiritual" qualification, which demandedthat they be men
observably led of the Spirit in their
lifestyles. This requirement excluded
noviceswho had yet to understand the
responsibilitiesof the life of faith.
The third qualification was that they
be men "full of wisdom." Wisdom is not
to be confusedwith knowledge.Churches
are sometimestempted to elect men to
this office becauseof their expertisein the
waysof the world (finances,building construction, adminisration, etc.).This re.
quiresthat the candidatepossess
the wisdom of God for doing the work of the
ministry (serving)as a deacon.
What are the resultsof selectingdeacons with these three biblical qualifications?Acts 6:7 saysthat "the word of God
increased;and the number of the disciples
multiplied in Jerusalemgreatlyl'
Duties
The main "business"of the deacons
selectedin Acts 6 wasto quiet the "murmuring" in the Jerusalemchurch. They
werc commissionedto do what wasnecessary as servantsto meet the needsof the
murrnurers.Keepinga church united and
preventing dissension is the special
ministry of a godly deacon.To accomplish
this task may involve waiting on tables
or some other servicedeemed "menial"
in the world's eyes. The deacon must
never succumb to the temptation to
become a murmurer himself.
Ministering the lord's Supper to the
congregationis a particularly appropriate
work of deacons.At no time is the deacon more fulfilled in his biblical role than
when he performs this function. As the
pastor has many roles to fulfill, but is
found at his most essentialtask when he
ministers the Word of God from the

pulpit, so the deacon has many possible
tasks. but is found at his best when
he serves the lord's table to the
congregation
Although sevendeaconswere selected
in Acts 6:1-7,only the careersof Stephen
and Philip are given special treatment.
Opportunities for deaconministry may
alsobe discoveredby a study of the work
of these two well-known deacons.
Stephen, the first Christian martyr,
gavea powerfi.rlwitnessby life and word
and provided the incident that the Holy
Spirit used to begin to convict Saul of
Saul
Thrsusthat he waspersecutingJesus.
was no simple observer,but kept the coats
of those who stoned Stephen.He tells us
in Acts 22:20 that he was "consenting to
his deathl' Except for the witness and
sacrificeof deacon Stephen, the expansion of the church under the westernmissionary work of Paul may never have
occurred.
Philip, the soulwinning deacon (the
only person in the New Gstament called
an evangelist,Acts 21:8),should be distinguished from the apostle of the same
name.Philip's revi'u'alwork in Samariawas
so successfulit took two apostles(Peter
and John, Acts 8:14)to organizethe new
believers.Following the leadershipof an
angelof the [ord, Philip wasalso responsible for the desert conversion of the
treasurerof Queen Candaceof Ethiopia.
Thus the gospelfirst went to Samariaand
to the continent of Africa through the
work of deacon Philip.
In local church practice a misunderstanding of the deacon'srole found fre-
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deacons
must

hovethe couroge
to
abideby the truth
under the most

difftcult circu.mstonc
es.
quently is that the deaconis to administer
local church affairs, whether as a treasurer,or in a larger degree,as a "boardl'
This concept is not only entirely absent
from Scripture, it is clearly contradicted
by Hebrews 13:7,17,which speakof the
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administrativerole of pastor. One biblical
term for the pastor, "bishop" (epucopos),
designateshim as the adminisnative overseer of the church. Although the wise
pastor often seeks the advice of Spiritfilled deacons,the Scriptures say nothing
of deaconboards adminisnating churches
or directing the work of pastors.

qualities of honor and hone*y. A
"double-tongued" person gives conflicting testimony depending on what may be
convenient at the time The deacon must
not be double-tongued, but have the
counge to abide by the tmth under the
most difficult circumstances.
The deacon is admonished to be a
temperate person, "Not given to much

winel'In our society a wise deacon abstains from even the appearanceof evil
in the area of alcoholic beverages.
The deacon must not be "greedy of
filthy lucrel'There is no place in the service of the local church for one who is
captured by the temptation to live a life
of greed.There is something incongruous
about a servant who cannot control his

Manner of Life
One can graspthe prcper biblical lifestyle of the deacon by carefully considering I Timothy 3:&13. No thorough treatment of this important passage is intended here, but brief comments should
be included in any article purporting to
deal with deacons.This passageclassifies
the deacon'smanner of life, giving him
guidelines as he servesthe local church.
Theseversesfollow the well-known passagewhich considers the lifestyle of a
pastoror bishop (v.l-?). Bible expositors
have taken note of the similarities betweenthe requirements of the nvo offices.
uGtave" has nothing to do with the
length of one's countenance, but the
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desire for worldly things.
"Holding the mystery of the faith in
a pure conscience"describesthe deacon
holding correct doctrine from a sincere
heart. Although the deacon is a servant,
his position is one of respectand honor
and his defenseof the fundamentals of
the faith will greatly encourageothers.
The deacon is to be "Droved" and

"blameless." His participation in the
Christian life should be of sufficient
length for it to be clear that his life is
devoid of the types of sin characteristic
of the world.
"Husband of one wife" does not mean
'bne
wife at a time]'for polygamywasnot
the problem faced by the early church.
The prohibition is againsta man serving
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as a deacon who has not maintained a
faithful home. A divorced man should
not servein the biblical office of deacon.
"Ruling their children and their own'
houseswell" requiresthe deaconto be the
leader in his own home. He can hardly
serve others if he has not been able to
provide spiritual leadershipfor his own
household.
The blessedresult of such a manner
of life is the reward of a "good degree"(as
he stands in the presenceof the lord at
the Judgment Seat of Christ) and "great
boldnessin the faithj'which speaksof his
ability to communicate the truth of the
gospelto unbelievers.There is no small
reward awaiting the faithful deacon!
A deacon can bring great dignity to
the office he holds through honorable service. No man should use the office as an
oppornrnity to advancehimself or to seek
vainglory. lf esteemor pride are motivating factors toward the position, he should
decline the office, regardlessof church
pressureto accept.Although he is indeed
a servant, the deacon holds the special
honor ofbeing the servantofthe church
C
for which Christ died.
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YO UTH
by Mel Johruon

he world of young people is exciting! Never in history have we
met with a more aggressive,
more articulate, and more staunchly committed generation.They earn more, spend
more, travel more, talk more, and expect
more.
They are unbelievable, unashamed,
undismayed,listening, learning, and lovMel Johnson is
clwirman of tlv board of
tn$tees of Northwestem
College,Sc. Paul,
Minnesota, and
commentatorof "Tips for
Teens" rolio broadcast.
,%

ing teenagers.Th.y find their society in
the home where they fight the battle for
independence,in the school where they
fight the battle against conformity, in
societywhere they fight for survival, and
among their peers where they strive for
acceptance.Adults can ignore them, tolerate them, or teach them.
At one of my Family Celebration
Seminars, a mother of five boys firmly
said,"Don't eversayit is a battle to bring
up kids-it's a war!" I replied, "Did you
and Dad win or lose the war?" She said,
"We won the war. Let me tell you how
we did it. We were the generals,the kids
were the privates. Our job was not to
scold or scaldbut to teach them to replace
us." That is the secret of reaching and

holding twentieth-century youth. There
are upwards to 25 million who are
classifiedas teenagers.
It is tough to be a teenager,but even
tougher to be a teacherof teenagers.with
bowed head and facesred, somehave fled.
Others have prayed and stayed with
kneesshaking and hearts breaking, only
they end up weepingtogether instead of
reaping together. There are some essential "musts" to be an effectiveteacher of
teenagers.
. Be Ac)ail"eble.
The cardinal rule of
any youth worker is to be there when
needed. This is particularly true for
parents.
. Ex|ect Excitement. Youth leaders
needto put on shockproofjacketsand be
FUNDAMENTAIISTJOURNAI

readyfor the hair-raisingburst and blast
of these twentieth-century go-getters.
They ate victims of the cult of immediacy,
unaccustomedto waiting.
. TeIl k Likc h Is. Do not be afraid to
speakup. Be ready to tell them when you
think they are wrong. This is a leader's
right and duty, and the earlier it is done,
the easierto reach the class.Speak the
way you would want to be spoken to.

Tq

are victlnrs
of

the cult of immediocy,
wrnccttstomedto

woiting.
o Do Not Argue. Argument is the exchangeof ignorance,while discussionis
the exchangeof intelligence. Hear teenagersout. Understanding counsel is in
order-not steadydiets of severelectures.
Stateconvictions with biblical proof and
do not wastetime straining at secondary
issues.
. Hang loose-Sit Trghr! Do not give
in or give up when the young peoplecomplain of being bored and start filling up
the back row with a "so what" attitude.
The inspiring preaching of the apostle
Paul put Eutychus to sleep,resulting in
his fall from the window (in the back) and
his death. The power of concentration
needsemphasis,and some young people
use the "boring" line for an excuse.
. Be a Good Listener.Be carefulof the
disease I call "interruptionitisl' Ben
Franklin once said,"Two open earsdrink
dry a thousand tonguesi' Listen to their
myriad problems which include stan.
dards,sociallife, understandingthe Bible,
overcoming temptation, ridicule, peer
pressure,witnessing,establishinga devotional life, inconsistencyof older Christians, unconcern of church members,dating, marriage, and many more.
. Be Sincere.Teenagers
can spot a fake
at 20 paces.
. Do Not Compare.They do not alwaysappreciatetalk about the "good old
daysl'However,it never hurts to remind
them of the "old parhs" in Jeremiah6:16.
They live in a new world and they have
little or no concepr of what happened
MARCH1984

20 yearsagq when you "walked to school
in the snow, barefootl'
. KeeP Their Confidence. Never betray the trust of a teen who has trusted
you with his problem or burden.
. Be Reliable.Always keep a promise.
. Be Practical Some sanctified common sense,coupled with an answerfrom
the Word of God, is an unbeatable
combination.
. Be an Example.Gens follow patterns, and they will keep their keen eyes
on you.
. Do Not Forgetto Pat Them on the
Back. The young teen yearsare doing and
goingyears.Show interest in what is going on. \Vhen they do something well,
say, "Nicq work. I'm proud of youl'
. KeePLeaming.Young peopleexpect
adults to know everything. If they ask a
question that we do not know the answer
to, we should just sayso and assurethem
that we will get the answer.
. Keep Order in the Classroom.Never
let a minority run the class.Teenagers
have greatrespectfor teacherswho have
control. A couple of years ago the students of the man chosen as the public
schoolteacherof the year by the National
Education Association, were asked to
name his outstanding qualities. Among
answersmost frequently given were,"He
kept order in the classroom"and "He was
willing to re-explain the assignmentl'

Tn* eornrnore,
spendrnore,travel
more,tolk more,ond
expectmore,
Only 39 percent of American youth
receive any religious instruction in the
home, church, or school. According to
the "Gallup Youth Survey" only three
teensout of ten could answerthree simple questionsdrawn from the New Testament. lwenty-nine percentof all teenagers
did not know what Easrer commemorates. Only one-third of all teens could
name the four Gospels.According to the
survey, only one teen in ten reads the
Bible dailv while one-fourth never read
the Scriptures.
One of the complaints of teenagersis

that in their church activities, the Bible
is not made a "real book" to them.
Granted there are some barriers when it
comesto teaching the Bible to young people, such asthe Bible is an adult book and
basic Bible doctrine is often difficult for
adults, let alone teenagers.However,there
are positive factors like: teens want to
know what the Bible saysand have a keen
ability to grasp the symbolism and the
meaning of parables and illustrations.
Most importantly, the Spirit of God is
prcsentto help them understand. The difficulty of understanding or studying the
Bible is not with the Bible but with the
way the Bible is presented.
In preparing to successfullyteach the
Bible to teens,keep four important words
in mind.
Know what the Bible
saysand what it means.(Jse everv tool
possibleto unlock the passage,outline the
book, or explain the prophecy. There is
no substitute for thorough preparation.
o Imagination This does not mean
adding to the \7ord or twisting its meaning. Imagination is important because
young people think imaginatively.
.Identification. Gach not merely
Bible facts and truth but make application to the lives and consciences of
teenagers.
o lllumination This is the blessing
of the Holy Spirit on our lives and lessons
as we dependon Him. He will illuminate
the Bible and make its pagesshine with
divine truth.
People are major-the gospel is ma.
jor-getting the gospel to the people is
major-the untouchedgenerationis major. The generationthat will soon accounr
for half the nation's population is major.
Youth are searching,and the importance-the immensity and the intensity
of their search-puts them near the top
of the list of priorities for the church. The
teacher and the parents can be the keys
that open the door to motivation and
dynamic Christian living.
!
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oo often when a Christian
brother falls. we stand asideto
watch, listen for the collapse,
shakeour heads in shock and disbelief,
or become uninvolved bystanders as
another Christian brother "bites the
dustl'The causeof a brother'sdemisemay
makea great serrnon illustration or an exciting addition to our prayer. But what
about the biblical teaching of discipline
and restoration?We either "shoot our
wounded" or leavethem to die alone in
agony.Like the priest in the parable of
the Good Samaritan, we walk by on the
other side, never offering assistance.On
one hand, we often interpret the willingnessto help someonewho has fallen
asa weakness.On the other hand, when
they actually repent and seek to make
things right, we do not seem to know
what to do.
The Scripture states that men will
know we are Christ's disciplesif we love
one another flohn 13:35).Galatians6:10
states,"Do good unto all men, especially
unto them who are of the household of
faith."
There are two waysour love is shown
to a brother who is thought to have
stumbled.The first is discipline; the second is restoration. Scripture tells us how
to discipline a brother who has fallen:
"Moreover if thy brother shall trespass
againstthee, go and tell him his fault betweenthee and him alone if he shall hear
thee, thou hast gained thy brother. But
if he will not hear thee, then take with
theeone or two more, that in the mouth
of two or three witnessesevery word may
be established.And if he shall neglectto
hear them. tell it unto the church: but
if he neglectto hear the church, let him
be unto thee as an heathen man and a
publican"(Matt. 18:15-17).
The phrase"ifthy brother" speaksof
another believer. The connotation of
"shall trespass against thee" is not
necessarily personal but includes the
reDutation of the causeof Christ. Each
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Tbnnessee.
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Christian is responsiblefor the testimony
and reputation of the causeof Christ.
Our responsibility to each other, after
first removing the beam in our own eye,
(Matt. 7:3-5),is to go to the offender in
the spirit of love, rather than condemning him to others first. Gossip and slander
must give way to corrective action. We
must give him the benefit of any doubt,
realizingwe too are subjectto fall. "Considering thyself, lest thou alsobe tempted"
(Gal. 6:1).Too many times Christians approach a fallen brother in an attitude of
self-righteousness,looking down our
nosesin contempt, Instead,we must humble ourselves,making sureour own lives
are clean, as we approachanother in the
spirit of Christ.

E*,

in its appraisal,but the action now becomes an open rebuke "that others also
may fear" (1 Tim. 5:20).
But what do we do when the brother
repentsand wishesto be restored?There
are several principles that should be
observed.The first move in restoration is
alwaysours. Matthew 5:24states"First be
reconciledto thy brotherl'Do not wait-a
life, a testimony, a ministry may be in
jeopardy.No matter how greatly used,servants of God are human. Each facesdaily
struggles.
Restoration should not be limited to
fellowship,but may also include position,
service,and usefulness.Abraham in disbelief disobeyedGod, yet he was allowed
to father God's chosen race. Moses, a
murderer,was chosento lead God's people out of Egypt. Mark, a quitter, was
allowedto author the secondbook of the
New Testament. Peter, a blasphemous
denier,preachedat Pentecostonly about
a month after the offense-and 3,000people were saved.
The apostlePaul saysin 2 Corinthians
2:7-17,in dealing with a brother who has
fallen and repented,"forgrvehim. . . comfort him. . , confirm your love toward
him. . . lest Satanshould get the advantage of usl'
Christ bearswith us in our weakness.
He is touched with the feelingsof our infirmities. As we walk in His steps, we
should maintain the sameattitude toward
the brother that He exemplifies. This
should include a genrrinesensitivity to his
needs and a loving desire to assisthim
towarrdcleansing,forgiveness,and restoration. We are to sympathize with one
another under the rials and troubles we
face and be ready to affondeach other the
comfort and assistancethat the circumstancesrequire.
Believingthe worst about others is so
easy.Y.etwe are reminded in Romans2:1,
that those who are quick to judge others
are often guilty themselvesand thereby
condemn their own sinfulness.We live in
an imperfect and fallen world where we
all struggleunder the effectsofthe curse
of sin. When that cursetouches another
Christian brother or sister,we have every
obligation to rebuke,forgve, and restore
him to usefulserviceto Christ, our Master. Lct us all remember the apostlePaul's
admonition: "Let him that thinketh he
standeth take heed lest he fall" (1 Cor.

e him,comfort

him, confwmyour
loqtetowardhim.
"Gll him his fault" in the spirit of
meekness;approachhim prayerfullywith
a clean heart and keep the matter "between thee and him alonel'When we violate this we do not have the best interests
of our brother at heart, and we go against
the \ford of God and destroy our basis
for restoration.
Many times, we may think a brother
has fallen when in fact we have misunderstood his actions. If we give him the benefit of the doubt and discover that the
tmth is not what we thought, we have salvagednot only a friendship but perhaps
a ministry and a testimony. "If he shall
hear thee, thou hast gainedthy brother."
The scriptural procedurebeginswith a
private confrontation and proceedsto involving two or three witnesses"that every
word may be established."This helps to
remove the question from rumor or mere
personalities,to factual evidence."If he
shall neglect to hear them, tell it unto the
church." Rememberthe ultimate goal is
the restoration of the brother. This processalso becomesa warning to others in
the church.
"Ifhe neglectsto hear the church, let
him be unto you as an heathen man and
a publicanl'The church should be united

l0:12).
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Guilt
f you wait long enough, society,culture, and common sense
eventually come around to the conservativeway of think
ing, having exhaustedall other options.
That has become true of guilt. You remember guilt, dort't
youl Guilt is what all the psychologistsand psychiatriststell us
we should have, after we've done or said or thought things we
really shouldn't have done, said, or thought.
Now, in a story carried by the Netl, YorkTimesnewsservice,
we learn that guilt-long blamed by comediansand therapists
for countless cases of emotional misery and psychological
crippling-is being increasingly viewed as a valuable and
uniquely human feling, essentialto socialorder,moral behavior,
and, ultimately, the survival of the species.
\Tillard Gaylin, a New York psychotherapist,saysguilt is the
senseof anguish that we have fallen short of our own standards
and is the guardian of our goodness.It is necessary,sayshe, to
the developmentof consciencein children and to the avoidance
of antisocial behavior.
I would go a step further and sayguilt is the result of failure
to live up to God's standards,not our own. If it is only our own
setof standards,we have nothing to really feel guilty about. \7e

can simply shift the standardsuntil we arrive at a level we can
live up tq and feel more comfortable about our behavior.
As gratifuing asthe conclusionsare about guilt and its positive
role in our lives, most of the secular psychologists and
psychiatristsmiss a very important point. Guilt should be used
to bring a person to repentance,or a rurning awayfrom behavior
that causesone to feel guilty. Indeed, if guilt is not used as a
restorative,it has little use at all, and attempts might as well
be made to eliminate it from our lives-if that were possible,
which it is not.
look at the newsstandin your local grocery or drugstore.
Many contemporary men's and woments magazinesadvocate
loose living and divorce-how to have affairs and one-night
standswith poise.Every now and then, there'san article telling
people how to deal with guilt. Obviously, if one takes the advice of these magazinesseriously,one will be gripped by guilt
feelings,and-try as they might-these magazinesare unable to
make guilt go away.
It's nice to know that the expertsnow think it's OK to feel
guilty. lt would be nice if they awakenedto the fact that there's
a reason for guilt, and really only one way to get rid of it:
reDentance.
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Don't Mi.ss.EaangelistTim Lee

On March 8, I97I, in DaNang,South Viet Nam, Brother Tim Lee
steppedon land mine.He lost both legs.For InformationConcerningA
CassetteTape of Dr. Lee'sLife Story Call: Toll Free 800-643-1984
Or
Write:P.O.Box 61188o OklahomaCity, Ok. 73146

TIM LEE PATRIOTIC RALLIES - 1984 ITINERARY
Feb. I &2
Tabernacle Baptist
Orlando. Fl.
Dr. Bob Ware
305.295-3086
Feb.3
Civic Auditorium
Jackmnville, Fl.
Pastor Tom Neal, Host
4.272.12t5
Feb.s
A.M.
Clay Baptist
Orange Park, Fl.
Pastor Tom Neal
904.272.1215
Feb.8
Bible Baptist
Kissimme, Fl.
Dr. Ed Carney
305.847.4087
Feb.9
Thomasville, Ga.
Pastor le Brvant
-Pastorifruce-qmith Hosts
912.226.0358
Feb. lO
City Auditorium
Valdosta, Ga.
Pastor Carrol Joye
912-244-6683
Feb. 12
Calvarv BaDtist
uKelano, tl.
Dr. J.B. Buffingron
813.683.678r
Feb. 13
Tampa . lakeland Rally
Dr. J.B. Buffinston, H6t
813-683-6781
Fetr. 18
lrng B€ach Rally
Lons Beach, Ca.
Dr. Larry Chappel
213-432-8M7
Feb. 19 A.M.
First Baptist
Iirnq Beach, Ca.
Dr. Larry Chappell
2t:\.432.8447
Feb. 19 P.M.
Central Baptist
Pomona, Ca.
Dr. Ron Boldman
714-623.1228
Feb.22
Bay Area Chines Church
Oakland, Ca.
Pastor lruis Lightf@t
4t5-533.5422

ac

Feb.23
Santa Clara Valley Rally
Santa Clara, Ca.
Dr. Jack Trieber, Host
408.988.888r
Feb.24.26
A.M.
North Vallev BaDtist
) a n t a L t a r a ,L a .
Dr. Jack Trieber
408.988.8881
Feb.26
P.M.
Los Gatos Christian
Los Gatos, Ca.
Pastor Marvin Rickard
408.268,141
I
Feb.27
Liberty Baptist
San Jose,Ca.
Pastor Ted Ducan
408.274,561I
Feb.29
Calvary Baptist
Fairfield, Ca.
Pastor Harry Jackson
707-422.7037
Mar. I
Sequoia Baptist
Visalia, Ca.
Pastor Bob Benefield
209.625.r673
Mar,2
RedwoodBaptist
RedwoodCity, Ca.
Pastor Don Ohm
415-364.1606
Mar, 4
North Vallev BaDtist
Redding, Ca'.
Dr. Royal Blue
91622t.4871
Mar,,5
Reddinc Rallv
Keoolng,La.
Dr. Royal Blue, Host
9t6-221.4871
Mar, 6
First Assembly
Chico, Ca.
Pastor Ray Shelton
91G345.1377
Mat. 7
Baptist Temple
Los Angeles, Ca.
Pastor Gwin Turner
213.204.1,E6
Mar. 8
Barstow Baptist
Barstow. Ca.
Pastor Dan Hampton
619-252.4692

Mar. I 1 A.M.
Midway Baptist
San Dieco, Ca.
ur, Jlm barze
619.424.7870
Mar. I 1 P.M.
Bible Baptist
Santee,Ca.
Pastor Dorman Owens
619.448.7583
Mar. 12
San Diego Area Rally
San Dieco. Ca.
ur. Jlm batze, host
619.124.7870
Mar. 23
Cushing Baptisl
Cushing, Ok.
Pastor Dennis Fields
918.225,1303
M^r.25
Golf Links Bapt.
Tuscon, Az.
Pastor A.B. Blair
602.7 .2424
Mar. 26
Bible Baptist
Salt Lake City, Ur.
Pastor Marshall Warneke
801-967,5548
Mar.27
First BaDtist
Coloradri Sprincs, Cu.
Pastor Geni Woods
303,392,4444
Mar,28
GalileeBaptist
Grand Junction, Co.
Pastor Jack Brown
303-243-3321
Mat.29
Durango Area Rally
uurango, Lo.
Pastor Lloyd Bertine
303,884,9481
April I 9 A.M.
Kentucky Officers
touisville, Ky.
Mr. V.Q. Cox
502.636.2316
April r rr A.M.
Beth Haven Baptist
Louisville, Ky.
Dr- Tom Wallace
502.937-3516
April r P.M.
Metropolitan Baptist
Louisville, Ky.
Pastor Claude Dykes
502-969-7231

April 2
Louisville Area Rally
Louisville, Ky.
Dr. Tom Wallace,Host
City Auditorium
502.937.3516
April 3
Faith Center Baptisl
Columbus, Ohio
Dr. Lawrence Grandy
614.837.6772
April 4
Calvary Community
Belpre,Ohio
Pastor CIay Sloan

rir4-'123-8s35
April5

Falls Baptist
Akron. Ohio 'l'homas
Dr. Michael
216.686.1400
April 6
Calvary Baptist
Minster, Ohio
Pastor Georse Minton
119-628.3711
April
-fowerA A.M.
Baptist
Lorain, Ohio
Pastor Chris Hughes
216.282.3100
April 8 P.M.
ClevelandBaptist
Cleveland,Ohio
Dr. Roy Thompson
216.67t.2822
April 9
Northeast Ohio Rally
ClevelandArea
Pastor Chris Hughes
216,282.3100
April lO
Fairfax . Washington D.C
Area Rally
I)r. B.W. Sanders, Host
703.631-tI l2
April r5
A.M.
Campus Church
Pensacola,Fl.
Pastor Bob Taylor
904-478-84%
April l5
P.M.
Fundamental Baptist
Pensacola, Fl.
Dr. Glen Sanford
904,438-0734
April 16
Pensacola Area Rally
Pensacola, Fl.
Pastor Bob Taylor, Host
904,478-8496

April 16
Central Baptist
Baton Rouge, La
f)r. B.G. Buchanan
504-357-l47ir
April l7
faith Baptist
Greenville. Miss.
Pastor Ben Smith
601.33s.1874
April 22
Landmark Baptist
Batesville.Ark.
l)r. Jim Brown, Hosl
501.698-t2l I
April 23
Northeast Arkansas
Batesville,Ark.
Dr. Jim Brown
501.698.121
I
Aptil 28
Cedar Rapids Rally
Marion. Iowa
Pastor Mike Gibbs
319.377.9418
April 29 A.M.
urace baptrsl
Marion, Iowa
Pastor Mike Gibbs
319.377.9448
April 29 P.M.
Quint City Bapti5t
Davenpoit, Iowa
Pastor Owen Adams
319-359-9494
April 30
Q u a dC r t r c s , R a l l y
Davenport. luwa
Pastor Olen Adams
319.359.9494
May 3
New Hope Baptist
Independance,Mo.
Pastor Eugene Whelan
8r6.796.7000
MaY '1
Ole Country Baptist
Mexico. Mo.
Pastor C.F. Skelton
314.5815380
May 6 A.M.
Life Gate Baptist
Ellisville, Mo.
Pastor Dan Deatrick
3t4.227.t579
May 6 P.M.
Arnold Baptist
Arnold, Mo.Pastor Larry Stark
314.287.4619
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Pastor Dan Deatricli -Pastor Lany Stark nGts

3r1..n?.1579
Mav8

Bi.State Rally
Cahokia, Ill.
Pastor Gary Fora
618.332.0217
May 9
First BaDtist
Ltcelo. lu,
Pastor Harold Chiolerc
312.863.1173
May lO
South Central lllinois
Effincham, Ill.
PastolJim Preston
217,868.531I
Mry ll
Norih Central lllionois
Canton, Ill
Pastor Bill Dustin
3@-U?.3441.
May 13
Jordan Baptisr
Burbank. Ill.
Pastor Don White
312-6368632
May 14
N.E. Illinois & N.W. lndiana
Chicaco.Ill.
ur, bll 5cnrNer..
nosrs
Dr. Rqer Vechn
3t2.€p'7.44t2
May 16
Oak Forest Baptist
Oak Forest. Ill.
Dr. Bill Schreder
3t2.6a7.4412
May 20 A.M.
Glen lris Baptist
Birmincham, Al.
PastorJack I* Grand
205.323.I sl6
May 2O P.M.
GardendaleBaptist
Gardendale,Al.
Pastor Ronnie Dabbs
205.631.9318
May 2l
Birmincham Area Rallv
Pastor lack l* Grand ..
Pastor Ronnre[)abbs Hosls
205.323-1516
May 22
New Life llaptist
Odenville.Al.
Pastor Norman Le Croy
205.M0.6272
May 23
Mt. PleasantBaplist
Blountsville, Al.
PastorJohn Killian
205.466.79ri3
May 24
D ( a t u r ' H u n t s v i l l eR a l l y
Madison, Al.
Pastor K.C. P@le
205.353.s3an)
May 27
Calvary Baptist
Holland. Mi.
I)r. Perry Purtle
616.:yJ14.
2724
June I
Elkton Rally
Elkton, Maryland
Dr. Tom Berry
30r.398.2fir311
June 3
Bible Baptisr
EIkton, Maryland
ur I om bcrr!
30r.3911.2688
June 4
Calvary Baptist
rrttsDurs, l'a.
Dr. W.L: DiUabauch
412.352,4,181
June 5
Bible Baptist
Wall.NJ.
Paslor Mel Brindlel Sr.
20r.681.7626

Jue 6
Buffalo Area Rally
Buffalo, N.Y.
Pastor Bamey le
Pastor Vic Stoddard
716674.6546
Jme 7
ChGterton BaDtist
Cheterton, Mil.
Pastor Mel Brindley Jr.
3ot.778-5€44
Jme lO
Bangor Baptist
Bamor, Maine
Dr. Ferman Franklin
207.947.6576
June I I
Emanuel Baptist
Newincton, Conn.
rastor L.w. uavls
203.660 1055
June 13
Windsor Hills Baptist
O k l a h o m aC i t y . 0 k .
Dr. Jim Vineyard
405.943.3326
June 14 . 15
Camp Macedonia
LUta. ua,
Dirctor Gorge Trask
404.677.390s
June 17
Midwav BaDtist
Raleigti,N.C.
PastorJamesUpchurch
919-772-68n4
June 20
Hamilton Acres Baptist
Fairbanks, Alaska
Dr. Hugh Hamilton
907.452.7422
Jnne 24
Anchorage Baptist
Anchorage, Alaska
Dr. Jerry Prevo
907-333.6535
June 25
S e a t t l e ' T a c o m aR a l l y
Tacoma, Washington
Pastor Gerald Chadwick
2tJ6-537.2504
June 26
Lincoln Park Baptist
Wenatche, Washington
Pastor l)ennis Lippert
509.662.s500
June 29
Faith Baptist Camp
Resaca.Ga.
Director Sammy Allen
104.629.69s7
July I
Franklin R@d Eaptist
Murfreesboro,Tn.
Dr. Bob Kelly
615.890.0820
July il
Cherry Creek Baptist
Englewtxrd. Colo.
Dr. Ron Caskey
303.773.6966
July 4
Sheridan RoadBaptist
I)enver, Colo.
Dr. Ed Nelson
303.922.11301
Julv 6
Dallas Area Rallv
D a l l a s , ' lx .
Dr. Gary Coleman
Dr. Aaron Manley
214-272-75't7
July 8
I-avon I)rive Baptist
Garland.'l'x.
Dr. Gary Coleman
214-272.75s7
July l2
Corpus Christi Rally
Corpus Christi. Tx.
Pastor Wiley Cameron
512'261'r.991I
July 13
San Antonio Rally
San Antonio. Tx.
Dr. J* West
5l 2.611r.260
I

July 15 A.M.
Town East Baptist
San Antonio, Tx.
Dr. Je W6t
512.6{&m0r
Julv 15 P.M.
Parkview Baptist
Waco, Tx.
PastorJohn Collier
817.754-6800
Julv 16
Waio Rally
Waco, Tx
PastorJohn Collier
817.754-6800
Julv 20
uallney Kally
Gaffnev. S.C.
Pastor-Mike Hatton
803.489.0929
July 2l
Jacksonville Rally
Jackwnville, N.C.
Pastor Rodney Piedot
9t9-455.5777
Julv 22 A.M.
Beraan BaDtist
Fayettevil[e, NC.
Dr. Steven Byrd
919-868.5156
July 22 P.M.
Emanuel BaDtist
Hartsville. S.C.
Pastor Milton Frazier
803-332-7223
July 23
Asheville Rally
Asheville.N.C.
Pastor Ralph Sexton
704.258.2697
Iuly 24
Lexington Rally
LexinBon. N.C.
EvangelistJimmie Clark
704.744.6377
July 25
Rak Hill Rally
Rmk Hill, S.C.
Pastor Kenneth Walters
803.:\24.0627
July 26
Sanford Rally
Sanford. N.C.
Pastor Ed Wilson
919-776.0021
Julv 27
ff(n naven baptrrl
Denver, N.C.
PastorJ.D. Morris
704,483.2635
July 29
Kerwin Baptist
Kernersville,N.C.
PastorJm Myers
919.933.5
192
July 3O
Winston Salem Rally
W i n s t o n - S a l e m .N . C .
Pasbr Je Myers
919.933.3t92
July 3l
l'aith Ilaptist
Laurens. S.C.
Past0rJohn Waters
803.9r]4.1277
Aug. 4
Casper Rally
Casper,Wyo.
Pasbr C.T. Spear
307.231.:1831
Aug. a)
Riverview Baptist
Casper,Wyo.
Pastor C.'l'. Spear
307.2:i1-51134
Aug- 6
Scattle Washingbn Area
Pastor Ro! Delia
2ori,226.1880
Aug.7
Portland Rally
Portland, Oregon
Pastor Rick Adams
ir03.2i{i-5375
Aug. E
Uible Baptist
Lewiston, Idaho
Pastor Richard Mmre
20rJ-7,13
lll65

A"s.12

urae EaDUsr
St. Albany, W. Va.
Pastor Bob Rundell

n1.722.4631
Aul. 13

Charlston Rally
CharlFton,, w. va.
n1.722.4n31
Au8. 16
Appomattox Rally
Appomattox, Va.
Pastor Robert E. [eJr.
8o4.3s2.78r7
Aug. l9
B€rean Baptist
Salem, Va.
Dr. Rudy Holland
70i.986-0062
Aua.20
Salem . Rmnoke Rally
Salem. Va.
Dr. Rudy Holland
70i.9860062
Ava.2l
Faiih Baptist
Noiton. Va.
PastorJohn lawis
703.679.5555
Aug.22
Baptist Temple
Morristown, Tn.
Pastor Ralph Benfield
615.58r.&370
AuE.26
Bible BaDtist
Lincoln.l,,le.
Pastor Carl Godwin
402.474.0642
Aug. 28
North Plalte Rally
North Platte, Ne.
Pastor Bob Gelsthorpe
308-534-5279
Aut,29
Chatron Rally
Chadron, Ne.
Pastor Robert Ohlmann
308-432-5131
Sept. 2
Baptist Tabernacle
Covington, Ga.
Pastor R. Hudson Moody
4M.786.7920
Sept. 3
Covington Rally
Covington, Ga.
Pastor R. Hudson Mdldy
404.786.7920
Sept. 4
GosRl Licht BaDtist
Lithra Spiings. Ca
Pastor Bill Henderson
404.94t.2373
Sept. 5
Corinth Baptist
Stone Mountain, Ga.
Dr. Don Richards
404-469-3022
S€pt. 6
Lake City BaDtist
l.ake City, Ga.
Dr. James Rushing
404-366.I 993
Sept.7
Al6any Rally
Albany, Ga.
Pastor Greg Huffman
912-439-r483
Sept.9
S h i l o hH i l l s B a p t i s t
Kennesaw.Ca.
Pastor David Janney
404.926.7729
Sept. lO
Kennesaw Rally
Kennesaw,Ga.
Pastor David Janney
404.926.7729
Sept. 16 - 17
Marion Ave. Baptist
Washington, Iowa
Pastor Larry Brown
319.653-41
l3
Sept. l9
Capitol City Baptist
I)es Moines, Iowa
Pastor Bob Harwell
i,l5-244'1578

S€D..23
A.M.
Bethel BaDtist
Memohis. Tn.
Dr. [oy Wctmceland
90r-78563$
Scec23
P.M.
Calvary !3ptist
Memphis, Tn.
Pastor Tm l:n@stet
901.36$4209
S€Dt.24
Mehohis Rallv
Membhis, Tn.
Dr. Roy Watmoreland
901-78563$
S€Dt.25
Paducah Rally
Paducah, Ky.
Pastor Mike Robbins
w2.u2.2427
SFpt.30
MetroDlitan BaDtist
Nashville. Tn.
Pastor Randy Ray
615-868.6674
Oct. I -3
Southwide BaDtist FellowshiD
Highland Parli Baptist
lnattanooga, I n.
615.698.6021
Oct.7 - 12
Windmr Hills Baptist
Oklahoma Cily, Ok.
Dr. Jim Vineyard
405.943.3326
Oct. 14
Br@k Hollow Baptist
DeSoto, Tx.
Dr. Clyde Box
214.n8.4646
Oct.2l
Indianarclis Baptist
Indianapolis,lnil.
Dr. Gre Dixon
3t7.787.3231
Oct.22
Indianapolis Rally
Indianapolis,Ind.
Dr. Greg Dixon
3t7-787.323r
Oct. 25
Bible Baptist
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Pastor R.L. Tottrngham
6O5.39.20:18
Oct. 28
R(hester Hills BaDtist
Rmhester. Mich.
Dr. L.E. Traxler
313.852-058s
Oct.29
North Detrort Rally
Rqhester.
Mich.
-f.axler
Dr. L.E.
313.852.0585
Oct.3O
Calvary Baptist
Midland. Mich.
Pastor Mark l)ickerson
a,l7-832-2Wl
Oct. 3l
F-irstBaptist
Hart. Mich.
Pastor EIvin Harden
616-873-2l"rl1
Nov. I
Holland Rally
Holland, Mi.
Dr. Perry Purtle
616.396.2721
Nov. 4
Prayer Baptist
Westland, Mich.
I)r. Jack Story
313.728,3600
Nov. 5
West Detroit Rallv
'
Westland, Mich.
Dr. Jack Story
313.728.3600
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n the United Statesno institutionalized schoolsof counseling are widely acceptedby most theorists or practitioners
today. The idea that any psychotherapeutig or psychiatric,
or other kind of counselingviewpoint is supremein the United
States is false. An article in the Saturdal Reuiewof Literature
statedthat there are at least230 distinct schoolsof psychotherapy
and counselingin the United States.The differencesbetween
theseschoolsare vast, with each one claiming to have a corner
on the truth.
The general American population is becoming more and
more disturbed over these differences,as popular articles and
reviewsindicate. Peopledo not know if they should tum to someone with a medical orientation, who believesthat their problems
are organic; whether their difficulties stem from sociological factors, asothers claim; or whether their problemshave to do with
environmental difficulties, as Skinner and others in the behavioristic movement say.Initially there were about three to five views
to chooseftom (depending upon how you divided the offerings).
But now-230? There is not time for a man to investigate230
viewpoints thoroughly, and who is to saythat the right one will
not come off the pressnext week?

ando
Thrrrhas to bea stnndnrd,
rnodelthat confonnrto it, so we
canboth knowand seewhata
humanbeingshouldlook like.
Along with this kind of confusion, an added factor has led
to more disappointmentand disillusionment. There is a general
failure of the psychotherapeuticcommunity to succeedin doing anything significant for people and their problems. This was
highlighted perhapsmost clearly when one psychiatristdecided
to test the ability of his fellows to diagnoseproblems. Into 12
of the nation's leadingmental institutions in five states,he sent
eight sanepersons who told this one falsehood as they entered,
"l heard voicesl' They lied about nothing else, and they did
nothing to deceivein any other way. Such hallucinations can
be caused by any number of factors. For instance, two and a
half daysof significant sleeplossin somepeople can lead to every
effect that the ingestion of LSD does. So by saying, "l heard
voicesj' they were not saying anything about carues;they were
simply talking about effects.No conclusions about causesshould
have been made without thorough diagnosis.However, in all
12 instances those individuals were diagnosed as having serious
mental illnesses.Eleven institutioru diagnosedschizophreniaand
one diagnosedmanic-depression.
This news was broadcast throughout the psychiatric community in the important journal Medical World News and it
causedquite a stir. But the psychiatrist was not yet through.
He then announced to one of the 12 institutions that he was
going to do it again, but he did not. Then after a period of time
he studied the intake record of this institution and discovered
MARCH 1984

that prior to the announcement he had
just made, in the history of the institution there had never been such a record
of people turned away as malingerers (or
fakes) until that time. Of course, it is
humorous, but it is also tragic Karl
Menninger, perhapsthe oldest and most
loved psychiaftist in America, in commenting on this event after the 11
schizophrenic diagnoses said, "Schizophrenia?That to me is just a nice Greek
word.tt

About 25 yearsagq Christian pastors
in America were involved in doing two
things in referenceto counseling. Some
did one, some did the other, and some
did both. Many were under the impression that they could not help peoplewho
came to them, largely becauseof the men.
tal health propagandathat said, "Don't
touch people if they have more than a
single psychic scratch-nothing deeper
than a scratch dare youl' And so, out of
fear, they simply referred everyone to a
psychiatrist or psychologist.
There were others who bought the
psychiatricviewpoints and tried to adapt
them to their own counseling practices.
They tried to incorporate into Christian
counseling various psychotherapeutic
principles and methods that they found
around them. But this assimilation of
psychiatric views usually was done in an
extremely uncritical way. So, a similar
disillusionment also grew within the
church; it was parallel to the disillusionment popularly found among other
people.
As the leadership in the church became more and more concerned about
what was happening and what it was offering to its own people, and as they
began to see the failure and the confusion all around outside,this disillusionment within the church led to a reevaluation of the whole situation. This has
developedinto a new approachto coun.
seling that we call Christian counseling.

Jay E.Adams is
professorof aduanced
studiesat Westminster
Theological Seminary,
Bcondido, California,
and dean of Pastoral
Institute of the Christian Counseling
8 Hucation Foundation,Lauerock,
Pennsylntania.

Christian counseling is entirely 6esh; it
is totally different from anything that
has been offered in our generation in
America.
Asking why there has been no consensus,particularly in this field in which
people ar€ trying to change the lives of
other persons,many of us came to the
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beena goodsilccess

rote,but thereis o
consensru
that is
gowmg 4cross

different
denominational
bounds.
conclusion that it was becausethere has
been no standard bv which this was at.
tempted. The problem of subjectivity is
enorrnous.Something from outside of the
counselorand counseleeis needed:something far more solidly groundedthan any
limited and biasedindividual is required.
Otherwise,the kind of splitsand divisions
that occurred at the very beginning with
Freud are inevitable. And yet from the
very outset that has been the problem.
There hasbeen no standard,no one stan.
dard, by which to bring about consensus.
If there is one school that seemsto be
most dominant in our country today (or
at least louder than the rest), it is the
behavioristic school. The behaviorists.
under the leadership of B.F. Skinneq
maintain that there is no problem in producing any sort of human being desired.
Their view is that if given the proper
contingencies-the proper schedule of
rewardsor adversivecontrols-they can
control the behavior of any individual
and produce any sort of person that is
consistent with his physical limitations.
The fact of the matter is that there is
no agreementon the most basic issueof
all-what sort of man is normal?And we
will not get that norm by sociological
studieseither, becausethey will only tell
us about the averageattitudes and behav-

iors that we, in a given period or place,
have. Further, I am not sure we want to
produce more of the kind of personswe
now are; the kind who brought about the
number of warsour world history records,
the kind of people who do the things we
read about on the front pages of our
newspapers,and so on,
Yet there has to be a standard, arid a
model that conforms to it, so we can
both know and seewhat a human being
should be like. There has to be a set of
criteria. \ile have to have a picture of what
a human should look like if we are going
to try to changepeople. Vhere arc we going to get such a picture?This is the question that Christian pastors in America
have been dealing with, and they saythey
nave an answer.
They say human beings should look
like JesusChristl They say the Bible not
only givesa description of what a person
should be like in absract terms. but that
in JesusChrist is a model of such a per.
son in terms of action and speech.Indeed,
in contrastto the psychotherapeuticcon.
fusion, it has been most powerfully demonstratedin America thar a rrue consensuscan be developed,when there is such
a standard.
The interestingthing is that not only
have pastors become involved in this
work, but many thousands of laypeople
havebeen successfi-rlly
counselingall sorts
ofpeople. They have been drawn together
in a counseling consensusby the Bible.
Vhat intrigues some people is this: Not
only has there been a good successrate,
but there is a consensusthat is growing
acrossdifferent denominational bounds.
'We
call this counseling "nouthetic"
counseling. The reason we have incorporated the Greek term out of the New
Gstament into the title of this kind of
counseling is that the English language
has no word exactlyequivalentto it. This
Greek verb, noutheteo,and its equivalent
noun form, nouthz.sia,
have three elements
that correspondto the three basicfactors
in Christian counseling.The first element
describesthe person who is being counseledas responsiblefor his sinful actions
and in need of change. So a need for
change in the thoughts, attitudes, and
behavior of a responsibleperson is the
first element. Nouthericcounseling,for
instance, would be at odds with any
Freudianor neo-Freudianviewpoint that
makes man totally irresponsible,saying
all of his activities and motivations
JOURNAI
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are carried on below the threshold of
The second element in this word is
confrontation in a verbal form. And in
the Scriptures it comes to mean verbal
confrontation according to a scriptural
norm. Previouscounseling programsfor
pastorsin America havebeen dominated
by the thinking of Carl Rogers and his
nondirectivecounseling.He teachesthat
a person (at the core ofhis being) has all
of the essentialsnecessaryto solve his
problems.His difficulry is that he has not
realizedthe potential within, so the counselor'stask is to evoketheseprepackaged
answerswithin him. The one heresywith
Rogersis to bring in any kind of confronting forceor offer any outsideinformation
or advice.And so,just as the first element
of nouthesiaconrasts sharply with any
view of man as a nonresponsiblecreature,
so the second element contrastssharply
with Carl Rogers'sview that a person
needs no outside intervention.

might be. Sq by the control of human
life (at both ends)you must breed a new
human hend.Of course,we heandtalk like
this back in the thirties. Now it is hooked
to a more sophisticated scientific method
that makesit a lot more powerful. This
herd mentality contrasts quite sharply
with this third element innoutlwsia: concern for indiuiduals. There is no place for
an individual in behaviorism-that is silly
sentimentality. This new Christian approach is not eclectic; it has a standard
of its own that enablesit to look around
and compare and contrast itself with
other counseling approaches.This vievr
is also concerned with change at a level
ofdepth; it is not concernedabout chang
ing peopleon the surfacealone.There is
a belief that man and his actions and his
attitudes must be changed at the inner
core ofhis being, affectinghis very set of
valuesand the springsof his motivation.
The Bible calls this inner power man's
heart. Problemsstem from the heart. A
new power from the outside is necessary
to begin to realizethe goal of Christian
counseling-to become more like Jesus
Christ. In other words.Christian conversion is an essentialelement in this kind
of counseling.If he is not a Christian, the
counselee'srelationship to God must be
changed. He must come to the place
where he recognizesthat the Christian
messageabout the Crossis real and must
be taken seriously.The old message
from
the Bible is that Christ died on the cross
in the place of guilty sinners in order to
transform their lives, beginning at the
very heart oftheir being and then leading
to outward transformations. Christian
counselinghas depth, becauseit goesto
the heart of human difficulty.
This old messagehas been found to be
a new and vital force in the livesof many
people. In this counseling system God,
Himself, is askedto give the counseleea
new life with new purposes,new goals,

Cnr*, ian counseling
hw depth,becouse
it
goesto the heartof

humandifftculty,
The third element in nouthesiais concern. But it is more than concern; it is
concern for the welfareof the individual
confronted.In B.F.Skinner's view,for example, as expressedin his philosophical
works Aboat Behaviorism and Beyond
Freedomand Dignity, there is only one
value, the preservation of the human
herd. He thinks about people as animals
to be bred as any other group of animals

and new power. This counseling draws
upon the wisdom of God in the Scrip
tures and the power of God in the Holy
Spirit. Two things happen: The counselee'seyesare openedto God's standard
for human living, and on top of that,
God enableshim to begin to measureup
to that standard for the first time. This
is the basic Christian approach.
Under these fundamental rubrics,
every kind of problem that has ever
crawled or walked or flown through the
psychiatrist'sdoor has similarly entered
the doors of the Christian Counseling
and Educational Center in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,the institution that is the
principal training center for this counseling approach. Here hundreds of pastors
have been trained and, through actual
observation,as participants,have seenin
counseling sessionshow the use of the
Scriptureshas transformedlives dramatically and lastingly.
The question of the standard is rhe
fundamental issuein counseling.Problems
that have to do with people ultimately
can be resolvedonly by their Creator and
Saviour.
Helping people meanschanging them.
The question is not only how, but, most
basically,changingthem-into what?The
Christian replies, "Into the likeness of
!
JesusChristi'
Adapted ftom Change'flm
. . . ina What! @ l9?8, Christian
Counseling & Educational Foundarion, Laverock, Pennsylvania.
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Suffering
with a

Son

I

by Dave Adanrs I

alled to the ministry in 1969,I
began a life of helping the hurt-

troubled, and counseledthe sufferingfor
years.But last October I had to bring all
my academic degreesand years of ex.
perienceinto reality for myself.My fouryear-old son, Joshua, had to undergo
open-heart surgery!
"I must trust my Lordl'
"The Spirit of God is inside mel'
"He is the God of all encouragement,
the Comforterl'
I counseledmyself.
On baby dedication day our pastor
had said, "Your children do not belong
to you. They belong to God. As parents
you are just the l,ord's managers,taking
care of His property." When we publicly
stated our commitment to the lordship of
Christ in the rearing of our son, the tnrth
of being simply a manager of God's gift
was merely a concept, not a reality. Then,
facing that long day, anxiously waiting for
Josh to go through surgery,that principle liberated me to rcst-rest in Christ. No
mafter the outcome of Josh'ssurgery,I
would trust God-for his life or death.
As I carried Joshuafrom his second.
floor room in the Charlonesville hospital,
to the elevator, toward surgery, I realized
this could be the last time I would ever
hold him in this life. The ten-minute walk
seemedlike an eternity that raced by in
seconds. We were escorted to a waiting

Dave Adams u senior
youth pastarat Thonws
Road Bapt*t Church, and
an hstnrctsr a Liberty
Bapist CoIIegeand Seninary, Lyrchbwg, Virginia.
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areawhere we stayeduntil the drug took
effect. Various professionals synchronized their day'swork for their young patient and Josh fell asleep in my arms.
\Uhen the anesthesiologistcame to take
him into surgery, I stood to my feet and
gently handed over my sleepingbundle
of joy. Becky and I stepped into the
hallway and watched asJoshwent out of
sight at the end of the long corridor. We
embraced.There was nothing left to say.
Just wait, trusting our heavenly Father
and the doctors. And pray.
As we sat in the specialwaiting room,
suffering became the common
denominator, bonding those who would
otherwise be strangers.This room became
a world unto itself as we waited-waited
for a word of hope and encouragement.
One couple worked on an intricate picture puzzleon the table, to passthe time
astheir seven-year-oldson had his second
open-heart surgery.
Even asI talked with friends, my mind
wason what washappeningtoJosh. The
day before, the hospital staff attempted to

prepareus for what we would seein postsurgery.My wife and I were taken to ICU
and I wasoverwhelmed with empathy for
a child attached to the wires and
breathing devices that helped him survive. Would I see my Josh like this?

"Yu,

children
do

not belongto yorl.

Theybelongto God!'
The small talk continued in the
waiting room. My thoughts remained imprisoned.Joshuawas,at that moment, lying on a table with his heart stopped,his
life sustainedby a machine, as stmngers
with maskedclinical facesperformed one
more operation. Oh how I wanted to take
his place!
As I sat waiting, a supernaturalpeace
FUNDAMENTAUST
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filled my soul and reminded me that God
is in charge.He is personally engagedin
my life and, more importantly, in Josh's.
At 10:30a.m. when the doctor came
with the newsofJosh'ssuccessfulsurgery,
Becky and I breathed a prayer of gratitude. Now we awaitedour first visit with
Joshin ICQ expecting to seethe worst.
At 11:45we were escortedinto the room
and saw him in a deep sleep,still somewhat bloody from the operation. All
kinds of wires and tubes were attached
to his little frame. We hurt as we
gazedat our child. That day
.. ..
we made three more tenminute visits before we
, ,r,'
s a w J o s h a w a k e .H i s
/l/
/
/ // // ,///
fi.rt.orr,-u.ication

late chip cookiesand watching cartoons.
A week and a day after surgeryhe came
home. Four weeks after surgery he was
back in school."Obviously God hasHis
hand on this little fellow]' one doctor
said.
Suffering with our son has strengthened our faith and deepenedthe closenessof our family. Vhat did I learn from
Josn"sreaction to suffering?I realizedthe
great biblical truth of "becoming like a
child" to understand a relationship with
Christ. During surgery and the painful
recoverytime, Joshtaught me
\: '\\\.
acceDtableto
that it is acceptable
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communicatepain and
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I watched
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Becky and I conability to live
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centrated on being
eac-h
day with| ,
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strong for Josh while
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our whole
beingsthrobbed
pressure,or anticii
r
for his pain.
pation of living for
He stretched out his arms
tomorrow.
toward me. He wanted me to hold
As I drew on the graceof God,
him! But I had to ask the doctor if it
I leamed about sufiering and about the
would be all right. Permission was
tremendoussftength that comesthrough
granted. When we moved him, his little
the prayer support of others. Christians
body tightened with excruciating pain,
ftom at leastfive different stareswerc praybut he made the extra effort to sit on my
ing for our family. We were not alone;
lap, wires, tubes, and all. He laid his head
God's peoplewerebearingthis burden with
on my shoulder,and I senseda real peace
us.
and reassurance come over him as he
Why sufiering?"That I may know him,
relaxed in my arms. One nurse broke
and the power of his resunection, and the
into tears at the sight of a son willing to
fellowshipof his suffering' Phil. 3:10).Sufsuffer more pain to experience this intifering has brcught me to the place where
mate moment, and the touch of his
it is worth a little discomfort and pain to
father.
be drawn into closer incimacy with my
The doctors said the days that folhearrcnlyFather.Sufiring h* tn lv become
lowed were "record-breaking in recoveryl'
an instmment of blessing.
D
The usual four-day minimum stay in
ICU became two. In another two days
Joshwas sitting up in bed eating chocoMARCHlg%
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'How is Miami different from the placesyou have served
previously?
A3fn.
thing I find so different about Miami is the size of
the city! Prior to this time, the largestcity I pastoredin was about
25,000.Here I find unlimited potential. As far as the population is concerned, we have a large Spanish elemenrl so our
church includes a Spanish department which is growing rremendously. The number of minisfiies that we have as outreaches
from our church is quite different from what I have had before.
One thing I like about it is the climate. Although it's hot
and very humid in the summer,I enjoy it much more than the
freezing cold weather. The people here are very receptive and
we've had a number of people saved.This past year we had over
650 savedand the previous yearswe've had very closeto that.
But people here are very transient. In fact, last year we lettered
out over 200 people from our church.
a

'ln a racially mixed situation like you have in the Miami
area,especiallyin Hialeah, it's obvious the church has chosen
to minister to the entire population. How do you do it?
on Sunday morning we have a total of 21 serAle.tr"tly,
vices going on at the sametime. \Ue have a specialdepartment
designedfor the Spanish people. Those who speakEnglish may
choose the Spanish classor my adult class.
ln addition, our Dade Christian School has students from
Colombian, Puerto fucan, and Cuban backgrounds. We haven't
really found a problem with it. However, we do require everyone
who attends our school to speak English on the grounds.
40
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A(,tIn all your yearsof pastoring,what
wasthe toughestplace you served?
a good question. I suppose
AlTh",',
it wasConnersville, Indiana-because of
its size. The city had a population of
about 20,000. It is a tightly knit community. There are about four plants in
Connersville, providing the industry for
the majoriry of the working people.
Therefore,people go to church together
on Sunday, they work side-by-sideall
week long, and everyone knows everybody else's business. Consequently,
problemsoutside the church can come in.
side the church. This situation could
make for a difficult pastorate. However,
the people I pastored were great. They
weresome of the finest Christians you'd
find anywhere.

A.

A(,'Where
originally?

'As a kid, did you sit in many of
those crusadesl

A.

la.iNot
reallv. I wasrlt savedunril I was
in my senior year of high school. My
father and mother were saved the year
beforeI was. When I saw the change in
their lives, I attended the next crusade
that Oliver wasconducting in fuchmond.
That's when I was saved.

A.

A(,'Vhat
do you remember about
Oliver B. Greene as a Derson and a
oreacher?

wasone of the most dynamic

preachers I've ever heard, a dynamic
evangelist.Everyone in my family who
hasbeen savedwas savedunder Oliver's
ministry.
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'ln your yearsas a pastor,what have
you personally enjoyed the most?
guessthe most important part of
Alf
the ministry to me is preaching the Wond.
I enjoy preaching. I enjoy preparing to
preach,and I enjoy people.I love people
and I love to see them grow. I strongly
identifr with John in that "I have no
greaterjoy than to hear that my children
walk in tmthl'l think the greatestjoy any
pastor can experienceafter leading people to Christ is seeingthem mature in
Christ once they know Him.

is your family from

Alfr4v
wife is from Greenville, South
Carolina.I am from Richmond, Virginia.
I met my wife in a tent revival when I was
working with Oliver B. Greene.My father
worked with Oliver 21 years.My father
wasin chargeof erecting the tents, look
ing after maintenance, and transporting
the equipment.

A
{T.iHe

When I worked with him I would go
to school during the winter and travel
with him in the tent meetings during the
summer.I wasusually working with him
on weeken&, when I could be away.I owe
a great deal to him for the many things
he taught me.

'Obviously you have a tremendous
staff.\fhat are someof the things you've
done to minister to your staff and encouragetheir loyalty and commitment to
the work of the church?
llr, -. sav first of all that I have
as grcat a staffas any preachercould have.
My staff is loyal to me and I think it's
becauseI'm interestedin them-not only
in a collectiveway,but individually. I try
to assurcthem that the responsibility they
werehired for is theirs and I don't expect
them to come to me with every little
problem they are confr,ontingin their particular departments. However, I want
them to understandthat I'm sympathetic
with whatever problems they have and
whatever needs they have. If they need
to, I want them to come to me and talk
to me about it. I'm very open with them.
\7e have a staff meeting every week and
usually we have a breakfastwith our staff.
\fle discussmatters of interest with each
department. Every six months I take my
staff on a staff retreat. We get away from
everything and everybody to plan our
calendarsix months aheadof time. Some
items of course we plan a year ahead.
Then we take somefun time when we can
just be togethe! fellowship,and be away
from the phone and duties. I think these
things draw us together in every way.
AIsq every year I send one of our staff

families to a mission field. I feel they need
the e><perienceas well as I do. Conse.
quently, two staff families that I've sent
to the mission field were called to the field
and they are there now.

A.

A(,'Where
today?

do you seeFundamentalism

Air
see Fundamentalism at a crossroads. We are facing a division-something I hate to see.Peopleare hung up
on trivial issues,things that really do not
amount to a hill of beanswhen it comes
to what we're called to do. I think if we
could stop fighting each other and start
fighting the Devil, we would be a whole
sight better off. I think all the fights and
factions that have come about over differencesof opinion have done more hurt
to the causeof Christ than anything else.
If we could just get the body of God's people together and start working together
and locking arms against the Devil, I
think we'd see a real stride forward for
Christ!

A.

A(,'What
kinds of things are you doing in your own sphere of influence?
Al
ffy to encourageour statefellowship to strive together,to work together,
and to fight for the things we know are
right and fight againstthe things that are
evil-legalized aboffion, pornography, and
so forth. Pornography is very heavy here.
The drug situation is very strong. We are
one ofthe strong basesfor the drug traffic. And of course crime is verv heaw
here too.

'Your church has a long history of
youth programs and youth ministries.
\Uhat is the basic situation there right
now? Vhat are you doing in the areaof
Vouth outreach?
Alfirr,
of all, we have our youth
department. The junior and senior high
school is broken up into three segments.
We have a junior high director, a junior
varsity director, and a varsity director. \ile
plan special trips, such as ski camp in
Decernber. \(/e have special summer
camps and frequent activities throughout
the year for our young people. We have
+l

also been able to reach into some of the
public schools,with our youth directors
going in and conducting Bible clubs.
We'rereachingmany of theseyoung people from the public schools by making
ourselvesknown to them and inviting
them to church. A lot of kids have been
saved in our youth departments.
'Do vou have a lot of athletes involved in your church?
la.iYes. We have a number of young
people who are children of Dolphin
players.One of the Dolphins is a member
of our church and occasionallywe have
different ones from the team come and
visit. We have a strong emphasis on
athletics.It's not a priority by any means
but our school is athletic. God has provided us one of the finest athletic facilities
of any private school, with a fine gymnasium, an athletic field, and a lighted
stadium. Our young people have a real
oppornrnity to participate in sports. We
feel that's another side to maturing them,
in addition to giving them the Word
of God and trying to build Christian
character.
a

'Dade Christian has alwavsbeen a
leader in Christian education. Where do
you seethe Christian school movement
today?Where is it headedand what does
it need right now?
I think we'refacing more batA!w.tt,
tles and more problems with state and
local laws; we're always battling on this
front. Our school is a member of the
Florida Association of Christian Schools.
I'm on the boandof directors.We'realways
in llllahassee fighting sometype of legislation thaCsdesignedto put pressureon our
tax-exempt status or other areasconcerning the school.
I think the Christian school is the
answerto the humanistic philosophy that
is promoted in the public school system.
ln fact, I think it's the only hope we've
got. The successof the Christian school
movement is a testimony to the fact that
many parcnts are not happy with the public schools and the way they're going.
a

tVho has made a lasting impression
on your life spiritually?

Oliver Greene, I suppose
Alg.rid.r
one man I've really appreciated and admired is Dr. B.R. Lakin. I've always appreciatedhis ministry-from the first time
I heard him. Dr. Bob Jones, Sr., was a
great contributing factor to my spiritual
$owth back when I first started pastop
ing. On severaloccasionsmy wife and I
sat in his office and talked with him about
decisionsI neededto make, when I didn't
know exactly which way to go.

A.

A(,tVhat
kind of advice would you
give young men entering the pastoratetoday?What do you think are someof the
issuesfacing pastors today?
think one thing any pastor needs
Air
to do is to concentftlte on teaching the
WonCof God. If thendsanything that's going to make a church strong, it's going to
be sound Bible teaching. The winds of
adversity and falsedoctrine will come. If
a person is well establishedin the faith,
he'll stand the test of the storms. I also
think that they need to build local
churches and make them smong local
churches. I believe that God works
through the local church, and I believe
that they need to teach and preach the
local church emphasis.

'You've got a unique familyobviously very closeand warm. Vhat did
you and your wife do to develop that
kind of family? What advice would you
give to pastors about their families in
oarticular?
I look back to the early part of
A:or
my ministry I supposeI would encourage
any preacher to avoid being so occupied
with the problems and caresof everyone
else that he neglectsthe problems that
may arise in his own family. He must not
neglect his family. My family and I have
alwaysbeen close.We have two girls and
one boy. They are all grown and married
todav.

'As a pastor, what kinds of problems do you find your people struggling
with todav?

!t ,nint the greatestproblems that
most of our people face today are domestic problems-things that crop up in the
home. Misunderstandings,lack of communication, and not taking time for one
another have contributed to that. The
fast paceof life today and the lack of time
some people have make for problems at
home. Unfortunately, the time they do
have might be spent in ft,ont of the television instead of having a family time to
sharewith eachother. In too many counseling situations I seethat the people do
love each other but dorlt have time to
show it. Too few people take the time to
spend with the lond to build and develop
their own lives. This makes drifting off
into carnaliry easierthan working to build
and develop spiritual maturity.

A.

A(,'What
has been the most helpful
and beneficial to you in your own
spiritual growth?
most important thing in my
Alrft.
life is the time that I have alone with the
[ord. We pastors have to force ourselves
into a specificpattern becauseof all the
duties and problems that crop up. \ile can
get so bogged down administrating that
we fail to spend time alone with God.
When I pull away from everything elseto
build my spiritual life, I am able to give
my people something when they come to
the house of God.
D
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M. R. De Hlan, M.It.
Phvsicianof Souls
J

bt Daue Branon

he popular small-town doctor lay critically ill in a
Grand Rapids hospital. A violent reaction to medication had put Dr. M.R. De Haan near death. Aware of
the seriousnessof his condition, he took an honest spiritual
inventory. As he did, the young physician came to a frightening
realization. He had been fooling himself and everyoneelseabout
his relationship to God. He was not preparedto die.
Therefore,in a solemn decisionthat would have worldwide
implicatiorn, Dr. De Haan placed his faith in JesusChrist. "Spare
my lifel'he pleaded with God, "and I'11serveYoul'In physical
weaknesshe found spiritual strength; he realizedthat the power
of God could bring life to the dying. As he lay flat on his back,
this healer of bodies was transformed into a physician of souls.
Even beforethis dramatic episodein 1921,Martin R. De Haan
had not been an irreligious man. He had grown up in a churchgoing family that adhered strictly to a staunch Reformed tradition, just as did most other residentsin the westernMichigan
Dutch community of Zeeland.His parents!Reitzeand Johanna
De Haan, had raised their three sons with the hope that at least
one of them would become a minister. But their hopes were
dashed when their oldest son, John, who had said he would
go to seminary, drowned at age 15.
M.R. De Haan, born March 23, 1891,seemedinterested
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instead in the study of the natural world.
Frogs and flies held more intrigue than
church and catechism. He especially enjoyed tagging along with the town
veterinarian as he tended his four-footed
clients.
Yet, the happy life of this young
natureJoving Zeelander was not without
its far-reaching spiritual influences. For
one, the spiritual sensitivity of Martin's
mother profoundly affected the young
bug-chaser. Many years later, De Haan
commented that he had grown up with
the assistanceof "mother's tears and sup
plication; and as a result I was brought
to Christ and am now safel'ln retospect,
he also recognizedthe rralueof his father's
testimony. From a heart of gratitude he
once proclaimed, "My own father, it
seemsto me now as I look back, was the
godliest man I have ever known."'\tr7hat
joy it brought to Reitze and Johanna
De Haan when, near the end of their
lives, they saw their thind son become the
minister they thought they would never
have.
After Dr. De Haan's sickbed meeting
with his Saviour in 1921,he and his wife
faced a difficult decision. Upon graduation in 1914 as valedictorian from the
Universiry of Illinois Medical School in
Chicagq he had established a medical
practice in Byron Center, Michigan. His
skill had saved many lives and he had
been on hand at the births of many of
Byron Center'schildren. The young doctor's industrious manner had endeared
him to the citizens of that tiny farming
community. It would have been easyto
rationalizq his commitment to serveGod
could mean witnessingfor Jesuswhile remaining in his profession.\ilhat a lossfor
the causeof Christ if he had gone back
on his promise to Godl
But he had told the lord he was willing to serve,and this country doctor was
a man of his word. So less than a year
after his conversion, De Haan gave up
delivering babies and treating his patients
with Epsom salts.He was going back to
school-this time to learn how to preach
about the New Birth and to restore the

Dave Branon is
editorial assistantat the
Radio Bible Class, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

spiritually
sick with the truths of God's
'Word.
This drastic change in lifestyle was
perhaps God's way of preparing His servant for other uprootings that lay ahead.
Three more years of stmggling on a student's meager earnings must have been
a frightening prospect for Priscilla
Venhuizen De Haan, but she had developed the patience this new situation
would require.

hw
"Donor, God

glvenyou & greatgtft

in Bible teaching,
PerhapsHe is opening
the door to & whole

newtypeof rninistry
for you!'
Martin and Priscilla had first met during the year he attended Hope College
in Holland, Michigan, Priscilla'shometown. Also from a family steeped in
Reformed tradition, she had waited out
the four long yearswhile Martin was at
medical school. Then on June 25, 1914,
they weremarried. So their 1922journey
from Byron Center to Holland and Western Theological Seminary was something
of a homecoming for Mrs. De Haan.
Their family of four settled into a
rented house in Holland. Besidesstudying and helping care for daughters Ruth
and June, Dr. De Haan kept his medical
skills sharp and the family larder full bv
part-time doctoring. One joy-filled deliv'
ery during those seminary dayswaswhen
he presided over the birth of Richard
William-his first son. Three years lateq
the birth of Marvin Roger rounded the
family out at two girls and two boys.
Upon graduation from Western in
1925,De Haan's careerin the Reformed
Church of America seemed assured.
\flhen he assumedthe pastorate of Calvary Reformed Church in Grand Rapids,
no one was surprised.What wasstartling,
however, were his two favorite topics for
his stirring messages.
He spokeeloquently

of the doctrines of law and grace-that
the law only condemns and grace alone
saves.He thundered his conviction that
Jesus' return to earth to rapture the
church was imminent. Further, he held
that Christ would reign for 1,000 years
at the end of a 7-yeartribulation period.
These were not the kinds of doctrines to
endear hirn to mainline Reformed theologians nor to tradition-minded church
members.
As his ministry continued, though,
a bigger issue surfaced. Dr. De Haan
searched long and hard for scriptural
evidence to support infant baptism, a
practice his church held dear. \?hen he
could not honestly support that teaching,
he began speaking out against it at Calvary Reformed. As he prepared these sermons, Dr. De Haan might just as well
have appended a resignation to them.
Becauseof his unwavering conviction to
preach the Bible as he saw it, time quickly
ran out for him in that denomination.
On March Z, 1929,Tfu Grand Rapids
Presscarried an advertisementfor Calvary
Reformed Church, naming its pastor,
Dr. De Haan, as the speakerand listing
his sermon topic as "The Thbernacle,
No 5l'The very nelft Saturday,on March
9. an ad in the samesection describedservices at a new church, Calvary (lJndenominational) Church. The pastor?
Dr. De Haan. The sermon? "The Gbernacle,No. 6." The break had been made.
A new church had been formed. The
doctor now had an open forum for his
scriptural teaching.
Dr. De Haan had not confined his
preaching to the Calvary Reformed pulpit, even before he left that congregation.
He had already established Monday evening Bible classesand added an extra
Sunday evening service to accommodate
membersof other churcheswho wanted
to see him and hear those enthusiastic
biblical expositions, delivered in that
deep, powerful voice. They were kept
spellbound by his free platform movements and his pulpit-pounding exhortations as he clearly explained God's Iford.
Dr. De Haan may have been loved by
those who flocked to his meetings,but he
alwaysseemedto have detractors.Perhaps
it was his aggressiveness,
his unwillingness
to compromise about issueshe felt were
clear-cut. Once. De Haan wrote about
cruel rumors that falsely accusedhim of
being, among other things, divorced,
remarried, drunk, and involved in scanFUNDAMENTAI]ST
JOURNAI

dals. Taking such attempts at slander in
his own inimitable way, Dt. De Haan
quoted David, who said, 'All that hate
me whisper together against mel'
Perhaps the most traumatic controversyduring De Haan's pastoral ministry
was an occurrence in the church he
founded.In 1938after nine yearsofsuccessfulministry, trouble began at Calvary
Church. From WednesdayMarch 6, 1929,
when the first meeting was held in a
theaterbuilding, until May 1938,exciting
things had continued to happen. For
instance, less than a year after starting,
Calvary had built a 2,000-seatauditorium
for its 700 members and the many visitors
who came regularly. However, in late
spring 1938,problems arose that led its
founder to resign a successfulministry for
the secondtime in l0 years,this time with
no new prospectsfor service.
fu in 1921when he trusted Christ as
His Saviour,Dr. De Haan was again a sick
man. This time the problem was his
heart.Not only was it scarredemotionally
with the dfficulties he had faced in the
church he loved, but it was also damaged
physicallyby two heart attacks, one in
1936and one in 1938.The furure. then
as before, looked bleak.

Roatosuitedhis
style.He couldfreely
preochGod'sWordin
his unique,
woy,
uncompromising
Yet once again this man of God-the
one who "gavethe Word like medicine'lwaspoisedon the vergeof achieving great
things for his [ord. \Uhile he pondered
how God would use him next, De Haan
kept as active as his injured heart would
allow by conducting Bible classes
throughout the Midwest. And he had
become comfortable behind a microphone while broadcasting severalhours
of programmingeach Sunday during his
ministry at Calvary Church. Noticing a
potential outside the rcgular church situation for Dr. De Haan, his friend and felMARCH1984

low Bible teacher Billy McCarrell one day
suggested:"Doctor, God has given you a
great grft in Bible teaching. Perhaps He
is opening the door to a whole rtew type
of ministry for youl' How right he was!

Aboo.- all,he

tack. Yet he refusedto abandon his promise to serve the [ord, even after age 65.
"Don't talk about retirementj'he would
say. "The world is too needy; we carft
retirei'
Dr. De Haan had always had a firm
conviction that the lord would come
back before he died. "Perhaps TMay"
became his motto as he thought fondly
of that glorious day when the tn-rmpet
would sound. But the lond had other
plaru for this great man of the Word. late
in 1965, on December 13, a failing
Dr. De Haan taped a radio messagein the
morning, and in the afternoon he sat
propped up in bed and worked on articles
for the Radio Bible Class devotional
guide, Our Daily Bread. But before the
evening came, Dr. De Haan died. Up until the last afte'rnoonof his life only hours
before he entered into the prcsenceof the
Saviour he had served so faithfully, Dr.
De Haan had been doing what he had
done so well since 1921--r'telling
the story
of Jesusl'
The world is full of people who make
sickbed promises,yet forget them as good
health returns. But Dr. M.R. De Haan
was one of the few who keep their vows
and give themselvesfully to God's service.
Radio Bible Class exists today as a
vibrant, soulwinning, Bible'teaching
memorial to a rnan who wastnrly a physiC
cian of souls.

wantedpeoplearow\d
the worldto
understand
God's
groce,and his heart
ww burdenedthat
Christiarucomprehend

theBible,
But how small was the beginning!
Broadcasting live over a tiny sO-waftstation in Royal Oak, Michigan, De Haan
gave the initial radio message of the
Detroit Bible Class (later changed to
Radio Bible Class)on September4, 1938.
After a successfulcar€er as a physician,
and after two rewarding pastorates,
M.R. De Haan, at age47,beganhis third
and most successfulcareer.
At the helm of Radio Bible Class,
De Haan could relax. Radio suited his
style. No longer did he have to battle
denominational differences or church
board conflicts. Now he could fieely
preachGod's Word in his unique, uncompromising way. It was obvious to the
thousandswho tuned in that it was as a
teacher of God's Word that he excelled.
Above all, he wanted people around
the world to understand God's grace,and
his heart was burdened that Christians
comprehendthe Bible. ln the 27 yearsof
his Radio Bible Class ministries, he wrote
25 books, hundreds ofdevotional articles,
and many study booklets. Tiue to form,
his favorite topics remained prophecy and
God's wonderful saving grace.
All of this came ftom a man of God
who had already suffered two heart
attacks. This doctor-turned-preacher
refused to slow down. Occasionally he
wasforced to curtail activities,such as in
1946when he sufferedhis third heart at-

Some of the information in this biogaphy was takcn ftom the
b@k M.R. De Hut
The Ma atd His Minstry, by Jame R.
Adait (Zondcrvan, 1969).
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rectsures
from the
StrongCourage
s Paul draws his first epistle to the Corinthians to a
close,tucked into his final instmctions and greetings
is a quartet of apostolic imperatives. "\Uatch ye, stand
fast in the faith, quit you like men, be snong" (l Cor. 16:13).
The thind of these encouragementsoccupiesou.
",r.tr1ionJ'Quit
you like menl'

for unto this people shalt thou divide for an inheritance the
land, which I swareunto their fathers to grve them. Only be
thou snong and very courageous,that thou mayest observe to
do acconCingto all the law, which Moses my seruantcommanded
thee: turn not from it to the right hand or to the left, that thou
mayest prosper whithersoever thou goest" flosh. l:6-7; cf.v.9).
This rwin injunction not only referred to physical courage
but also described the spiritual resolve that puts God and His
Word first in the life. The lord solemnly chargedJoshuato pay
aftention to "all the law" [osh. 1:7).David challengedSolomon
with putting God and His \ilord first in his life so that he might
do God's work with good success(l Chron. 22Jl-l3i 28l.20).
David knew well by experiencethat such was the proper course
for life, for only by so doing had he been blessedwith God's
-24).
protection and deliverance(Ps.27:13-14;3l:.23
In encouragingthe Corinthians to "quit you like men, be
strongj'Paul drew upon a chargeportrayed boldly throughout
Old Gstament history. The believer is so to conduct himself in
his Christian life that God's will, God's Word, and God's work
become his all-consuming resolve.
Certainly most of us face testings of various kinds frequently in our servicefor Christ. But whether it be in perilous
times or in the normal courseof our lives before God, may we
resolveso to live as to keep God's will, Word, and walk as our
foremost objective. May we "quit ourselveslike menl'for only
then can we surely know that God will be with us wherever
we go.

At first sight, the command seemsstrange at best-certainly
real men ought not to be "quittersl' "Quitting" here, of course,
refers to discharging the duties or affairs of life in such self.
abandonment that one conducts himself in a courageous,
"manly" fashion. The English phrasetrarulatesonly a singleword
in the Greek text, the verb andizonai, "be a man" or "conduct
oneselfin a manly fashion."Accordingly, it anticipateswell the
fourth wond uchao, "be strong."
Although andrizutwi occurs but once in the entire New'Ibta.
ment, it is found often in the Greek translation of the Old'Iistament, most frequently in combination with ischuo,"be strong."
There the two Greek words translate a pair of Hebrew words
that regularly occur together to expr€ssthe idea of showing stong
courage.This combination is characteristically translated in our
English Bibles, "Be strong and of a good couragel'
Thus, Moses urges Israel and Joshua, in particular, to "be
strong and of a good courage" as they enter upon the conquest
of Canaan, for not only wasit theirs by right of God's own promisemade to the patriarchs,but God Himself would go with them,
neither failing them nor forsaking them (Deut. 3l:6-7,23).
Likewise, God assuresJoshua: "Be strong and of a good courage:
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Law or Grace- TheBeginning
andEndof the Law
br M.R. DeHaan

For as nrarry as are of tlte
worlcsof tlw Law are under tlle
anne:for it is u"nitten,Cursd is
e,Jeryone dwt continuethnot in
all things which are written in
tlw book of tfu law to do then.
But tlwt no man is justified by
tfu law in the sightof God, it
is euident:for, Tlv just slwll live
b faith. And, tfu law is not of
faith: but, The man that doeth
thcrn shall live in then. Christ
lwth redeemedus from tlte anne
of tfu law, being made a anrse
for us: for it is written, Cursel
is enteryone tlwt ltangethon a
cree.
-(GaI. 3:10-13).

Mon conneitherbe

of
sovedby the qporlcs
the low nor con he be
keptsovedby the worlcs
of the low,It mustbe oll
end exclwiuelyof grace
from begtnningto end.

f this Scripture by Paul
means anything at all, it
certainly teachesthat all who depend upon the works of
the law for salvation are under the curse of God and therefore
cannot be saved.Man can neither be savedby the works of the
law nor can he be kept savedby the works of the law. It must
be all and exclusivelyof gracefrom beginning to end. In order
for anyoneto be justified by the works of the law, he must never
once,during his entire lifetime, ftom birth to the day of his death,
break one single commandment-in word, in deed, or in
thought. That certainly is the force of Paul'swords: "Cursed is
every one that continueth not in all things which are written
in the book of the law to do theml' There are no exceptions,
for Paulsays"every onel' and it must be a continued obedience
without a single interruption. Obedience to the law, if it is to
avail,must be continuous, unbroken, and complete.Such a person has never lived, of course, except JesusChrist. We must
thereforeabandon all hope of being savedby the law and flee
only to the lord for mercy and for His grace.
Much Confusion
Still, in spite of this clear teaching of the Scriptures,thousands
are clinging to the law in preferenceto the 6reegraceof God.
This fatal error is due to a misunderstandingof both the nature
of the law and the purposeof the law. The law of God is a unit.
There are many commandments,but they are all part of one
singlelaw, the law of God, also called the law of Moses.There
are not two bodies of law. the law of the lord and the law of
Moses, as some would have us believe,They are one and the
MARCH 1984

same and are both given by
the sameGod to the samepeople. To say,therefore,that the
law of Moses was fulfilled at
Calvary, and not the law of the
lord, is a seriousand a dangerous error,
Three Parts

However. in this connection, we are to rememberthat
there are three aspectsof the
law of God, but only one single law, and these three aspects
or parts are: the commandments (Exod. 20:l-26), the
and
Judgments(Exod. 21:1-24),
the Ordinances (Exod. 24-31).
The first of these, the law of
Commandments, dealt with
lsrael's moral conduct and is
often referredto asthe "moral law" or the Gn Commandments.
But the second,the Judgments(Exod. 21),dealt with the social
conduct of Israel,while the third, the law of Ordinances, dealt
with the ceremonialand religiouspracticesand conduct of the
nation of lsrael.They are all one single law, given at the same
time, at Sinai, to the samenation, Israel,through the sameperson, Moses,for the samepurpose,to prove the necessityof grace.

No Distinction
Sometimesa distinction is made berweenthese parts of the
law. There are those who insist that the Ten Commandments
are the law of God, while the social and the ceremonial laws
are the laws of Moses, just as there are those who would
distinguishbetweenthe authority of the words of Jesusand the
words of the apostlesin the New Testament.I find not a single
verse in the entire Scripture to substantiatethis invention of
man. On the contrary, the Bible indicatesthat the law of Moses
and the law of the Lord are one and the samething. We would
like to refer you to one of many passages
found in the Gospel
of [r.rke. 'And when the daysof her fMary's] purification according to the law of Moses were accomplished,they brought him
to Jerusalem,to present him to the [ord; (As it is written in
the law of the lord, Every male that openeth the womb shall be
called holy to the [ord) And to offer a sacrificeaccording to
that which is said in the law of the Lord" (ltke 2:22-24).
Study this passagevery carefully concerning the law of
purification that Mary was to observe,and you will seethat it
A7

is called both "the law of Moses" in verse
22 and "the law of the [ord" in verses23
and 24. It refers, of course, to the ceremonial law of purification and is called
both the "law of Moses" and "the law of
the [ord]'The Holy Spirit refers to the
law of Moses as also the law of the [ord.
fb make a distinction, therefore, between
the laws of Moses and the law of God,
for our own convenience, is a man-made,
artificial violation of the Scriptures. The
law of God is one, whether ceremonial
or ritualistic or the Gn Commandments,
and all were fulfilled by Christ on
Calvary. They were given at one and the
sametime, had the samepurpose,ended
at the same moment, and were all the
laws of Moses and the law of the [ord.
Before going further, we must also
distinguish between the different meanings of the word Law in the Scriptures.
When you read the wond laur in the Bible,
it does not necessarily mean the Jbn
Commandments at all. In a greatmajority
of caseswhere the word lau, occurs in the
Old'Itstament, it refersto the entire body
of the Scriptures of God's revealedtmth.
Then in a narrower sense,it reGrs only
to the five books of Moses, which are also
called "The Books of the Lawl' In a still
narrower sense,it is used concerning all
the ceremonial, ritualistig and moral laws
of the Ten Commandments. In its narrowest sense, it refers only to the laws
wriften upon tables of stone.
The Moral

Law

Ib say,then, that the so-called"mo"al'
law on tables of stone is the law of God,
and the others are the laws of Moses,
becomes a serious error. llke says the
laws of Mary's purification are part of the
law of the lond as well as of Moses. Just
as the ceremoniallaws are the law of God,
so also the Ten Commandments ar€ part
of the law of Moses. For another Scrip.
ture in point, consider Mark 7:10 where
Jesussays:"For Moses said, Honour thy
father and thy motherl' That of course,
is a quotation fiom the 1bn Commandments, but Jesusascribes the statement
to Moses, and says, "For Moses said,
Honour thy father and thy motherl'The
law then is a unit, the Author is one, and
the mediator thrcugh whom the whole
law was given is one. We emphasizethis
important point, becauseso many have
been confused by the statement, wholly
unsupporrcd in Scripture, that we can
separateand make a distinction between
I

the law of God and the law of Moses.
And on this falsesupposition they have
basedthe error that while the ceremonial,
dietary, ritualistic laws were fulfilled in
Christ at the Cross,it does not apply to
the commandments on tables of stone.
The question is not, "Is the Christian
under part of the law?"but "Is he under
any of the law at all?"

Con , iencealone
cannevet feveal our

dutytowwd Godbut
con only tell us our
dutytoward our

fellowmon,

bearing witness, and their thoughts the
mean while accusingor elseexcusingone
anotherl'Man wasunder this law of consciencefor almost 2,500 yearsbefore God
gave His written law, but it proved to be
an utterly unreliable guide for man, for
conscienceonly convinced man of things
committed against his fellowman, as later
embodied in the secondtable of the fi:n
Commandments. The first table of the
law with its four commandments concerning man's duty toward God was entirely outside the realm of conscience.
Conscience alone can never reveal our
duty toward our fellowman. The heathen
without the law knew absolutelynothing
about the prohibition of serving other
gods,the first commandment; of making
graven images, the second commandment; of using the Lord's name in vain,
the third commandment; of keeping the
Sabbath day, the fourth commandment.
They had no consciousnessof guilt, for
they had never even heard ofthe one true
God. How then could they take His name
in vain or desecrateHis Sabbath?

The Law Was for Israel
This law, then, recorded in Exodus,
Ieviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy,
JehovahGod gaveto His peopleIsraeljust
before they were to enter the Promised
Land of Canaan. For almost 2,500years,
man lived upon this earth without a written law of commandments of any kind.
Adam, Noah, and Abraham knew nothing of this written law on tables of stone.
They were under another law, the law of
conscience, written upon the tables of
their hearts.
When man sinned, he became aware
of this law of conscience. He received a
conscience within his heart, the knowledge of good and evil, and while the law
of God was not yet fully revealed, man
nevertheless knew that certain things
were morally wrong. Man knows, even
those who have never heard of God or
the Bible or the law, that stealing is
wtong, adultery is wrong, murrder is
wrong, lying is wrcng. Conscience alone
can reveal all of this, without a written
law, and so Paultells us in Romans2zl4,l5
"For when the Gentiles, which have not
the law, do by nature the things contained in the law, these, having not the
law, are a law unto themselves: Which
[that is, theseGentiles who know nothing
about God's written lawl shew the work
of the law [that is, condemnation] written in their hearts, their conscience also

Muet Be More Clear
Moreover, conscience is flexible and
varies with individuals and conditions.
Some men are more conscientiousthan
others. Consciencemay be seared,or evil,
or weak, or imperfect, and so man excuses
himself for his sins, justifies his actions,
and so man salveshis conscience and
sears it into insensibility. The lord permitted this to go on for 2,500 years,but
man only becameworse and worse under
these conditions, for God wanted to
reveal His plan of salvation by infinite
grace.But before man can be made to see
his need of the grace and the mercy of
God, he must first be convinced of his
own sinfulnessand the utter impossibility
of doing anything by works to savehimself. Conscience alone was not enough to
convince the sinner of this, for he perverted his corucience and o<cusedhis sinful actions. So to convince man of his
awful, hopeless, sinful state, something
more than consciencewas needed. After
2,500 years, therefore, God gave to Israel
a system of commandments, judgments,
and statutes that were fixed and unchangeable, not variable or flexible like
conscience, designed to do what conscience had been unable to do
This was the beginning of the law. It
was given to the nation of Israel to try it
FUNDAMENTALIST
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out and further prove to all the world that
man cannot save himself by his own
works. For 1,600yearsIsraelhad this law
under the most favorable circumstances
in a separatedland, with godly priestsand
teachersto guide them. Yet, after 1,600
years they ended up by crucifring the
only Man who ever did keepthat law perfectly,thereby proving once and for alland for all time and for all men-that the
law cannot save,cannot make man better,
but can only revealhis sinfulness.The law
showshim his great need for grace and
the mercy of God, for "by the law is the
knowledge of sinl'
Finally, at Calvary, God proved what
the law was designedto do; namely, to
demonstrateonce and for all that man
cannot be savedby keeping the law or by
his works, but only by the graceof God,
and so the purposeofthe law that began
at Sinai was completed at the Cross of
Calvarv.

God proved at Calvary that you do not
need that law He ended the dispensation
of the law which had lasted for 1,600
years,for the very ones who had received
the law were unable to keep it. Not one
of them ever kept that law of God perfectly but ended up by committing the
capital crime of all history-crucifoing the
only, sinless,perfect Son of God who kept
the law, on the Cross of Calvary. If you
really want to seewhat sin is, you need

not go to the law, go to Calvary. If you
want to seesin as it really is, in all of its
horron go to Calvary. See there the perfect Son of God, bleeding, dying, crying
in agony and in blood. There is a picture
ofwhat sin has done. I too never saw sin
in its full horror until I came one day to
Calvary.
D
Fimt elesd
in 1952. Rcprinad by p:mission
Gnnd Rapids, Michigan.
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Why Then the Law?
Why did God add the law at all if He
knew it could not savea singlesoull Paul
anticipated this question and answersit
in Galatians 3:19: "Wherefore then
serveththe law?It was added becauseof
transgressions,
till the seedshould come
to whom the promise was made; and it
was ordained by angels in the hand of a
mediator."The law was"addedl'says Paul.
Man had only his conscienceand the oral
word to convict him, from the Fall to the
giving of the law. But man, blinded by sin,
did not realizehow terrible sin was, and
so God added His holy, perfect, righteous
law, the perfect expressionof God's righteous demands to demonstrate how far
short he had come.
The law became a mirror in which we
might see how vile and how filthy, and
how sinful we are. But that mirror cannot'nash us clean.
God used this mirror of the law for
1,600years, and thus revealedhow sinnerswho are utterly helplessand hopeless
and cursed by the law can be saved by
abandoning all hope for salvation by
works and turning to Jesusonly. Christ
then becomesthe end of the law to everyone who believes.
But someone asks, "Do we not still
need the law to show us what sin is?"My
friend, may I ask you honestly, do you
rcally need that law to show you your sin?
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Histoty of New
Testament
Ghurches
n I Corinthians 10:11Paul writes:
"Now all these things happened
unto them for ensamples:and they
are written for our admonition, upon
whom the ends of the world are comel'
Here, he refersto those Old Testament
events. But we may with scriptural justification apply these same words to the
events recorded for us in the New Gstament. Present-day church leaders will
profit greatly by examining the joys, sorrows, sins, and strong points of theseearly
local churches. The following is a brief
summary of some of these New Testament churches.
The church in Jerusalem began at
Pentecost(Acts 2:47) with at least 3,120
(Acts 2:41).Pastoredby James,the halfbrother of Christ (Acts 15:13),it performed many wonders and signs (Acts
2:43;5:12-16).The people had all things
in common (Acts 2:4445; 4:32-35),were
in one accord (Acts 2:46), spent a good
deal of time in prayer(Acts 2:42;3:li 4224;
l2-5-l?), witnessedat every oppornrnity
(Acts 3:12;45 5:42:'4:33),and radiated
Jesus(Acts ,ll3; 6:15).The church was
kept pure by God (had standards) (Acts
511-11;
8:1&24),gr€wconstantly(Acts 2:47;
5:14; 4*; 12:24), endured persecution
(Acts 4:1-3; 4:21; 5:1741; 7:5440; 8:I-3;
17:14), appointed deacons (Acts 6:l-7),
practiced baptism and the lord's Supper
(Acts 2141,46),sent forth missionaries
(Acts 8:5,14; ll,22; l3'l-3; 15:22),held
the important meeting on circumcision
(Acts 15),wasSpiritJed (Acts 2:1-18;,1:31;
13:24; 15:.28),preached the Word (Acts
2J636; 3:L3-26;5*2; 6:4; 711-53),
and contended for the faith (Acts 15:1-21).Its
problems,camewhen it apparently later
compromised with the Judaizers (Acts

21:18-25).

The church in Antioch of Syria was
founded during the persecution period
that followed the matyrdom of Stephen
(Acts 1L19). It experienced a great ingathering of souls (Acts 1l:21), and the
Jerusalemchurch sent Barnabasto'theck
50

it out" (Acts 11:22).He becamethe first
pastor (Acts 1L23)and added many to the
church at this time (Acts 11:24).Bamabas
then called Saul as associatepastor (Acts
1l:25) and both worked there for a year
(Acts 11:26).At Antioch believerswere
first called Christians (Acts 11:26).They
took up a largelove offering for the needy
believersin Jerusalem(Acts 11:30).This
was the home church of the first two
Chrisdan missionaries(hul and Bamabas)
(Aca 13:1J;14:26)and later becametheir
headquarters, both after their ffrst missionary trip (Acts 14:26)and following the
JerusalemCouncil (Acts 15:35).Silaswas
from this church (Acts 15:34). It was
where Paul set Peter straight on matters
of legalism(Gal. 2:11).
Paul organized the church in Philippi
in the home of a woman convert named
A demon-possessed
Lydia (Acts 16115,,10).
girl was his next convert (Acts 16;18),
followed by the Philippian jailer (Acts
16:33).Paul later wrote a letter to this
church (Phil. l:1). Timothy ministered
to this church (Phil. 2:19) and sent
Epaphroditus to minister to Paul while
the apostlewas in prison (Phil. 2:25). It
was in danger of legalism(Phil. 3rl-3). Paul
writes and asks"true yoke-fellow" to help
two quarreling churchwomen named
Euodias and Syntyche (Phil. 4:1-3).The
church helped to supply the material
needs of Paul (Phil. 4:15,18).
The church in Thessalonica was
founded during Paul'ssecond missionary
rip (Acts 17:1) and witnessed a grcat
harvest of souls (Acts 17:4). Paul is
accusedof tuming the world upsidedown
(Acts 17:6). In spite of their zeal, the
church memberswere not good Bible students (Acts 17:ll). Later Paul wrote two
letters to this church (1 Thess. 1:1;
2 Thess. 1r1).The believershad a reputation for witnessing0 Th.s. 1:8)and were
persecuted by the unbelieving Jews because of their faith (1 Thess. 2:14).
Timothy ministered to this church
(1 Thess.3:1,2).And it had the problems

of some lazy members (2 Thess. 3:10),
somebusybodies(2 Thess.3:11),and some
disobedient members (2 Thess. 3:14,15).
The church in Bereawas commended
for its knowledgeof and love for the \7ord
of God (Acts 17:11).
The church in Corinth was founded
during Paul'ssecondtrip (Acts 18:l).The
chief ruler of theJewish synagogue,a man
named Crispus, was one of Paul's first
converts (Acts 18:8).Faul wrote severalletters to this church (1 Cor. 5:9; 2 Cor.
10:9,10),
two of which are included in the
New TestamentCanon (1 Cor. I:2;2Cor.
1:l). It experiencedalmost total confusion
in matters relating to baptism (l Cor.
1112),earthly wisdom (1 Cor. l:26), cav
nality and strife (1 Cor. 3:l-3), judging
others unfairly (1 Cor. 4:7), immorality
(1 Cor. 5r1),taking other believersto court
(1 Cor. 6:14),marriage(1 Cor. 7:1),Chriy
tian liberty (1 Cor. 8,9), the lord's Tlble
(1 Cor. llJT-34), spiritual gifts (l Cor.
1214), the doctrine of the Resurrection
(1 Cor. 15), and tithing (1 Cor. 16).
The church in Ephesus,founded during Paul'ssecond trip (Acts 18:19),may
have been pastoredby Apollos, Timothy,
and the apostleJohn. Paul wrought many
miracles there and saw much fruit (Acts
19:1141).Paulwent soulwinning door-todoor (Acts 70:17-21).This was the only
Christian church ever to receive letters
from two New Gstament writers. Paul
wrote Ephesiansto them (Eph. 1:l), and
John the apostle would later direct a portion of Revelation to them (Rev 2:1-7).
The church in Pergamos(Rev.2:12-17)
was located in the very center ofsatanic
worship. It had nevertheless remained
loyal to Christ in spite of martyridom.
Members were, however, tolerating some
in the church who were guilty of sexual
sins. They were also tolerating those who
held the doctrine of the Nicolaitans. D
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he July-August Fundannnlist Jarmal carried an article
about the Total Tiaining Method, effectively used to
reach children at Thomas Road Baptist Church. The
article shared basic concepts in fbtal Tiaining but did not explain how to incorporate these ideas into your situation.
The principles of Jbtal Tiaining were discoveredin the basic
textbook for living, God's Word. Isaiah28:910 tells us, "Whom
shall he teach knowledge?And whom shall he make to understand doctrine? Them that are weanedfrom the milk. and drawn
from the breasts.For preceptmust be upon precept,preceptupon
precept;line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there
a littlel' There is not a moment in a child's life when he is not
learning something: I'm wanted here, I'm loved, my teacherscare
about me-or don't care enough to prepare a good lessonor
even show up; and my church is a happy place where I get to
do a variety of interesting activities-or I have to sit still and
not wiggle,forever.Obviously, the younger child could not verbalize these thoughts, but feelingsof love and warmth, accep.
tance and happiness,are very definitely real.Older children can
and do verbalizethesethoughts and expressthem by their hostility, lack of participation, and eventual dropping out of our
programs.
Do we really carewhat our children learn in churchl Do we
careenough to plan, prepare,correlate,and presentto them a
MARCH I9B4

well-organizedlessonon their level, with an aim suited and ap.
plicable to them?Doesrft our pastor do this for us?And should
we do any lessfor our children?
Now for the specificslHow can a church incorporate Total
Training?In the basicteachingstructure below, any curriculum
can be supplementedby a creativeteacher.This teaching structure is followed by all our childrerfs groups, from 17-24months
nursery to the older juniors. Each agegroup incorporaresvariation as their abilities and programsdemand, decided by each
individual classroomand teacher.The schedulepresentedhere
is based on a typical Sunday morning where all the children
come to their individual classroomsand stay through both the
Sunday school and church services.The basic scheduleis also followed during eveningservices,through the time of snackbreak.
They make the classrooma more effective center of learning.
Presessions. Sometimescalled learning centers.Set several
centers up in advance so early arrivers-usually the workers'
children-have somethingfun to do! Tiy some of these:A bag
table, wherc children can decorarea lunch bag with a small
reminder of today's lesson(a basket for the Moses story). Bags
are then hung on a low clothesline and used to hold all other
crafts and personal items.
A nature centerLsappropriate to stories such as the Cre.
ation. Thbletopor wall muralslet children draw or glue on objects representativeof the day's lesson.The mural is especially
effective to refer to later during story time. Gune Centers can
be set up with purchased Bible-related games or effective
homemade games. Favorites are "Concentrationl' using two
matched setsof pictures(of animals,for example,with Creation
or Noah) or "Jhke-Awayj'using one set of picture cardsand letting the children guesswhich one you have removed.Other picture cards can be used to play "Sequencel'lining them up in
proper order.
A game center can teach taking turns, paying attention,
namesof Bible objects,sequencesof Bible stories,and a list of
other principles for Christian living. As with every center, the
teacherguidesconversationand helps relatethe activity to that
day's lesson.Other presessionideasinclude a craft center, where
children work on a lesson-relatedcraft activity; a book center,
where books can be looked at and enjoyedl a "toys that teach"
center,whereeven what looks like play can be gently and enjoyably relatedto a lesson-building blocks for the tower of Babel
or a homeliving center for Mary and Martha.
qt

The children are free to pick the presession activities they most enjoy and
move ftom one to another when they are
ready. The size of the group dictates the
number of presessions.One center for
every five children works well. Not every
child will accomplish every activity, but
early arrivers will not waste precious
learning time waiting around to begin.
Presessiontime can begin as much as
30 minutes before acnral starting time and
can extend up to 15 minutes into the actual class beginning.
Group Time. Establish a "Signal
Song" appropriate to the age group so
they may put away their presessionactivities, put the room in order, and come
Bonnie Baker is
annianlum director for
Chil.dren'sMinistries at
Tlnnws Road Baptist
Church, Lynchburg,
Virginia.

to the story rug. (Make up a song or try
something like "Who will come and sit
with me. . . on our story time rug?" to the
tune of "London Bridge is Falling Downl')
The amount of the group time and sequence of events is based on the age
group. Once the group has settled in the
story area,introduce the story by singing
arelatzd song or two flke a few moments
to teach the meaning of the songs and
show their relationship to the lesson.An
examplewould be to sing "Walking with
Jesus" just before a story on biblical
characters who walk in the way Jesus
would have them walk. Many excellent
books are availableon how to tell stories
effectivelyto a variety ofage groups.The
wise teacher would do well to develop a
variety of creative ideas from those
sources.Do not merely read the story
from the teacher'smanual! What would
you think of a preacherwho read you a
written sermon?Use variety and involve
the sensesofseeing, feeling, tasting, and
smelling whenever possible.

A few minutes of Indiuidtnl Recognition is appropriate at this timewelcoming visitors, applauding birthdays,
conducting contests, and so forth. By,

Thrrc is nota
motnentin a child's

life whenhe is not
leoming something,
now, the group has sat as long as possible and will be ready for a change of position and activity.
Thble Time. The children will now
return to tables around the perimeter of
the room to work on a lesson-relatedcraft
activity. If the craft is presentedjust before
sending the group to the tables, the
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teachercan show how to do the craft and
canexplain the application to the lesson.
Jb savetime a helper should have set our
all craft materialswhile the children were
involved with Individual Recognition.
Craft time allows opportunity for "oneon-one" teaching; the teacher who sits
with her group of six to eight children not
only helps them createa craft, but must
retellthe story, quizzing the children to
determine comprehension. Allow the
children to enjoy table time. Constant
"hurry up and finish your work" will
causethe handcraft to becomebusywork
insteadof an oppornrniry to reinforcethe
story.
Group Time Again. Time to change
physicaland mental gears.Back on the
rug,explain to the children correlation of
the memory verseand the lesson.Many
verseslend themselvesto motions and
makeit easy to get physically involved.
'liy
singing a verseto the tune of an old
familiarsong; for example,"What time I
am afraid, I will trust in thee" (Ps. 56:3)
fits to the tune of "Row Your Boatl' A
phraseor two may have to be repeated
to makethe words fit the tune but music
is an important memory aidl
Snack Time" Even snacktime can be
usedfor "line upon line" teaching.Again
the children have been called back to
theirtablesfor this snack(and rest room)
break.Consider the impact of usingblack
and white Oreo cookies when teachins

D" we reollycare
whotour children
leornin churchl
the creation of day and night. Or how
about a treat of red licorice for Rahab's
scarletthread, a marshmallow lamb for
shepherdstories, or animal cookies for
Noah"sark?Teacher-guidedconversation
will help children discover they are having a specialsnack. If this were an eveningservice,parents would arrive by now
andteachingtime would be ending. For
Sunday morning, a "second shift" of
workersarrives during the snack time,
andthe Sunday school teachersleaveto
aftend the adult church service. The
primary and junior classesmove into a
MARCH1984

larger room where they follow the usual
primary or junior church program. The
younger children stay in their salnerooms
and repeat the above sequence,with
modifications.
Group Time. This third group time
is similar in purpose to earlier ones.
Usually the story is a child-related
character story. Review games, visuals,
and other activities help the children see
the entire morning's program as one lesson. Now is a good time for an extended
prayer time, giving the children opportunity to express requests and pray
together.One more handwork time is included to completethe morning's activi.
ties, this one relating to the character
story.Again, teacher-guided
conversation
is necessaryfor maximum learning to
occur.
Postsession Ideas. By noq parents
may be arriving. Never quite knowing the
precisemoment the pastorwill sayamen,
be flexible in the closing activities. By
now the children have had all the structure they can handle;the teachersaretrying to match coats,crafts,and kids. Unfortunately, all the parentsseeof a well.
planned prcgram are those last few fiantic
moments when unsupervisedchildren are
perficrming gymnasticson the carpet.The
solution? Plan for it! Use variety from
weekto week,but suggestions
include setting out a few favorite presessions-using
Play-Doh, setting books on the rug for a
time of silent enjoyment,or a groupgame.
These are fun activities that take little
supervision. The well.controlled atmosphere will prove well worth the effort,
and it will favorably impressparents.
"Preceptupon prccept,line upon line"
is a building process,teaching children a
little bit at one activity and a little bit at
another. By closing, they have received
one basiclessonaim in a variety of ways.
Children can learn a little by sitting in
an adult serviceseveraltimes a week,but
how much more they can learn when a
dedicated teacher preparesand presents
lessonsgearedto their specific levels of
understandingl
There is no opportunity to daydream
in a classdesignedlike the one described
here. The children are constantly being
challengedand presentedwith fun ways
to learn. The preciousBible storiesthat
never change have the potential to
changeand direct their behavior for life.
Isrlt that why we invest the time involved
in teaching? Total Tiaining meets the

needsof the total child. Can we think of
doing lessfor the heirs of our world?D
The Total Tiaining Curriculum is available fiom the
Children's Ministry of Thomas Road Baptist Church, ?01
Thomas Road, Lynchburg, Virginia 24514- Y/rite for a list of
available materials and a free sample brochure. See advertisement
on page 52.
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Walvoord: A Trlbute
by Donald K. Campbell
Moody Press
1982, 353pp.,$15.95
Reviewedby Donald R. Rickards
Professorof Cross-CulturalStudies
Liberty Baptist College
Lynchburg,Virginia

This delightfulhandbookof scdpturaltruth will be treasuredby allfans
of DallasTheologicalSeminary
and of
John F. Walvoord,in whose honor
these essE6 are presented.Somearticles while good are quite predictable
(thoseby Saucy,Johnson,Constable,
Pentecost, Minirth/Meier,Geisler,
Lightner,Hodges,and Toussaint).
Others of the articles call for comment. Hoehne/s article on the "Purpose of Tongues'leavesone wondering why he limitedhis exegesisto an
ill-definedpassagein 1 Corinthians14,
when a few more verses would have
answered the questions he raises.
Howeincludesinsightfulmodelsin his
article on Creation and Evolution,an
importantissue today.Zuck'sarticle is
not new in derivingmeaningfrom the
biblicaltext, but does give a varietyof
wayrsto apply truth. This is one of the
chiefvaluesof thisvolume,andallwho
minister the Word at any level will be
grateful for it.
Nunezgives an excellentsummary
on Universalism,including boJh
historical and contemporary aspects
and both Vatican ll and Liberation
Theology.This, too, is an issue of cur-

rent importanceand adds value.In a
day of theologicalconfusion,Hannah
is refreshingin his treatmentof the
historicaldevelopmentof the doctrine
of Christ. Glenn offers a Case $tudy
in Hermeneuticsthat raisesthe wrong
questionand givesthe wronganswer.
The question:Can the New Testament
citation be used to determine the
originaltext, the meaningof terms,and
the exegetical and theological
significanceof the text for the original
hearers or readers (italicsmine)?Obviously,the answeris ng if you include
the italicizedwords.Just as obviously, the answeris yes if you are speaking of the texts meaningfor twentiethcentury readers.Since Petertells us
that the prophetswere unableto determine the meaning of messianic
passages, and Paul states that the
"mystery"was not previouslyknown,
twentieth-centuryreadersof the Word
of God enjoy the whole Word of God
in derivinga specific interpretation.

W##rr

Therels one articleon the Scriptures themselves("lnerrancy,"by
Wtmer)and one on the personof
Christ(by Hannah)but noneon the
Fathernor on the Holy Spirit,unfortunateomissions
in our time!On the
other hand,three articlestouch on
(noneof them by
dispensationalism
Ryrie)andthreeon hermeneutics,
two
areasof theologywhichDallasviews
as important.

This reviewer commends especially Ryrie's article on "Contrasting
Viewson Sanctification"and Blue'sarticle emphasizingtheologicaltraining
for all missionaries.Nonetheless,it is
tiresometo continueto read of the endorsementof Chafer'sexplanationof
the "filling"ol Ephesians5:18 as not
quenchingnor grievingthe Spiritand
walkingby Him,an explanationthat is
applicationand not exegesis.
Whether or not the reader is attached to Walvoord and to the
seminaryof which he is president,he
will be refreshedand stimulatedby the
materialoffered in this book, not least
of which is the biographicalsketch of
Walvoordby Campbel,.

Recent Homlletlcal Thought:
An Annotaied Blbllography,
Volume 2
by A. Duane Litfin and
Haddon W. Robinson, Editors
Baker Book House
1983, 249pp.,$16.95
Reviewedby Paul R. Fink
Professor of PastoralMinistry
Liberty BaptistCollege
Lynchburg,Virginia

ln the preface(the most interesting
part of the book) the authors review
theirown uork 'Bibliographieshaveall
the excitement of a telephone directoryl' Such a statement recognizes
reality and anticipates a "ho-hum"
reception. Litfin and Robinson,
however,have taken an important task
in handand havemadea very valuable
contribution to preachers and
preaching.
The authorsfollow the exampleof
WilliamTooheyand WilliamThompson
who in 1967 issuedthe firct volumeof
FI]NDAMENTAUST
JOURNAI

Recent Homiletical Thought,
1935-1965. Like them, Litfin and
Robinson
havetopicallyarranged
their
(1)books,
sourcesin threecategories;
(2) periodicalarticles,
and(3) theses
and dissertations.
Annotationsare limitedto books
and periodicals.In keepingwith their
purpose,theauthorsonlydescribethe
worksin their annotations.
Buyersof
this book would probablybe influenced by the namesof the authors,
both of them professionalhomileticians:Litfin,associateprofessorof
pastoralministries,DallasTheological
Seminary;and Robinson,president
and professor of homileticsand
Baptist
speech,DenverConservative
Theseprofessionals
Seminary.
would
havebeen more helpfulhad they indicatedwhichbooks'in theiropiniong
arebssentiall so the preacherwhose
fundsarelimitedcouldusetheirbook
as a guidefor acquisitions.

personswhoarethe subjectswritten
about)are keyedin their indexesto
consecutive
indexnumbersoccurring
to the rightof eachentryin the text.
This aids in locatingworks written
aboutparticularindividuals,
sincethe
author'snamealonewouldnot give
that information.
This work is helpful for its
homileticalfocus. Both authorsand
publisherare to be commendedfor
makingit available,
thoughthey may
find the book'sown prophecyself"Suchventuresseldomconfulfilling:
tributemuchto the profitside of the
ledgerJ'

Gennlethe HuguenotWoman
by Bette M. Ross
FlemingH. RevellCompany
1982,189pp.,
$10.95

TheEectionon thesesanddissertationscausesthe readerto realize
that preachingcontinuesto be the
focus of scholarlyinquiry even in
secularstatecollegesanduniversities.
Teachens
on he graduatelevelandadvisors for theses and dissertations
qualityand
recognizethe inconsistent
value of such academicotferings.
Whiletheirtitlesaredescriptivgan illustrativeannotration
nould enhance
theirvalua Butthis wouldbe ditficult,
sinceonlya few copiesof eachwork
exist.
The present volume has some
decided improvementsover the
former. The chief one is the added
numberof periodlcalstreate*-from
36 to over1OO.Thesearelistedin an
appendix,withaddresses.
Thereader
can write for copies of articlesnot
roadilyavailable
to hlmothenilisa The
authors and personalsubjects (i.e.,
MARClI1984

Thisfascinating
historicalnovelof
a piousyoungHuguenotwomanwho
flees the religious persecutionof
Franceto takeup a newlife in Fennsylvania,will be of specialinterestto
anyonewho enjop information
about
the turbulentearlydaysof our nation.
The settingls 1744-1747,where
a movementis afootin Fennsylvania
to
recruita regimentto jointhe Northern
coloniesto helpthe English,whoare
in openwarfareagainsttheirrivalgthe
Frenchin Quebec The betrothalof
Gennie,an indenturedservant,to the
youngThomas,who joins this regiment,ends in hagic disappointment.
Duringher yearsof teeting,only her
deep-rootedfaithin herSaviourbrings
her througha desperatelyhopeless
situation.
Thereaderwillbe encouraged
by
thetremendous
couragedisda)ledby
thF uoman,andby hErsteadfastcommitment.This is a tenderlove story
written with historical accuracy,
enhancedby aninformative
mapof the

Northerncoloniesand Canadaduring
the mid-1700s.
..RB

100%BeyondMedlocrlty
by Fred Hartley
FlemingH. RevellCompany
1983,180pp.,
$5.95

Thisis a booklwouldnothesitate
givinga youngpersonsearchingfor a
life completewithioy andobedience.
Wellwrittenin languageof youth,
it does not emphasizethe tonfs,"
ratherthe areasof a Christian's
lifethat
need strengthening
and that can be
broughtintoharmonywithparents,and
mostof all,withGod.I especiallyliked
thechapteron authority-aweakspot
in Christianparenting.
A teenagerdoingthe "homework"
at the end of each chaptermay not
happenin every case,but the Think,
Act, Readinstructionscould be very
helpful, especially the Bible
memorization.
..RB

Whlspers of Hle Povuer
by Amy Carmichael
FlemingH. RevellCompany
1982, 256 pp.,$10.95

Anyoneacquainted
withthelifeand
writingsof AmyCarmichaelwillnot
be
disapppointedin this volume The
samedeepdevotionto her [ord and
commitment
to His will and direction
willencourage
andblessthe readerin
whatevercircumstrances
he may be.
This dear saint, who spent .several
decadesas a missionary
in Indiaand
in later)rgars\ /aSan invalid,impartSin
these daily (short)devotionalstudies
somegreattruthssheleamedthrough
a lifetimespentlivingin the presence
of her Lord.
--RB
continuedon page 61

Is Therea Gontradiction?
s there a contradiction in the
Word of God when Matthew reports two donkeys at the triumphal
entry, compared to the mention of one
donkey in the other gospel accounts
(cf. Matt 2l:4-7 with Mark 11:7; Luke
19:35;and John 12:14-15)?
Although a full consideration of
Matthew's citation of Zechariah's prophecy is somewhat complicated by matters
relative to the ancient texts and translations, the answer simply is, "Not at all."
Proper grammar demands that the
Hebrew text be understood as saying
only that Israel'scoming King would be
seated on a male foal of a she-ass.The
word and, of our English translations
would be better rendered "even" or "that
is" or left untranslated, being understood
as a marker of apposition. The words
thus nanslated would read, "Behold thy

Atsurrd fo Richand D.
Patterson, clwirmanof
tfu Departmentof
Biblical Studies,Liberty
BaptistCollegeand
Seminary,Lynchburg,
Virginia. He Iwlls a Ph.D. in Semitics
frun UCLA.

King comesto thee. . . meek and sitting
upon a he-ass,upon a colt, the foal of
a she-ass."Only one donkey is really in
view, a position taken consistently in
rabbinic tradition. Therefore, the other
gospelwriters simply focus on the young
donkey upon which Jesuswas seated;of
them, only John mentions this as a
fulfillnent of prophecy.
Matthew's mention of both the foal
and the mother cannot be construed as
his misunderstandingZechariah'swords
to mean that Messiahwould ride on the
mother donkey or both donkeys.
Zechariah plainly uses a masculine
singular noun to indicate the young
animal upon which the King would sit,
so Matthew would not likely report that
Christ sat on the mother donkey.
Accordingly, the word assin the King
JamesVersion of Matthew's phrase "sitting upon an ass" (which in the Greek
text could be either masculine or
feminine) must be taken as a masculine
noun.
The second"ass" of KJV is a different
Greek word that means "beast of
burden" or "donkey." Matthew's shift in
choice of words is an attempt to indicate
to us that in the caseofthe first asshe
did not mean the mother animal.
Accepting the somewhat standard

distinction in the English that ass is a
generic term and donkey is a
"domesticated ass," we might render
Matthew's relevant words "mounted
upon an ass, upon a colt, a donkeyts
foal."
Therefore, Matthew mentions the
mother, not to equate her in any way
with the donkey of Zechariah's quotation, but to emphasizethat both Mark
and Luke plainly say, that the donkey
upon which Jesus sat was unbroken
(Mark 11:2;Luke 19:30;the word used
for the mother donkey, the second"ass,"
implies the opposite),and to give the full
historical details to which he was probably an eyewitness.
Moreover, a young unbroken animal
would welcome his mother's steadying
presence on such an occasion and
readily follow her, especiallyin this new
experience of bearing a rider.
In summary, no contradiction exists
in the details of Matthew's quotation of
Zechariah or between himself and the
other gospelwriters. Each gospelaccount
is true, each writer using details in accordance with his own purposes.The accounts are not contradictory but
supplementary.
D
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Profile

'G.T.
Abraham
A GreatVisionfor an OverwhelmingTask
by ElmerL.'Toums
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n May 1976 CT. Abraham graduated from Liberry Baptist Seminary
and returned to his home in India
with a super-aggressive
vision of evangelizing the 700 million in the second most
populous nation in the world. Jb accomplish this task, Abraham wisely concluded that the biblical way to "capture
India for Christ" wasto do it the way his
pastor, Jerry Falwell, was evangelizing
America. He said, "The way to biblically
present the gospel to every person in
India is through super-aggressive
local
churchesl' Abraham organizedthe India
Baptist Association under Priority One
India, and by 1983he was responsiblefor
planting 83 Baptist churches.He has organized a pastoptraining school in Kerala,
South India, that currently has 13 fulltime students.He is establishinga Christian collegeand seminary at Brahmavar,
where there is already a 3O-acrecampus
in development.He has a vision of offering preschool child care through college

Elmer L. Trwns is
dean of tfu B.R. Lakin
Schoolo/ Religion,
Lib erry Baptist College,
Lynchburg,V irginia. H e
uisited India and,observd
tlle
work
desqibed in this
finthand
article.
MARCI{ 1984

and seminary. Abraham has a newspaper,'$(4wt?,
and is consideringa weekly
radio broadcastbeamed from Sri Lanka
into South India. His vision is big, his
heart is big, and his country has big opportunities. Someone must evangelize
India, a seeminglyinsurmountable goal.
The question remains,"Is CT, Abraham
the man God will use to do it?"
CI Abraham wasborn in lGrala and
cameto know JesusChrist at age 14when
an evangelistpreachingin coftageprayer
meetings stayed in his home. After an
evening meeting the evangelist prayed
with the family, and CT acceptedJesus
Christ as his Saviour.
After conversion CjT. Abraham remained with his family in the Mar
Thoma Church. a semi-Conservative
denomination church lacking soulwinning zeal.He taught Sunday school and
tried to preach,using his father'sserrnon
notes. His father was principal of a local
Mar Thoma grade school.
CJTI received his bachelor's degree
ftom the University of Tiavancorein 1952
and his master's degree from Nagpur
University in 1962.He taught sciencein
high school, then becamean instructor
of teacher education at the university.
Between 1969and l97Z CT. Abraham attended the University of Maryland, outside Washington, DC. He finished his
doctorate in education in 1972 and
returned to India and taught at the
university.

The following year,CT Abraham was
interpreting for \Tilliam Bebee in India
when God called him to full.time Christian service. Bebee told CT about Liberty Baptist Seminary and he decided
that was what he needed.CT wasgiven
a ticket to come to Maryland for a visit.
From there he called the dean ofLiberry,
but found they did not have scholarships
for foreign students. But C.I Abraham
knew God wanted him to nain at Libertv
Baptist Seminary. He paid his way to
Lynchburg and while there was given a
professor'srank to teach in the college
and study in the seminary.
CT, was baptized at Thomas Road
Baptist Church and ordained into the
ministry May 12, 1976. The following
Sunday,Jerry Falwell askedCT to share
his testimony on the Oldilime Gospel
Hour. He told the audience,"I am going
to start hundreds of churches in India."

rl

tl.

tJecu$e oI nls

evangelistic
fervor,

mtny churche.s
closed

their doorsto him,
Nearly $38,000 was mailed in for his
ministry because of that two-minute
testimony.
CI, Abraham rerurned to lndia, trying to work with the churchesof South
India to revive and changethem. He confessed,"I was not bold enough to start a
new churchl'His family did not want him
to start a Baptist church. Among their
reasons was the fact that he had two
relatives who were pastors in the Mar
Thoma Church and CSI church. He
organized an evangelistic minisny to the
tr1

Mar Thoma churches that included a
singng group of young people, such as
he had seen at Thomas Road Baptist
Church. The meetinp were successful.
One evening in his mother's hometown,
there were 80 decisions for JesusChrist.
Because of his errangelistic fervor,
many churches cloeedtheir doors to him.
At the same time CjI, Abraham saw the
futilitv of trying to rcvers€ burcaucratic
machinery. He decided to become independent, not relying on denominational
officials. ln 1977he resigned, remarking,
"I didn't want to be o<communicated,
becauseit would harm my future ministry
in South Indiai'
CI Abraham began a Baptist church
in his living toom, and the thftd Sunday
his wife came forward to be baptized. Tvo
years later he baptized his 76year-old
mother. From this church he beganplanc
ing other churches. Then he formed the
India Baptist Association.
He used the $38,000to build theJerry
Falwell Building, a concrete four-story
stmcture that housesa printing press,the
Bible Institute, the office for those in
charge of church-planting, and one local
church. The printing pressis a cmde, oldfashioned letter press,type is set by hand,
and only a few copies can be printed per

minute. CT began the magazine \f,4rat?
in 1978,which circulates 1,200copies.He
also prints facts and booklets for mass
distribution.
Work was slow in the beginning with
only 14 baptized believers added to the
church the first year. (fhey do not speak
of members but of baptized believers.)
When they find a mature believer, CT
testiftes,"We train him to pastor a church.
If the person has education and is akeady
trained, we encourage him to begin a
church. If not, we encouragehim to come
to the Bible Institute to be trained. After
a person is trained, he is sent to his home
village to preach the gospel to the lost."
CT encourageseach churchplanter to
58

rent a building where he can live with his
family and hold meetings.
CI Abraham raisesmoney through
Priority One India, USA, a missions
organization in the United States that
supports the work in India. He giveseach
church-planter a living allowance of $30
to $50 a month, depending on the number of children and the cost of renting a
building. The money is not given ounight
to the church-planter but is deposited in
a bank from which he can write checks
for the work.
The churches depend heavily upon
visitation for evangelistic outreach. The
pastor goesdoor-to-door inviting people
to come to a prayer meeting, usually held
in the evening. The evangelistic team of
CT Abraham holds crusadesin the village squares with musical teams where
people gather each evening. As soon as
possible, CiI encouragesthe pastors to
begin Sunday services.Usually, only bap
tized believersand new converts considering baptism will come to the Sunday services. The unsaved come to the evening
prayer meetings but will not come to the
Sunday meetings. When the church is
stabilized, CT Abraham and the pastor
begin looking for land, approximately
l/20 of an acre.Usually they build a shed,
normally a pole building with just a roof,
without walls.
At the present time, Priority One
India has 83 churches,the smallestwith
10baptized believersand the largestwith
approximately,{0 baptizedbelievers.However,someharrealmost 100people attend
ing their prayer meetings.
CT Abraham rcceives support ftom
severalgraduatesof Liberty Baptist Collegeand Seminary who studied with him,
plus several Southern Baptist churches
and other individuals.
In February 1983there were 181new
converts baptized at the second convention of the India Baptist Association.
Twelve pastors entered the river at one
time to baptize the converts. John
Houghton, from Clay Baptist Church,
Clay, \fest Virginia, was baptizing at one
end of the line and David Overton,
pastor of Mitchell Hollow Mission
Church, at the other end.
CI Abraham has a goal of establishing a total of 100 churches in India in
1984.He is building a Christian college
facility in Brahmavar for training people
(Bible college and seminary). The first
Bible collegein lGrala was closedbecause

of a conft,ontation with political parties
and militant Communists who made it
impossible for it to continue .rs a recog:
nized college. However, it continues td
operate as a pastoral-training institute,
not a degreegranting institution. Currently there are 13 men being trained in
residences.
The new Bible college and seminary
in Brahmavar is not yet in operation.

T,

keyto reaching

Indilcis plnntingan
indelendentBaptist
chwchtn er)erytoum
and village,

There is a gradeschool and dormitory on
a 30-acre campus, called Little Rock
lndian School. The foundation and walls
are in for the college There are three large
wells for drinking, a rocklined fish pond,
rice fields, and cattle stalls.CT is building
a home on adjacent property. A hospital
and orphanageis also under construction.
There are 130 people working full time
in India under the supervision of CT
Abraham. His son-inJaw, an adminis'
trator of a local recognized college, will
give CT help in geaing his Christian college established and recognized.
The pressurefrom political parties and
Communist groups forced CT Abraham
to move to another state. In spite of this
the original work in lGrala has gone forward, not backward. Churches are prospering; more people are being baptized.
At age51,CT' Abraham saysthat the
key to r€aching all of lndia is planting an
independent Baptist church in every town
and village. That is a formidable task, for
there are almost a half-million villages.He
e><plained,"The New fbstament church
went forwand in the Book of Acts as new
churches were planted wherever the gospel waspreachedl'Abraham says,"Radiq
newspaper,and-one day-television will
all help reach India for Christ, but God's
plan is planting local churches that will
evangelizethe lost and teach the saintsl'
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RoadBaptist
andfrelatedMinistries
0ntheThumas
Church
A Bepart

Falwellto AddressNationLive
in PrimeTime-March4
Theprogram
to beairedMarch4
p.m.ESTwillfeatute
at 11:00
Jerry
Falwelladdressing
themoralstateof
the nation.Falwellsaidthat he will
bespeaking
fromthevieupointof millionsof Bible-believing
in
Christians
assessing
thespirirual
andmoralstate
of the nation.
Calendar
Thisone-time.only
special
willbe
Update
availablein everycommunity.By
February
broadcasting
liveviasatellite
Falwell servinga moralturnaroundor our
chiidren
willnotgrowupin thesame
will have a
believesthe message
28
free
and
blessed
Americawe have
greater
impact.
Dr.Falwell
spealu
at FluidaState
Theauditorium
willbefilledwith known.
Univasity
we
"Ve're doing this because
and other
March
4,000churchmembers
is
believe
that worldevangelization
2
visitorsandfriendsastheymeetfor
Francts
Seminsr
Schaeffer
at LBC
the special
Sundayevening
service onewaywecanglorifyCod,Revival
alsoglorifies
Ood.Ve'redoingeveryfrom1l:00p.m,to 12midnight,
4
thingwecanto presentthe gospel
speaal,
The service
will be beamed
to a
0TCHliuepime.time
of Christto a lostanddying
beginning
at 11:NP.m.tST
satellite
andcaniedto therestof the message
nationby the TurnerBroadcasting world."
7
Dr. Falwellspeal'a
at Heilt Fnum
outofAtlantaandotherout"
System
letsthatwillh linkedto thesatellite.
9.19
"For 27 yearswe'vebeenusing
LBCSpingBreal
television
andradioon a dailyand
Mission
tripto Hawaiiand.
weeklybasisto preachthegospel
to
Colontbia
win peopleto Christ,"saidFalwell.
15
"Butwe'veneverdonewhatwe'rego.
Dr.Falwell
spenlcs
at Washington
I
In justa fewweeks,
ingto do on March4, andasfar as
April 11-13,
LeeUniuusity
we knowthis will be the first ever our nation'scapitalwill bethehost
21
nationwide
telaastof a localchurch cityfor "TheEventoftheCentury,"
h. Falwellspealu
at Mayw's
Prayu service."
'84. For
BaptistFundamentalism
in Puaderu,
Brwkt'wt
Texw
Theprogram
willairat 1l:N p.m. nearlya yearLibertyBaptistCollege
March30,
GlennReese
hasservedas
EST;10:00p.m.Central;9100p.m. graduate
coordinator
for thishistoricconvenApril 1
Mountain;8rffi p.m. Pacific;and
tion. Reeseactsas liaisonberween
Futnder's
Vleebnd
6:00p.m.in AlaskaandHawaii.
April
officialsandthousands
Falwellhasrepeatedly
called1984 convention
of
68
theYearof Destinyin thathewould partorsandlaypmplewhoarenot
LBCSpnng
ArtsFestival
like to s€ea third great spiritual onlyhelpingto promoteBF'84but
v
awakening
in Amedca.
Hesaid,"This
will be delegates
to the convention.
yearwewill beginplantingtheseeds He oversees
a numberof areasinDr. Falwellspe.al<s
at Ceduville
volvingregistration,
travelanangeCollege
andhopfully seethemsproutinto a
11.13
ThirdGreatAwakening.
I hlievewe
ments,progamcoordination,
and
procurement.
fuptistFurdanartali$n'
will eitherbeginlookingat andobU

CenterHelps
Families

Anotherfirst fot the Old-Time
ofthe
Gospel
Hourwill bethetelecast
of Thomas
Sundayeveningservice
RoadBaptist
Churchliveviasatellite
in primetimeto viewers
fromMaine
to Hawaii.

In its third year of ministry,
Thomas
RoadBaptist
Church's
Family Centerrecently
reported
its 1983
year-round
regardingthe
statistics
FamilyCenter's
outreach.
Sinceits beginning
the Family
Centerhas providedfood and/or
clothingto 1,355familiesin the
greater
Lynchburgarea,77percentof
whomwerenotThomas
Roadmembers.Otherpeoplein needreceived
freeprofessional
services
rangingfrom
planning
dentalcareandfinancial
to
homerepairandmaintenance.

LibertyGrad
Promotes
BF '84

MARCH 1984

8
Thousands
of peoplehavebeen
for thishistoriceventand
registered
anyone
interested
to call
Reese
urges
theconventionhot
line 130044650ffi
for moreinformation.

Educator
HasNewGoals
Christian

ElimHomeHead
RayHorsleyDies

theInstituteof Management
RayHorsley,who directedElim"
Studies, a Christianducation."
people Homesince1964,
a two"yearprogramin management Thethird goalis to assist
diedon January
6
trainingsimilarto his rnanagement who want to start new Christian at the ageof 71.
seminars,
butleading
Interested
in thespecial
ministry
to a certificate. schools,beginningwith a needs
For example,
Beldenexplaindthatthegoalsof asse$Ement,
doesthe to alcoholicmensinceit beganin
community
netd a newChristian 1959,he did not hesitate
LEN are threefold:The first is to
to accept
develop
a sericof home-based
ofdirector.
duca. schoolor shouldtheysupportanex- whenofferdtheposition
for parentsof istingone?Otherfactorsexamined HeevendonatdthelandwhereElim
tional supplements
includezoning,faciliryneeds,and Homeis located.
childrenenrolledin publicschools
to
of ducation.
Throughhisyears
of ministryRay
helpthemcounter
Secular
Humanis- philosophy
plantsome wasinstrumental
get
in rebuilding
lives
LENwillpurposefully
tic teachings.
"Vhen mostparents
wherenone andputtingbrokenfamilies
together.
hyond evolutionandSecularHu- 5,000Christianschools
existandprovidecuniculum
materials
He is survivedby his wife,
manismthevdon't knowwhereto
schools. AmandaNapier,hisson,David,his
go,"hesaid."Ourrolein thiscapaciry to a networkofupto 10,000
Beldennow hopesto achieve, daughters,
Ann Hudsonand Fay
will be to provide supportfor
throughLEN,the Christianeduca- Hubbard,13 grandchildren,
parents."
and 9
in great-grandchildren.
All of hischildream-excellence
Thescondgoalisto helpexisting tor'su[timate
quality education
beginningwith the cur- drenareinvolvd in theministries
of
byproviding
Glen hlden had achieved
the Christianschools
and ThomasRoadBaptistChurch.
andteachers,
educator's
ultimatedream-freedom cuniculumandhelpingthemestab- riculum,programs
pro$ams. based
thatbeon a solidcornerstone,
to coordinate
cuniculum
andexperi- lish testedand effective
DavidHorsley
willcontinue
in his
ing a Christianphilosophyof father's
mentwith newideas,the establish- "Parents
footsteps
asdirectorfor Elim
shouldn'thaveto makea
mentof anducationalservice
center choicebetween
Home.
a goodducationand education.
thatutilizedthebestteachenandcur"
riculum,a bankof resources
of ex"
programs
emplary
educational
around
the nation.and multimilliondollar
contractsfrom the federalgovernment for implementing
thesenew
ideas.Butthemoreheniedto perfect
the system,
the morefrustrated
he
for V/omen"
October18-20
lnternationally
known speakers wivesandotherkeywomenleaders. Veekend
became.
andthat is whv he leftthe
Virginia.
publicschool
in Newlpswich, Mrs.JohnR. Riceand Mrs.Edith Plannowto attendthis"Vonderful in Lynchburg,
system
Schaeffer
headline
thelistof a dozen
NewHampshire.
leaders
in the
andworkshop
Belden
movd fromhisprominent lecturers
Veekend
for
positionandcomfortable
NewEng- firstannual"Vonderful
landlifestyle
to Lynchburg,
Virginia, Vomen"to h heldthisfallinLynchthreeyearsago.Hecamewithoutthe burg,Virginia.Vith thetheme"lt's
conpromise
of a steadyjob, but on the a VonderfulLife!"thethreeday
beginson October18,
prospect
of changing
hisgoalsin af. ference
Mrs. Celeste
Wemp,conference FiveyearsagoVilliam "V/illie"Bell
fcting education
andof providinga
says,
"Ve arehopingto
didnotknowtheLordashisSaviour.
Christianeducationfor his three coordinator,
and Hewasridingthetideasa successful
attractwomenfiomall 50states
daughters.
this coachof a premierprofessional
socforeigncountries,
I believe
focusis stillon a sevetal
Hiseducational
'Vonderful
Veekend
forWomen'will certeamin GreatBritain.After 22
national level but is structured
yearsasa playercoach,
for all
experience
Bellaccepted
throughthe LibertyEducation
Net- be a life-changing
theLordJesus
will
ChristashisSaviour.
work,whichpurposes
to providepeo whoattend,Nearly30workshops
profesional
thelucrative
soc.
pleall overthecountrytheopportu- dealwithsuchtopicsasraisingemo. Leaving
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Clonlng

Junkyards

Markol the Beast

The book In His hrage claimed a
cloned human was in our midst. It tumed
out to be a hoax, but some scientists
aren't giving up that easily.One of them
has suggestedwe take genetic samplesof
King'Iirt's well-preservedmummy and try
to clone another boy-king. A certain
scientist even speculateswe could deliberately manufacture cloned humans to be
incubated so their body parts could be
cannibalizedfor organ transplants.Such
conjecture is startling but not nearly as
frightening as what could happen if cloning techniques were masteredby a Nazi
or a Communist. \Uhat if the world had
to cope with a successionof Hitlers and
Stalins?Vhat if a cruel despot alive today were to be perpetuated by his
followers who wanted to insure the survival of his regimeby a cloned heir?God
made man a little lower than the angels,
but a clone might turn out to be only a
little better than the demons.

Junkyards, those grimy, slightly
disreputable repositoriesof rusting old
machinery, used to be the place of last
resort if the part couldn't be found elsewhere. Tirday, they've spruced up their
image and some junkyards feature carefully arranged piles of auto carcassesall
catalogedon a computer.Junk men now
prefer to be known as "auto recyclers"
who market "predismantled, previously
owned partsl'It takesmore than a semantic redefinition to changethe factsof one's
profession.JesusdescribedSatan as one
who comes to "kill and destroy" (John
10:10).Most people don't see the Devil
that way since he's usually "transformed
into an angel of light" (2 Cor. 11:14).
Occultists, for example,see him as the
harbinger of illumination, not the prince
of darkness.The junk man may change
his name but he's still got greaseon his
clothes. Satan may try to alter his image
but he's still got blood on his hands.

The Mark of the Beast spoken of in
Revelation 13:17is the constant focus of
speculation. Among the suggestedcandidatesare SocialSecuritynumbers,optical
ray scanners, and infared designations.
One of the world's greatestscientistsmay
not realizeit, but he has another nomination. Nobel Prize winner and scientist
Linus Pauling is concerned about identifuing those who may be carriers of
genetic disorders. As a warning to any
who might mate such individuals, Pauling
recommends they receivea special tattoo
on their foreheadslabeling them asgenetically unfit for childbearing. Whether
Pauling's tattoo is the precursor of the
number 666 is impossible to determine.
But the fact that it has been suggestedis
a soberingreminder that the spirit of the
Antichrist is influencing the intelligentsia.

O Bob Larson Ministries

In Reuiew
continuedfrom page 55

Sentenced to Llfe
by Malcom Muggeridge and
Alan Thornhill
ThomasNelson PublishingCompany
1983, 129 pp.,$3.95

This play in three acts concerning
euthanasiais foremost a warm love
story.An invalidwife desperatelyurges
her husbandto put an end to her suffering and dependencyon him. The
husbandexperiencessoul-searching
and much inner turmoil.Was his final
compliancewith her wishes for love,
or calculatedmurderfor a principle?In
MARCH I9M

his movingconfessionhe says,"Oh my
darling,I helpedyou to die but I never
helped you to live:'
The introductionby Muggeridgeis
worth the book. A paragraphnear the
end of the prologueshouldput to rest
any doubts on the issues of abortion
and euthanasia."ln the finalanalyisis,
then, the issue on which Sentenced to
U/e is based . . . is simplywhetherour
human society is to be seen as a
factory-farm,or as it has been seen
through the centuries, as a fami!
whoseFatheris a lovingGod.lf the latter, then from the momentof conception a fetus is potentially a human
soul . . . and a rnongoloidchild no less
precious in the Creator'seyes than a
beautygueen.. ." Sentencedto Life
is a compellingand truly movingwork.
--RB

Graffltl: Devotlonslor Glrls
Graffltl: Devotlons for Guys
by J. David Schmidt
FlemingH. RevellCompany
1983, 128 pp.,$4.95

These two devotional books
suitable for teenagers present a fine
opportunity for young people to
shengthentheir spiritualrelationshipto
God, to developrightattitudesof good
Christianbehavioralpatterns.There is
plenty of good practical advice and
relevantScripture.
..RB

"The helps ministry"
Jay D. Cole, President

Route 4, Box 384
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Etemity
continuedfrom page 19
a personal preference of those involved, The following quote,
translated by my friend Hank Paulson from a German edition
of TIw Collend Varks of Lenin, shows that lenin, at least,
claimed a rational scientific basis for such a goal: "Our party
Fogram is in its entirety built upon a scientiftc hence materialistic
worldview. . . . Our program. . . contains the unveiling of the
historical and scientiffc ocplanation of the origin of religious
mystery. . . . Thus our program necessarilycontains the propaganda of atheisml' It is not difficult to discern the influence of
Tylor's theory brihind such a statement.
Further evidence that Tylor's theory still influences Communist aaitudes toward religion comesftom the fact that llort
view of tfu euolutionof religion ts still aught as tlv main foffidatirrr of atlvism in crrll4a anduniuedties th',rct.qlwat
dv C-ornmunist
u,odd! Communist goremments, moreover, are constantly sending streamsof literature as well as teamsof lecnrrersor er<change
professorsout into the Third World and even to Western countries to teach Tylor's theory as proven fact!
Clearly, the overthrow of Tylor's theory has not prevented
Communists from using it as justiffcation for their ongoing sup.
pression of religion. Marx can harrdly be blamed, for he died
in 1883-a year beforc Howitt's papers on native monotheism
among Australian aborigines raisedthe ffrst major doubts about
Tylor's theory. Likewise Engels died in 1895,three years More
lang publlshed his initially ill-received blockbuster TlvMaking
62
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of Religion. Perhaps we shall never know the er<tent to which
Ienin may have been o<posedto reports of changing opinion
in the Western world.
Perhapsone criticism can be made of the Liberal scholars
who initially opposed or ignored Andrew Lang's objections to
Tylor: they acceptedTylor's theory very quickly, not only because
of its elegance,but also becauseit fined their presuppositions
about evolution and the supposedsupr€macyof European man.
They accepted Lang and Schmidt's opposing evidence with
r€ticence because their evidence did not confirm such presup
positions. Had the general responseto Lang and Schmidt been
as rousing as the earlier responseto Tylor, possiblg just possibly,
the resulting discussionswould have caught lenirfs ear before
he began pulling the Iron Curtain down around Russiafollowing the Communist Revolution in 1917(which was alsq incidentally, the year of Tylor's death).
lenin, if I may give him the benefit of the doubt, might then
at least have had second thoughts about resting so many Communist hopes upon Tylor's theory. Communisnt's anti-religious
stance accordingly might have become less rigid.
Hopefully this review will enable Christians to be not only
better informed but also better able to respond to some of the
forces opposed to the gospel in the world today. It might also
give greatencouragementto Christians living under Communist
oppression to hear that even sciencehas officially rejected the
basis Communism uses to discredit religious faith.
Adrpcd from Fsaiq ir Thct Hwts @ l9E4 Rcgsl Bolq
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ExploringRamilications
of Yatican Ambassador b,ctineEHa,
residentReaganhas announced
that he will appoint his personal
representative to the Vatican,
William A. Mlson, a Southem Califomia
rancher and land developer.In turn, the
Vatican has said that it will appoint an
ambassadorto this country.
Congress quietly paved the way for
our country to establish formal diplomatic relations with the Vatican by the
repealof an 1867law prohibiting the use
of federalfunds to maintain an official at
the Vatican. Senator Richard G. llgar,
RInd.. introduced the amendmentto the
StateDepartment appropriationsbill that
allowed the repeal. It passedby a voice
vote.

The Senate took the action without
any public hearings,prohibiting any open
discussionon the issue.By using voice
vote, no recondofhow senatorsvoted was
recordedand it was done with such speed
that the religiouscommunity wascaught
off guard. When the appropriations bill
wassent to a House-Senateconferenceto
iron out any differences, the Llgar
amendment was classifiedas "noncontroversiall' thus no hearing was deemed
necessary.This casewas handled in a way
that seemedto be a deliberate attempt to
push the bill through before opposition
could develop.
Vhy should the gwemment give preferential treatment to any one religious
group, whether it be the Roman Catholic
Church, Russian Orthodox Church,
Southern Baptist Convention, National
Council of Churches, or the temple of the
Hare Krishna in West Virginia?
For about a Z}-year period ending in
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1867 the United States did have full
diplomatic relations with the Vatican. In
that year, when the Popesceasedto be
temporal rulers during the processof the
unification of Italy under one government, Congressbarred the useof federal
funds to continue that relationship. In
that reorganizationthe Popeslost their
rule over the PapalStatesand sincethen

"T,

flaintruth

remainsthotthe
Vaticanis firstand
foremosta church!'

have presidedover a small territory in the
city of Rome.
Since then, severalrecent presidents
have serlt personal representatives to
the Vatican. Among those are Franklin
Roosevelt,Harry'Iiuman, RichandNixon,
Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, and Ronald
Reagan. Dwight Eisenhower, John
Kennedy, and LyndonJohnson did not.
This systemof personal envoyshas served
well.
Our history and traditions have some
bearing on this issue.ln colonial America
there was an officially established
church-government recognition of the
Anglican Church in the southern colonies and the CongregationalChurch in
New England. During that time, public
trrx money wasusedto pay for the upkeep
of the church and pay the salariesof the
clergy.Virginia Baptistsand Presbyterians,
along with political leaderssuch asJames
Madison and Thomas Jefferson, led the
way to bring an end to this state recognition of a certain church. \Uhile the ap
pointment of an ambassadorto the Vatican would not mean the establishment
of a church internally, it would mean that

our government does provide exclusive
treatment of one church.
Some people may say, "But the Vatican is a separate nation and we have
diplomatic relations with other nationsl'
The Vatican currently has diplomatic relations with 107nations and is represented
in all major United Nations organizations. Senator Llgar, in leading the move
for diplomatic ties, said that PopeJohn
Paul II had transformedthe Vatican into
a "significant political force for decency
in the world."
Vatican City is independently governed, comprising 109 acresin the middle of Rome. It has its own police force,
wstage stamps, State Deparrment, and
approximately I,000 residents. However,
it is primarily the headquarters of a
church and is recognized as such around
the world. R.G. Puckett, editor of North
Carolina's Biblical Recorder,commented,
"\0(/hateverrationalizations are made to
justifu such a move, the plain truth rcmains that the Vatican is first and foremost a church. Whatever its claims to
being a state, they are secondary to its
image and influence as a church." If the
Vatican is viewed as a church, United
Statesdiplomatic recognition would set
a precedent.
The emergenceof Pope John Paul II
as a political leader has no bearing on
whether our government should appoint
an ambassador. The Pope's role as a
"political force for decencyj'especiallyin
Poland and ladn America, while supportive of United States policy, does not
justifr full diplomatic recognition. His
visits to Poland and Latin America were
not made as the head of a nation but as
head of a church. The moral influence of
his office as a religious leader made the
difierence and not the political or military
support that he might be able to give as
head of a nation. One should not confuse the influence a religious leader might
have on foreign affairs with the fact that
he is a representative of a church.
D
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WHAT is it?
aptist Fundamentalism'84
will be the largest
convention ever planned
by Baptist
Fundamentalists.
The three-day
spectacularis filled with motivational
preachingand inspirationalmusic
especiallydesignedfor pastors,church
staff members,and laymen. Anyone
who wants to seewhat
Fundamentalismis all about is
welcometo attend.

WHERE will it be held?
apnst
Fundamentalism

following speakers:

to encourageChristian leadershipand
to stand for the old-time religion in
thesecriticaldays. Baptist
Fundamentalism'84 will reaffirm our
history and heritageas well as point
the way to our future.

he Fundamentalist
movement has becomea
dynamic spiritual force rn
America today. Born at
the turn of the century,
Fundamentalismis now receivinglong
overdue recognition.
Baptist Fundamentalism'84 will
bring together 26,000Fundamentalists

\r

p r i l 1 1 - 1 31,9 8 4 ,
Wednesday
through

take placein the
Friday. Delegatesare
new Washington
encourased to come
Convention
early and enjoy the sightsof our
Center located
nation'shistoric capital.A limited
in Washington,
number of hotel rooms has been
D.C. This
reservedso it is importanr co
location will give
p.-register immediately.
high visibility to
the independent Baptist movement by
WHO will be there?
accommodatingthe gathering of 26,000
Fundamentalistsin a setting
astors.Families.Christian
Y\
consistent with the historic
Educators.Membersof
lJ
significanceof this meering.
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Ray Hancock
A.V. Henderson
J. Don Jennings
David Jeremiah
Frank Johnson
Tom \Uallace
John White
Vendell Zimmerman

ililll

WHEN will it take place?

'84 will

WHY such an undertaking?

Raymond Barber
J a c kB a s k i n
Clyde Box
JosephBrown
Bruce Cummons
Truman Dollar
Jerry Falwell
Herman Frankland
Dan Gelatt
Bob Gray

PresidentReaganhas been invited
to give the closing speechand is
tentatively scheduledto attend.
Don't miss the Event of the
Century - make plans to join usl
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Washington Convention Center
April 11.t3, 1984
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Requestfor Information

'84
Yes, pleasesend me more informationaboutthe BaptistFundamentalism
Convention.
Pleasecheck positionin church:

Pastor

Lay Member

Church Staff

Other

Describeinvolvement
Name
City

Church
State

zip

BusinessPhone
HomePhone
Returnto: BaptistFundamentalism'84. P.o. 9ox9428. Kansascity, Mo 64133-0229

ForYourInformation

Fomogrrcrphlc Follilccl Ads
Not Accepted
WASHINGTON-Porno
king Larry
Flynt is running for the U.S. Presidency.
He has gone on record as stating that he
will incorporate pornography into his
television campaign commercials.
The National Association of Evangeli
cals, in their December 1983publication,
Iruight, finds that "incrediblel' "Section
315 of the FederalCommunications Act
requiresbroadcastersto run, uncensored,
political advertisingfrom bona fide candidatesl' If Flynt's candidacy is qualified it
would appearthat his pornographic political ads would be legally unstoppable.
They do not expect the FCC to so construe the law.
Congressis not expectedto interpret
the law to such a degree of absurdity.
"Gchnicallyl' Insight says,it is a federal
crime even to utter any obscene,indecent, or profane language on the
airwavesl'
The NAE predictsthe FCC will likely
rule that no station will be required to
carry the Flynt ads if they contain pornography.Further, there is a growing sentiment on Capitol Hill to amend section
315 to prevent such an abuse.

Egucl Time Rules
Mcry Be Chcmging
ALTON, Ill.-Eagle Forum leader
Phyllis Schlafly, in her December 1983
news report, warns concerned
Americans about an attempt by the
FederalCommunications Commissionto
changethe rules governingfairnessand
decency on local television and radio
stations.
Although networks are exempt,
locals are subjectto gentle rules that give
them direction and guidelinesin these
MARCH1984

areas. However, Schlafly says in the
report,"The FCC now wants to eliminate all such obligations and give television and radio total freedom to provide
their own policies, candidates, and
values,and to be just asunfair, profane,
and obsceneas thev choose."
In l98l the FCC petitioned Congress
to abolish the FairnessDoctrine. but
Congressdeclined. Now the FCC is trying to circumvent the Congressby making "appropriate" rule-changes
to reach
its goal. The Schlafly Report says that
when askedabout the rights of people
who disagreewith left-wing,antifamily,
or sex-and-violenceprogramming, the
FCC chairman replies:"L.etthem buy a
radio stationl'
Numerous groups like Schlafly's
"EagleForum" have filed objectionswith
the FCC in accordance with their
published deadline of January 5, 1984.
The FCC is expectedto make the decision in the near future.

Americans United for LiIe
Prepcne lor More
Pro-Lile Court
CHICAGO-A
national conference
to examine the legal, historical, and
logical argumentsnecessaryfor reversing
Roeu. Vade will be held by Americans
United for Life on March 31 in Chicago.
Pro-lifersexpecta changein Supreme
Court justiceswithin the next four years.
"We must do everything we can to ensure that the turnover is a positiveone
for the nation's unborn children," says
Dennis J. Horan, chairman of the AUL
legal DefenseFund.
The conferencewill examinethe legal
faults of the Roedecisionaswell aspossible trial tacticsand strategies
that might
result in a reversalof the decisionthat
has allowedthe deathsof 13 million unborn children since 1973.

Boy Scouts Ccnt Bcn Gcrys
ScrysCourt
DALLAS-On October 3, 1983,the
California Court of Appeals reverseda
lower California court decision that
upheld the long-standingpolicy of the
Boy Scouts of America prohibiting
homosexualsfrom becoming members or
leadersof the Boy Scouts.
Former EagleScout Timothy Curran
brought the suit two yearsago when San
Francisco Bov Scout officials learned he
was homosexual and denied his application to be an adult leaderof a Berkeley
troop, reported the Los Angeles Times,
October 6.
American Civil Liberties Union
lawyerssaid the appealcourt ruled the
Boy Scoutsviolated Curran's "fair processrights" and that BSA is a business
establishmentsubjectto discrimination
laws. said the Times article.
Chief executive of the BSA, J.L.
Tarr, issued the following statement:
"We are disappointed by the decision of
the Court of Appeal . . . . \fe feel that
this decisionis a clearmisinterpretation
of both California and federal law and
seriously undermines two of the fundamental rights guaranteedby the Constitution of the United Statesand that
of the state of California: the freedom
of associationand the fi.rndamentalright
of privacy. The basic issue here is
whether young people and their parents
are to be free to choosethe people with
whom thev wish to attend Scout
meetings,go on camping trips, socialize,
and to exerciseand sharetheir personal
beliefs . . . . We have askedthe court for
a rehearingupon the grounds that it has
exceededits authority, misinterpreted
the law, and violated the constitutional
rights of our Scouts and volunteers."
SpokesmanBerkley Bollassaysthey
will appeal if necessary.

Lile:.

Quality vs. Sanctity
n her dark night ofthe soul, ElizabethBouvia has reached
out and found a friend: The American Civil Liberties
Union.
\fhile her husband, family, and doctors are attempting to persuade this 26-year-oldvictim of cerebral palsy that she is loved,
that her life is important and worth living, the ACLU has gone
to court to demand that Mrs. Bouvia be allowedto commit suicide
by starving herself to death.
Handicapped since birth,
Mrs. Bouvia recently checked
into the RiversideGeneral Hospital in Califomia. In a terminal
despair,she insists that doctors
and nursesassisther suicide by
giving her pain-killing drugs,
and not force-feedingher when
she slipsinto unconsciousness.
The hospital staff, whose
businessis to heal the sick and
care for the handicapped, refuses.'Ib assistMrs. Bouvia in
killing herselfwould violate the
ethical principles of the medical
prcfession. Not so, insists the
ACLU. Mrs. Bouvia has made, given her condition, a rearcned
and intelligent decision to die; the hospital should collaborate.
Previously,most Americans have viewed asheroesthosepolicemen who climb out on ledgeshigh above the pavement to drag
some would-be suicide to safety. Using ACLU logig they may
be just meddling pests,while the tme friends of folks who have
decided to do away with themselves are in that crowd on the
'Jump!
street below yelling,
Jump!"
lnstinctively, handicappedAmericans have taken alarm at the
ACLU's enthusiastic support for Mrs. Bouvia's decision. They
are dead right to do so For it is only a short stepftom concluding
that a handicapped person has made a perfectly reasonabledecision to commit suicide, to asking others, with similar handicaps,
why they have not arrived at the same conclusion.
Here, we approach the heart of the matter. Mrs. Bouvia has
been a paraplegic since birth; yet she has gone through college
and eamed a degee in socialwork. She did not settleupon suicide
until after her brother's death, her own marriage broke up, and
her pregnancy ended in a miscarriage. Is it not reasonableto

Wrrtt

Patrick Buchanan is a
sydicated columnistbased
in Washington,D.C.

conclude-as we surely would with a healthy 26-year-oldwoman
who experiencedsuch magedy-that she is in need of loving care,
not outside assistancein killing herselfl
Vhile the position taken by the ACLU may seemabhorrent,
it is not illogical, given the premisesupon which this determinedly
secular organization long ago began to operate.
Theirs is a "quality of life" ethic, as opposed to the "sanctity
of life" belief rooted in religious tradition.
Under the latter, all life is
sacred,a gift from God; no one
is permined to take an innocent life, to play God. The
hour and occasion of death is
for the Author of Life alone to
decide.
Under the "Quality of life"
ethic, while all life is equal,
some lives arc more equal than
others. The right to life of an
unborn child, for example, is
subordinate to the "quality of
life" of the mother, who may
destrov it for health or convenience'sake.
If the court rules with the ACLU, that Mrs. Bouvia'sopting for
suicideis, given her handicappedcondition, reasonable,intelligent,
and right, there is nothing to prevent parents, guardians-or the
state-ft,om going into court and making the same decision on
behalf of severely handicapped or retarded men, women, or
children who cannot make the inteltgent decision for themselves.
If God is dead, everything is permissible,the philosopher said.
If we are all descendantsof that three-foot monkey they dug up
somewherein Ethiopia a while back, if life begins with birth and
terminates with death, if we are all simply higher animals, then
why not fieat one another, humanely of course, as animals?
We "fix" cats and dogs to prcvent over-population; in India,
Indira Gandhi forcibly sterilized her peasants. When the pet
population getsout of control, we put kittens to sleep.ln China,
infanticide of baby girls is how familieshandle the Draconian onechild decreesftom Peking. If you own a pet dog that is old and
arthritic and incontinent, you "put it out of its miseryl' Sq it
is now recommendedwe deal with the old and infirm amongstus.
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Canyoutrust
theBibleto
helpyou
Gounsel
others?

your
Tochange
ownlife?

The ChristianCounseling
and Educational
Foundation
sponsorstheseone weekcoursesof overforty
classroomhoursspecifically
to trainthe Christian
pastor,counselorand activelay personto usethe
Biblewithconfidence,
to skillfullyministerto people
with oroblemsas wellas to examinetheirown lives.

D R .J A Y E . A D A M S ,n o t e da u t h o ra n d D e a no f t h eC h r i s t i a n
C o u n s e l i nagn d E d u c a t i o n F
a lo u n d a t i o n
w,i l ll e c t u r e
t h r o u g h o tuht ew e e ko n C O U N S E L I NAGN DT H EB O O KO F
JAMES.
nfthe
D R . L A W R E N C JE. C R A B B ,J R . , C h a i r m a o
at GraceTheological
Department
of BiblicalCounseling
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